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Abstract
Any sensible piece of writing has an intended readership. Conversely, any
piece of writing that has no intended readership has no sense. These are
axioms of authorship and necessary directions to any prospective author.
The aim of this dissertation was to serve as an experimental exposition of
the analysis of the resolvent operator. Its intended readership is therefore
graduate-level students in operator theory and Banach algebras.
The analysis included in this dissertation is of a specific kind: it includes
and occasionally extends beyond the analysis of a function at certain of its
singularities of finite order. The exposition is experimental in the sense that
it does not even aim at a comprehensive review of analysis of the resolvent
operator, but it is concerned with that part of it which seems to have in-
teresting and useful results and which appears to be the most suggestive of
further research. In order to obtain an exhaustive exposition, we still lack
a study of the properties of the resolvent operator where it is differentiable
(which seemingly entails little more than undergraduate-level complex anal-
ysis), and a study of essential singularities of the resolvent operator (which
seems too difficult for the expository style).
A brief overview of the contents of this dissertation is in order: a chap-
ter introducing some analytic concepts used throughout this dissertation;
a chapter on poles of order 1 follows (so-called simple poles), where the
Gelfand theorem (2.1.1) is the most important result; a chapter on poles
of higher order, where the Hille theorem is the most prominent; and lastly
some topics that have arisen out of the study of poles of the resolvent, col-
lected in chapter 4.
I should make it abundantly clear to the reader that although this dis-
sertation is my work, it does not for the most part follow that the result
are my own. What is my own is the arrangement, but as it is a literature
study, the results are mainly those of other authors. My own addition has
been mostly notes, usually in italics. The literature study has benefitted
very much from Zemanek's paper (Zemanek,[54]), and I am deeply indebted
to him for it. Incidentally, this has also been a chance to exhibit my style
of citation; the number corresponds to the number of the citation in the
bibliography.
There are numerous instances where I have indicated possible exten-
sions and recumbent studies that could be roused effectively, but which
have swelled this volume unnecessarily. For instance, the last subsection is
little more than such indications.
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Chapter 1
Preliminaries
Orientation. The aim of this chapter is to give the necessary introductions
and discussions to make this a reasonably self-contained exposition. As
mentioned in the Foreword, little algebraic detail is necessary, and for this
reason, much that could be said on the algebraic aspect (that is of great
importance) is omitted. Nevertheless, I should think that' this dissertation
could be of much use to suggest possible research topics for future masters
students and is therefore aimed at such readers.
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1.1 A pinch of spectral theory
Functional analysis and operator theory provide very useful tools in va-
rious fields of physics. An atom could, for instance, be described by an
operator, with the spectrum of the operator corresponding to the spectrum
of the atom. However, spectra of operators could also be studied in their
own right, with no interest in the physical application. This is what I have
done.
Operators generally operate on Banach spaces in our considerations.
Definition 1.1.1. (Kreyszig,(! j)
(1) A Banach space is auecior space endowed with a norm in such a way
that every Cauchy sequence converges.
(2) A Banach algebra A is a Banach space endowed with a multiplication
operation in such a way that the resulting structure forms a ring with
respect to vector addition and multiplication, and is also endowed with
a norm compatible with the multiplication operation in the sense that
the inequality IIxlx211 ~ IIxlllllx211 is satisfied for all XI, X2 E A. Note
that we do not assume the existence of an identity of multiplication.
The property of convergence of all Cauchy sequences is called completeness,
and an alternate name for Banach spaces is complete normed spaces.
Whenever we define a concept, we need to make sure that we do not
define a phantom. That is, we need to make sure that there is something
satisfying the definition. For this purpose, we give the following example,
which exhibits a Banach algebra, and therefore also a Banach space.
Example 1.1.2. The set of all bounded linear operators on a Banach space
X forms a Banach algebra, with the operation of composition serving as
the multiplication. This algebra is denoted by B(X) and has the identity
operator as a multiplicative identity.
Note: We tacitly assume throughout that the algebra has an identity.
Such algebras are called unital algebras. This assumption is not part of the
definition, though. There exist important examples of non-unital Banach
algebras. Besides the familiar algebraic identity, there are other variations
on the theme of identity. For example, there are left and right identities in
ring theory. The whole of the following dissertation or certain parts of it
may be capable of extension to the setting of these identities that are not the
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algebraic identity. Exactly which parts can be extended to this setting might
yield valuable insight as to the exact character of these identities. On the
other hand, it is obvious that studying the following work in the setting of
unitized algebras adds nothing new.
Completeness is clearly a norm-dependent property, or at the very least
a topological property. The following is also a topological property.
Definition 1.1.3. (Kreyszig,[?]) An operatorT, by which we understand a
mapping between spaces (usually Banach spaces), is called bounded if there is
some real numbersup{IITxlb : IIxllI = I}, where T: (XI, 1I·lId -t (X2, 11·112).
The operator is called linear if for all x, x' E X and a, a' E C, we have the
equality T(ax + a'x') = c/I'a: +«r«,
Example 1.1.4. The most obvious example of a linear operator is a scalar
multiple of the identity operator.
For a complex Banach space X we shall usually write T to denote a
bounded linear operator on X. (We include here the possibility that X is
a Banach algebra, even though Banach algebras are usually denoted by A.)
A notable exception is the Volterra integral operator V, to be defined later.
Considering the formal notation
R(T, A) = (A - T)-l
where A = AI is a multiple of the identity of multiplication on the right of
the equation, we let the set p(T) denote the set of complex numbers A such
that R(T, A) is a linear operator, defined everywhere on X - and hence
continuous. We call the set p(T) the resolvent set. (A quick note on nota-
tion: in the operator algebra setting we will write any AI with A E C - {I}
as A. In the general Banach algebra setting, which will occur intermittently
without apology, the same is true, except that even 1I will be written 1.)
Exactly what we mean by R(T, A) depends on A. We call the set
a(T) = C-p(T) the spectrum ofT. When studying spectral theory, one soon
discovers a great number of different kinds of spectrum: the point spectrum,
the continuous spectrum, the residual spectrum, the essential spectrum, the
approximate point spectrum, the Browder spectrum, the Fredholm spec-
trum, the Weyl spectrum, among others. However, I think most analysts
would agree that when the spectrum is spoken about, then a(T) = C - p(T)
is likely meant. In general Banach algebras, the spectrum is defined in ex-
actly the same way: we first define the resolvent set as the set of A such that
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>. - x is invertible and we then define the spectrum to be the complement
of the resolvent set. Suppose that X i= {O} throughout this dissertation.
Then a(T) i= 0. Thus the spectral radius
r(T) = sup{I>.1 : >. E a(T)}
exists. The following classical theorem relates this concept to the norm.
Theorem 1.1.5. (Aupetit,[6]) (Gelfand-Beurling) Suppose X is a Banach
algebra and x EX. Then
IIxll ~ r(x).
Many of the theorems that will appear in the remainder of this text will
be phrased and proved for general Banach algebras. Still, I like the setting
of bounded linear operators because it is easy to visualize. By the above
theorem, it follows that p(T) is a superset of C-IITII~ and a(T) is a subset
of IITII~ where IITII~ = {a E C : [o] :::; IITII}. There are also classical
theorems that prove that a(T) is compact and that p(T) is open. A practi-
cal consequence of this is that we were entitled to use the maximum rather
than the supremum in defining r(T). However, since this depends on the
spectrum being closed, something which we have to prove, it was better to
use the supremum.
Recall that a function is a single-valued mapping.
Lemma 1.1.6. (Dunford,[16]) The function R(T, >') satisfies the resolvent
equation (in the second component)
R(T, >') - R(T,JL) = (JL - >')R(T,>')R(T,JL),
where >., JL E p(T).
Proof. We have
R(T, >') - R(T, JL) - (>' - T)-l - (JL - T)-l
- (>' - T)-l[(JL - T) - (>' - T)](JL - T)-l
- (>' - T)-l(JL - >')(JL - T)-l
- (JL - >')R(T,>')R(T,JL)'
o
4
(2)
Definition 1.1.7. (Dunford,[16J) A function T: Xl -+ X2, with Xl and X2
Banach spaces, is considered to be analytic if every bounded linear functional
f (bounded linear operator with range in C and with domain X2) makes the
composition f 0 T analytic.
Example 1.1.8. For example, R(T, >..) is analytic (or continuously differ-
entiable with respect to >..) at every point>.. E p(T), but obviously not for any
>.. E a(T).
Definition 1.1.9. (Conway,[13J) A domain is a connected open subset of
the complex plane.
Example 1.1.10. An open unit disc is a domain that is not only connected,
but also simply connected.
/
Theorem 1.1.11. (Dunford,[16J) Let T be a function mapping complex
numbers to a vector space X. Suppose T is an analytic function everywhere
in the closure of a domain D and that the boundary of D is C, a finite num-
ber of rectifiable Jordan curves (loosely speaking, closed paths with bounded
variation). Then
(1) Ie Tada = 0, (Cauchy's theorem)
Ta = _1_ r Tf3 df3
21ri Je f3 - a
for a in D, (Cauchy's integral formula)
(3) Ta is infinitely differentiable at every point of D,
(.4)
for a in D, and
(n) n! r Tf3 df3
T a= 21ri Je (f3 - a)n+1 '
(5) the Taylor expansion
00 T(n)
L:-f!-(f3- at
O
n .
n=
converges uniformly to Tf3 for f3 in any circle 1f3 - o] ::; a contained
in D.
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If T is analytic on an annulus bounded by two circles 0 and 0' with com-
mon centre a then for every [3 in the annulus
n=-oo
where the Laurent coefficients are given by
-~l T[3 d[3an - 27ri c ([3 - a)n+l
for n E Z.
Proof (Conway,[13]) The proofs of the vector-valued functions are imme-
diate counterparts of their complex-valued analogues. As an illustration
I shall prove the vector-valued version of the Cauchy integral formula. We
may assume without loss of generality that the boundary C is a simple closed
rectifiable curve, since if this is not the case, we just apply the more general
form of the Cauchy integral formula. In the case of C a simple closed rectifi-
able curve, we have a winding number of 1 throughout D. This corresponds
to the coefficient ofTa in the statement of the theorem. (The theorem in its
full generality would have the winding number of a as the coefficient ofTa.)
Determine an envelope of Co by taking some radius, say a, and moving
a circle of radius balong Co. This in fact creates two envelopes; pick the one
reached by moving through D. Clearly there is some radius, say c, for which
the envelope of Co bounds a nonempty area Do, where the inside of Co is
determined by producing the directed segments from C to Co. That there
exists such a radius is a consequence of the fact that D is simply connected.
For the argument's sake, suppose ~ :s; c, for some n E N. Take now
the envelope determined by ~ and denote it by Cn. We now know that the
inside of C, namely D, is an open simply connected subset of C. We suppose
T : D ~ X is an analytic function. Also Cn is closed and rectifiable, since it
is obtained from a closed and rectifiable curve C by means of a homotopic
transformation. Define To: D x D ~ X by To(a,[3) = T~~J{3 if a i= [3 and
To(a, a ) = T'tx, the derivative ofT. It follows that To is continuous; and for
each [3 in D, a I-t To(a, (3) is analytic.
Let H = {a E C: n(Cn,a) = O}. Since n(Cn,a) is a continuous integer
valued function of a (it being the winding number), H is open. Remember
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{ To(a, (3)df3 =JCn
Thus
that by the definition of a winding number, a does not lie on Cn. Moreover,
H u D = C by the hypothesis. Of course, H = C - Dn , where Dn is the
inside of Cn' Define T1 : C ---+ X by T1a = Ic To(a,f3)df3 if a E D and
~ n
T1a = IC
n
fJ-adf3 if a E H. If a E D nH, then
{ Tf3 - Ta df3
JCn f3 - a
{ f3Tf3 d{3 - 21rin(Cn,a)TaJCn -a
{ T{3 d{3,JCn (3 - a
since- IC
n
fJ!..ad{3 = 21rin(Cn, a) and n(Cn, a ) = 0 for a E H. Hence T1 is
well defined. Since To is both defined and continuous on Cn, T1 is analytic
in H. Since To is analytic, Leibniz's rule implies that TI is also analytic on
D. So TI is entire.
Obviously, H is unbounded. Since T is bounded on Cn (it is continuous),
and since lima --+oo fJ!..a = 0 for any a in Cn,
lim Tla = lim ( f3Tf3 d{3 = O.
a--+oo a--+oo Jc; - a
This of course has to mean that for some d we have IITlali ~ 1 for all a
such that d ~ lal. We also know that T1 is bounded for [o] ~ d since it is
continuous. Since T1 is both bounded and entire, it follows from Liouville's
theorem that T1 is a constant. Again using lima --+oo T1a = 0, we get TI a = 0
for all a E C.
For, E D - Cn, then,
1 T{3 [1-f3-df3 = T, -a-d{3.c; - , c; !J - ,
But IC
n
fJ!.."fdf3 is known to equal 21rin(Cn,,). So we have the result for the
envelope Cn obtained from circles of radius~. Since n had no role in the
proof, we may let n ---+ 00, which would then let Cn tend to C. We therefore
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have the theorem in D.
The important observation to be made is that the definition of analyticity
is the determining factor, not the character of the range elements. 0
This theorem concerns complex analytic results as they pertain to Ba-
nach algebras. There are many standard theorems in Banach algebras that
hold in the setting of bounded linear operators on complex Banach spaces
(which is why this relates to the complex analytic theorems). These will be
used whenever applicable without necessarily mentioning the theorems.
In particular, the Hahn-Banach theorem for complex vector spaces will
be used, as well as its corollaries, among which is the Banach-Steinhaus
(uniform boundedness) theorem (Dunford,[16], p. 192). The open mapping
theorem, and its corollary assuring the continuity of a closed everywhere
defined linear operator, are also available for use. In fact, the corollary has
already been applied to the resolvent operator. Another application of the
corollary shows that projections determined by closed linear subspaces are
continuous, since such projections are closed operators.
Definition 1.1.12. (Dunford,[16J) By a T-admissible domain we mean an
open set D of complex numbers having the following properties:
(1) D is a finite union of pairwise disjoint connected open sets, i.e. it is
a finite union of domains,
(2) the boundary C of D is made up of finitely many closed rectifiable
Jordan curves contained in p(T) that do not intersect.
Sometimes we shall denote the fact that D is aT-admissible domain by
writing D = D(T).
Example 1.1.13. Open discs are examples ofT-admissible domains, as are
their unions.
We now have the right setting for the definition of Riemann-Stieltjes
integrals to work in, so we can construct an analogue to complex functions
on these domains. We shall in the later chapters omit these details, since
we shall assume that the functional calculus is well established.
Definition 1.1.14. (Dunford,[16J) The set of all complex functions analytic
everywhere in D = D(T), where a(T) C D is written as J(T). So J(T) is
the set of functions with Taylor series in D(T).
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When one works with functions of T in more general algebraic structures
(i.e. not C anymore), the question arises early, whether the properties of
these functions are dependent on the domains that they map from. In
particular, the question arises whether analyticity is preserved in the process
of restriction to smaller domains. The following lemma seems to answer that
question. It is essential for a proper understanding of functions of operators
and therefore for the analytic functional calculus.
Lemma 1.1.15. {Dunford,[16}} Let D1 = D1(T) and D2 = D2(T) with
a(T) ~ D2 ~ D2 ~ D1. Let f(>..) be analytic on D1. Then
r f(>")R(T, >")d>" = r f(>")R(T, >")d>",lCI lC2
/'
where 0 1 and 02 are the boundaries of D1 and D2, respectively.
Proof. By Cauchy's theorem,
since R(T, >..) is analytic in D1n (X - D2). o
As Atzmon points out (Atzmon,[5]), it has become progressively clearer
and clearer that a particularly handy foundation for spectral theory is the
holomorphic functional calculus (also called the analytic functional calcu-
lus). Again, as with spectra, there are many functional calculi. The analytic
one accords well with the spectrum. The following lemma does just the op-
posite of the above lemma, showing that analytic continuation would be
feasible in the operator algebra.
Lemma 1.1.16. {Dunford,[16}} Let D1 = D1(T) and D2 = D2(T) with
a(T) ~ D1 n D2. Then there is aDa = Da(T) with a(T) ~ o, ~ D1 n D2.
If f is analytic at each point of D1 and at each point of D2 then
r f(>")R(T, >")d>" = r f(>")R(T, >")d>",lCI lC2
where 01 and 02 are the boundaries of D1 and D2, respectively.
Having given the above two lemmas as a motivation, we now formally
define an analytic function of an operator.
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Definition 1.1.17. (Dunford,[16}) Let f E J(T}, D = D(T}, a(T} ~ D
and f be analytic on D. Let C be the boundary of D. We define
f(T} = -21. { f(>'}R(T, >'}d>'.
1r't 1c
Lemmas 1.1.15 and 1.1.16 shows that f(T} is independent of D. The
next four theorems (1.1.18 to 1.1.21) give the properties of the holomorphic
functional calculus. In effect, they tell us what operations we can use in the
theory of analytic functions of an operator. It is analogous to the theory of
matrices in many ways, as Dunford points out.
Theorem 1.1.18. (Dunford,[16}) If h, h E J(T} then
{1f h +hE J(T} and (fl + h)(T) = h(T} + h(T}.
(2) h· hE J(T} and (fl' h)(T} = h(T}· h(T}.
In essence, this theorem tells us that analytic functions of operators obey
the nice properties of arithmetic.
Theorem 1.1.19. (Dunford,[16}) If f(a} is a polynomial in a or, more
generally, if
I(a} = L:~=o anan is a series convergent in a circle [o] ~ a with a > IITII
then f(T} = L:~=o anTn.
The following theorem is known as the spectral mapping theorem. It is
what we wanted to reach in this section. It is a classical and far-reaching
theorem, that deservedly stands central in spectral theory. I have here
followed an older, some would say dated, exposition. For an excellent more
recent discussion, consult (Aupetit,[6]).
Theorem 1.1.20. (Dunford,[16}) If f E J(T}, then f(a(T)) = a(f(T)).
Theorem 1.1.21. (Dunford,[16}) Let h E J(T}, h E J(h(T)) and let
f3(a} = h(h(a)) for all a E D(T}. Then 13 E J(T} and f3(T} = h(h(T)).
1.2 Operator theory
One of the great hindrances to the study of the analytical base of operator
theory is, to my mind, the lack of a uniformly accepted form of the resolvent.
Everyone uses his own favourite, with no real desire for uniformity. There
are, in fact, five different definitions. I myself prefer the form (>' - T}-l, so
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if everyone else could humour me, I would be much obliged. Spectral theory
shows that the analyticity of the resolvent, or the exact form of degener-
acy from analyticity, is very indicative of other properties of an operator.
We shall generally work on the assumption that a(T) = {I}, although this
is really only a notational requirement in most cases and we could just as
well have had a(T) = {a} for any a =1= 0 and have obtained very similar
results. Since a(x) = {I} with xE A implies that x = eX' for some x' E A
(Aupetit,[6]), we have x E eA ~ G(A), where eA is the set formed by expo-
nentiating the elements of A and G(A) is the group of invertible elements of
A. We prefer to look at isolated points in the spectrum. In a sense, this is
equivalent to considering singleton spectra (thanks to spectral projections).
Spectral projections forms a field of study of its own. We could give an
introduction to spectral projections here, but it will not really be necessary
to go into details.
Lemma 1.2.1. (Zemanek,!49j) For the resolvent of an operator with spec-
trum a(T) = {I}, we have
00
R(T, >') = (>' - T)-l = I:(T - I)n(>. _I)-n-l,
n=O
for all >. E C - {I}. This series expansion of R(T, >.) is called the von
Neumann series.
Proof. Suppose that>' E C - {I}. Then we have
1 [ T - 1]-1[(>. - 1) - (T - I)r1 = >. _ 1 1 - >. _ 1
__l_~(T-I)n=~(T_I)n(>'_l)-n-l.
>. - 1 L.." >. - 1 L.."
n=O n=O
This obviously only holds if >. - T is invertible. o
At some places we will not make this spectral requirement. On the as-
sumption a(T) = {I} we know that R(T,>.) is analytic in C - {I}, that
R(T, >.) vanishes at infinity, and that 1 is either a pole or an essential sin-
gularity of R(T, x).
Lemma 1.2.2. (Grobler and Huijsmans,[20j) 1 is a pole of R(T, >.) of order
n exactly when (T - I)n = o.
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Proof. The von Neumann series shows that if (T-I)n = 0, then the resolvent
operator has a pole of order n. The converse is also quite clear from the von
Neumann series. 0
We consider the finite-dimensional Gelfand-Hille theorem here and will
hereafter in later chapters explore the infinite-dimensional extensions. The
finite-dimensional case is really simple.
Theorem 1.2.3. (Zemanek,f4.gj) Suppose T is an operator on a space X
satisfying
dim(X) < 00 and u(T) = {I}. Then there is an integer n > 0 such that
(T - I)n = o.
Proof. It is clear that T can be considered to be a complex matrix and
thaVu(T - I) = [O]. The Cayley-Hamilton theorem implies that T - I is
nilpotent. 0
1.3 Preliminaries on power boundedness
First, a few definitions.
Definition 1.3.1. (Grobler and Huijsmans,[20j) The operator T is said to
be
(1) power bounded if {Tn: n EN} is bounded.
(2) doubly power bounded if T is invertible and moreover {Tn: n E Z} is
bounded.
(3) a contraction if IITII s 1.
The following lemma is an easy consequence of these definitions.
Lemma 1.3.2. Suppose T is power bounded. Then u(T) ~ s. Furthermore,
if we let T be doubly power bounded, then u(T) ~ r.
Proof. Suppose T is power bounded, then there is an a > 0 such that
IITn ll ~ a for all n E N. Thus liIDn-l-oo IITn ll ~ limn-l-oo a implies
lim IIrll l / n ~ lim al/n = 1.
n-l-OO n-l-OO
Since r(T) = limn-l-oo IITn II l/n (Aupetit,[6]), r(T) ~ 1. Thus u(T) ~ t1.
Suppose now that T is doubly power bounded. Then there is an a > 0 such
that IITn ll ~ a for all n E Z. Thus IITn ll ~ a for all n E N and liT-nil ~ a for
all n E N, so u(T- l ) ~ t1. Hence u(T) ~ C - t1. This of course follows from
the holomorphic functional calculus. Therefore u(T) ~ t1n(C-t1) = r. 0
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The rest ofthe section follows Nevanlinna's exposition (Nevanlinna,[32]).
If a norm 11·11 is given then the norm 11·11* which, with some associated fixed
positive constants a, f3 satisfies allxll :::; IIxll* :::; f3llxll, for all x E X, is said
to be equivalent to II . II.
Lemma 1.3.3. (Nevanlinna,[32j) Given a power bounded operator T on a
Banach space X, there exists an equivalent norm such that T becomes a
contraction. Furthermore, let a = sup{IITnll : n EN}. 1fT is a contraction
with respect to some equivalent norm, then the associated constants a and
f3 satisfy ~ ~ a, where equality occurs in the case where the norm is defined
for all x E X by IIxlh = sup{IITnxll : n EN}.
Proof. The following calculations show that II . 111 defines a norm in X:
(1)
lIaxlh - sup{IITn(ax)lI: n EN} ::= sup{lIaTnxll : n E N}
- sup{ (Ial . IITnx11) : n E N}
- [o] sup{IITn xll : n E N} = lalllxlli.
(2)
IIx+ x'ih sup{IITn(x + x') II : n EN}
= sup{IITnx +Tnx'il : n E N}
< sup{(IITnxll + IITnx'II) : n E N}
< sup{IITnxll: n E N} + sup{IITmx'll : mEN}
= IIxlh + IIx'lh·
(3) IIxlh = 0 implies
0= sup{IITnxll :n E N} ~ IIToxll = IIxll,
so IIxll = 0, whence x = O.
It is equivalent to the original norm as IIxlll ~ IIxll = IIToxll and
IIxlh :::; sup{IITn Il :n E N}lIxll = allxll
so that IIxll :::; IIxlh :::; allxll holds. Finally
IITxlll - sup{IITnTxll: n E N} = sup{IITnxll : n E N}
< sup{IITnxll: n E N} = IIxlh
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and therefore
IIT li op = sup{IITxlh : IIxll!} :::; l.
Let II . 112 be any equivalent norm with constants a, fJ satisfying
allxlb :::; IIxli :::; fJllxll2' in which T is a contraction. If we suppose that
~ < a, then a = sUPn>O IITn II implies that there is an x =1= 0 and an n ~ 1
such that IITnxll > ~II-;;II. But ~lIxli ~ fJllxll2 and
IIrnxll s fJIlrnxll2 :::; fJllxll2
since T is a contraction. This then yields a contradiction:
./
o
Definition 1.3.4. (Nevanlinna,[32j) Given a boundedT we define its Yosida
approximation Y(T,A) for AE p(T) by Y(T,A) = ATR(T,A).
Theorem 1.3.5. (Nevanlinna,[32j) The Yosida approximation Y(T, A) is,
as a function of A, analytic in p(T). We have Y(T, A) = A2R(T, A) - A and,
in particular the series representation Y(T, A) = E~=o T~:l converges for
IAI > r(T). Y(T, A) approximates T as A-+ 00 and
IITII2IIY(T, A) - Til s IAI -IITII'
for IAI > IITII. For the spectrum we have
a(Y(T, A» = {I ':Z/A : Z Ea(T)} .
If 0 f/:. a(T), then for ~ f/:. a(T), Y(T-l, A) = -R (T, U· For A f/:. a(T),
Y(Y(T,A),-A) = T.
Note: This theorem and the next show a gap in the literature concerning
the Gelfand-Hille theorem. The Yosida approximation is clearly intimately
related to the resolvent operator, and as the theorem below shows, to power
boundedness. As such, it is very strange to see it used so infrequently in
the articles on the Gelfand-Hille theorem. Due to this surprising lack of
implementation, we consider it unnecessary to give full proofs. We therefore
just state the theorems. Perhaps one could see later how fruitful a study
could be obtained using the Yosida approximation.
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Theorem 1.3.6. (Nevanlinna,[32jJ LetT be a bounded operator and Y(T, >')
its Yosida approximation. Then the following are equivalent:
IIrll ~ a for n E z-.
IIY(T,>.)nll:S; ( a'r for n E Z and 1>'1> 1.
l- lXf
1.4 Complex analysis
An introductory note: we always consider a function in this dissertation to
be its greatest extension, that is, the most extensive of its analytic continu-
ations.
We will often need the ML-inequality, which we now state. We shall not
prove it.
Theorem 1.4.1. (Conway,[13jJ Let f(>.) be continuous on a closed rectifi-
able Jordan curve C. Then
1£ f(>')d>.1 s ML,
where L is the length of C and M = sup{lf(>.)1 : >. E C}.
1.4.1 Definitions of order and type
The importance of the exponential function confronts anyone who begins
a study of entire functions. As Boas points out (Boas,[9]), being bounded
above (in modulus) by the exponential function is a very important prop-
erty of functions. We focus on such functions and notice that for any such
function there is a pair of significant constants.
First, we define a function f to be of (or to have) exponential order a if for
·0 as a If(rei8)1
some a we have If(re' )1 ~ er , by which we mean that limr~ooera ~ 1,
and if the infimum of the set of such a isa. We categorize a function now
according to whether such a a exists; if it does, f is a function of order a
(as stated above); if not, we say that f is of infinite order. This is the last
that we shall mention of infinite order. Given a, we say that a function of
order a is of type p iffor some b we have If(reio)1 ;; ebru and if the infimum
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of the set of such b is p. We can express a and p explicitly if we make use
of the function
Mf{r) = sup{lf{reiO)1 : () E [0, 21r]}.
The explicit formulas below are the logical conclusions from the definitions:
1. {lOg logMf{r) }a = im sup 1
r-HXl ogr
and
1. { logM f (r) }p = lmsup .
r~oo rU
A function of exponential type (p) is defined as one with order a = 1
(and. type p). Irrespective of order, a function is said to be:
(a) of normal type if 0 < P < 00,
(b) of maximal type if p = 00.
We only allocate a term for exponential type functions with p = 0 if the
order a = 1. These functions we define to be of minimal type. If a function
has type 0 but is not of exponential type, we shall state both order and type
explicitly.
Having introduced the notions of order and type, we proceed to their
arithmetical properties.
1.4.2 Properties of order and type
A large part of this section is taken from (Boas,[9]).
Theorem 1.4.2. (Boas,[9j)
(1) The order of the product of two entire functions of different orders is
equal to the larger of the orders of the factors, and the type is equal to
the type of the function that has the larger order.
(2) The product of two entire functions of the same order a, one of which
has normal type p and the other has minimal type, is an entire function
of the same order a and of type p,
(3) The product of two entire functions of the same order a, one having
maximal type and the other having at most normal type, is an entire
function of order a and maximal type.
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Modifying our terminology slightly, we can simplify the statement of the
above theorem significantly. Of two functions with differing order we shall
say the one of greater order is of greater category. Moreover, if they have
the same order, we shall say the one with the greater type is of greater
category, unless they are both of normal type. Obviously, if they are of the
same order, and if they further have the same type or are both of normal
type, then neither of the functions is of greater category, because they are
of the same category. With this in mind, we state the theorem again.
Theorem 1.4.3. (Boas,[9j) If the functions h(a) and h(a) are of different
categories, then the product h (a) h (a) has the same order and type as the
factor belonging to the larger category. .
Proef. We do not prove the theorem, because it is more troublesome than
instructive. We therefore only sketch the reasoning. We illustrate the proof
by the case where both hand h have order a and the type of h is p while
as (+<)'" .the type of his O. Then MfI (r) < e P "2 r ,which means that
lim MfI (r) < 1
r-too e(P+~)r'" '
as ~ iT
and Mh < e"2 r , from the definition of order and type. Hence
as (+<)'" <", ('+)'"MfIh(r) < e P "2 r e"2 r = e P e r .
For every f > 0, therefore, M/d2(rn ) / e(P+ f )r '{. -7 0 for some unbounded
sequence {rn}. The rest of the proof is more technical than useful, requiring
a lot of tools not within the scope of the dissertation but yielding something
that is already readily apparent intuitively. Hence this part will not be given.
The reader can surely see that hh will then be of order a and type p, and
the other cases covered by the theorem are proved in a similar manner. 0
Corollary 1.4.4. (Boas,[9j) If the quotient of two entire functions fda)
and h(a) is an entire function f3(a), then its category does not exceed the
larger of the categories of the functions h(a) and h(a); here the categories
of h(a) and h(a) may be the same. If they have different categories, then
the category of the function f3 (a) equals the larger of the categories of h (a)
and h(a).
We give two applications of the notions of order and type. The first is
a neat little theorem with a very interesting result. The second, I think, is
more useful.
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Proposition 1.4.5. (Boas,[gJ) If a function f is of exponential type, the
formula
p = limsuPn--+oo Viani gives the type of I, where f can be written
f(o) = L~o !Jfton.
Query: Are there other simple ways of determining p for functions of
exponential type? Something analogous to the ratio test, for instance?
Lemma 1.4.6. (Sinclair,[40J) Let A be a Banach algebra. Then the entire
function 01-7 f(eQ;X) is of exponential type r(x) for all x E A and all bounded
linear functionals f E A'.
Proof. Since
it follows that f(eQ;X) has order not exceeding 1. Suppose that the order is
exactly 1. The nth Maclaurin coefficient of f(e'a:X) is !(x,n), since
n.
Thus the type of f(eQ;X) equals limsuPn--+oo lJ(xnW/n. Since this is the case
for every f E A', we know that
lim sup If(xnW/n ~ r(x).
n--+oo
This completes the proof. o
1.4.3 Phragmen-Lindelof theorems
(Korevaar,[27]) is the source for this section. Suppose f(o) is analytic in
a bounded domain D bounded by a simple closed contour C. Suppose
moreover that f(o) is continuous on D = D U C. The maximum-modulus
theorem states that if max{lJ(o) 1 : 0 E C = aD} = a, then If(o)1 < a at
all points of D, unless f(o) is constant. Anyway, the function f(o) reaches
its maximum modulus on the boundary C of the domain; If(o)1 ~ a for
all 0 E D. Phragmen and Lindelof (Phragmen and Lindelof,[33]) proved an
extension of the maximum-modulus theorem on unbounded domains, the
maximum-modulus theorem being only concerned with bounded domains.
The generalization below retains the conclusion on the range while relaxing
the boundedness assumption rather impressively.
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Theorem 1.4.7. (Korevaar,[27}) (Phragmen-Lindelof) Let f(a) be analytic
in, and on the sides 0 of, an angle D with opening (3 < 1f. Let f(a) be of
exponential type in D = DUO, that is to say, there are constants a and b
such that If(a)1 < bea1al in D. If l!(a)1 ~ c on the sides 0 of the angle D,
then If(a)l ~ c throughout D.
Proof. If angle D is not already an angle with sides arg(a) = ±(3 and
'Y = Re(a) ~ 0, then we perform a displacement ( = 'TJa + i, where I'TJI = 1,
that carries D into the desired position. We will make use of an auxiliary
function h(a) = e-da" where 1 < fi, < ~, while 8 > O. Of course, unless
we specify, aK. is ambiguous. So we clear this up by stating that aK. is taken
from the principal branch of the fi, power of a, the one with 1K. = 1. The
function aK. and hence fd(a) are continuous in D. Define the arc Or by
a ~reiv, Ivl ~ !(3. For a E Or,
Ifd(a)1 = e-Re(dr"ei"V) = e-dr"COSK.~:::; e-dr"COS~K.,8.
Here cos !fi,{3 > 0, because !fi,{3 < !1f. Thus on Or,
If(a)fd(a)1 ~ be-dr" cos ~K.,8+ar = j(r),
where j(r) ~ 0 as r ~ 00. On the sides of the angle,
If(a)h(a)1 ~ ce-dr" cos tK.,8 ~ c.
We now apply the maximum-modulus theorem to f(a)h(a) in the sector
Dr = {a: [o] s r, Ivl s ~.B} .
We find that
If(a)h(a)1 ~ max{j(r) , c}
for all a E Dr. Hence, if r ~ 00, If(a)fd(a)l ~ c for all a E D, or
If(a)1 ~ cleda" I. Finally, let 8 ~ O. Then l!(a)1 :::; c for all a E D. 0
eCQ is bounded on the imaginary axis, but eca is not bounded on the
right half-plane however, with the assumption that c> O. Therefore ri < tt
is strict. Do there exist other functions that show the restriction .B < 1f?
Theorem 1.4.8. (Korevaar,[27}) (Phragmen-Lindelof) Let f(a) be analytic
in, and on the boundary line 0 of, a half-plane D. Let f(a) be of minimal
type in D = DUO, that is, corresponding to every positive E there exists a
constant b(E) such that If(a)1 < b(E)eflal for all a E D. If l!(a)1 ~ c for a
on 0, then If(a)1 ~ c throughout D.
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Proof. By making a preliminary transformation (a rotation and a displace-
ment) we can always suppose that the half-plane D is the open right half-
plane. We introduce the auxiliary function 15(0) = f(o)e-oa, for 8 > O.
As we may take € = !8 we see that 15(0) -+ 0 as f3 = Re(o) -+ 00. Hence
115(0)1 will have a maximum on the positive real axis, 0 5:.f3 < 00:
115(0)1 5:. 115(()1 = d, say. On the imaginary axis,
As 15(0) is clearly of exponential type both in the first and fourth quadrant,
we can apply the previous theorem in both of these domains. Thus
115(0)1 5:. maxic, d}, whenever 0 E D. it remains to be proved that d 5:. c.
Suppose for the moment that d> c. Then 1J = Re(() can not be the origin;
hence 1J > O. On the circle 10 -1J1 = 1J, Ifo(o)1 5:. d = Ifo(1J)I. Hence by the
maximum-modulus theorem, 15(0) = d for all 0, in particular for 0 = i'y.
This shows we must have d 5:. c. 0
1.4.4 Bernstein's theorem
The next two sections are devoted to functions bounded on certain subsets
of the complex field. We start with a theorem that generalizes the theorem
of Liouville restricting the range of a bounded entire function to one complex
number.
Theorem 1.4.9. (Korevaar,[27]) If f(o) is a minimal type entire function
and if If(o)1 5:. a on a certain line, then f(o) reduces to a constant.
Proof. The line under consideration divides the plane into two half-planes.
If we apply Korevaar's version of the Phragmen-Lindelof theorem to each
of these half-planes, we conclude that If(o)1 5:. a for all o. By Liouville's
theorem, it follows that f (0) is constant. 0
As near as I can figure, the following theorem is a generalization of theo-
rem 1.4.9. It concerns the boundedness of a function in a polynomial fashion
on lines through the origin, the specific polynomial being used depending
on the angle the line makes with the real axis. More precisely, it is bounded
by a polynomial expression in the distance from the origin, except for the
imaginary axis, where it may grow as it pleases.
Theorem 1.4.10. (Stone,!42j) Let f be a function of 0 E C, and assume f
as nl "{J
is entire. Suppose that If(o)1 5:. Ic:,Blnl' where 0 = ret and a> 0, nl EN.
Then f is a polynomial and deg f 5:. nl.
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Proof. Since f is entire, f(a) = L:~=Oan2an2 for some sequence {an2}. We
may assume {an2} ~ X for some Banach space and modify the defining
inequality to
as arn 1
IIf(a)1I ~ Icosf3ln1·
What we then need to prove is that an 3 = 0 for all n3 ~ n4 for some n4 EN.
This would then make the Taylor series of f(a) a finite sum, that is, a
polynomial in a. In particular, we need to prove an 3 = 0 for all n3 > nl.
Since f is a continuous function, we can form the integral expression
Now, for [o] = r,
Thus for n3 ~ nl + 1,
the suprema being taken for [o] = r, obviously. We therefore see that
limr -+oo I(r, n3) = O. On the other hand, a simple calculation expresses the
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integrand as a series of powers in 0, namely
Cauchy's integral formula thus allows us to make the evaluation
It then follows that limT--+oo I(r, k) = an 3 , since the terms ns > 0 tend to
zero as r becomes infinite. Since we are working in a Hausdorff space, we
therefore have an 3 = O. We are now done. 0
1.4.5 P61ya's theorem
P6lya's theorem is a generalization of Bernstein's theorem, as Bernstein's
theorem is a generalization of Liouville's theorem. P6lya's theorem is ama-
zingly apt for application to the Gelfand-Hille theorem; so much so that
one almost gets the feeling that there was some interconnection there, as for
instance collaboration.
Theorem 1.4.11. (Polya) (Korevaar,[27]) If f(o) is an entire function of
minimal type and iflf(n)1 ~ a for all nEll, then f(o) reduces to a constant.
Proof. We need only prove P6lya's theorem in the case that f(o) is an even
function, because for f(o) odd, we know that J~) is even. It will then follow
that J~) vanishes, and then f(o) is a constant from its Taylor series, which
then has to be zero. If f(o) = ft(o) +12(0) where ft(o) is even and 12(0) is
odd, both ft (0) and 12(0) are entire functions of exponential type zero that
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have bounded modulus for all integers because 2h(a) = /(a) + I(-a) and
2h(a) = /(a) - I(-a). Any entire function can be written as a sum of an
even and an odd function, by splitting its Taylor series into a series contain-
ing the even terms and a series containinrthe odd terms. It is clear from theTaylor series that if /(a) is even, then (0)021(0) is also entire. It therefore
suffices to show a minimal exponential type /(a) with 2:~=-00 l!(n)1 < 00
is zero.
We prove this by interpolating / (a) on Z. Consider the function
in(a) = sin 7r(a - n)
7r(a - n)
for a ¥ nand in(n) = 1. If nl E Z and nl ¥ n, then in(nl) = 0 since
sin 7r(nl - n) = O. If n2 is a positive integer, then [o] ~ n2 - ! implies
I
sin 7r(a - n) I
7r(a - n) = I sin7ra I< max {lsin7r(a - n) I: [o] = n2_!}7r(a - n) - 7r(a - n) 2
< ~max{lsin7ral: lal = n2-~} = A(n2),
A(n2) being a constant not depending on n. The series
00
O(a) = L f(n)in(a)
n=-oo
will therefore converge uniformly in every circle [o] ~ n2 - !. This defines
a function of a analytic on the entire complex plane. The function O(a) is
therefore bounded along the entire real line:
The properties of in (a) imply that O(a) coincides with f(a) for all integers.
We will prove that O(a) is just another way of expressing f(a). To this end,
we define
E(a) = f(a). - O(a) = !(a) _ ~ f(n).
sm 7ra sin 7ra n~oo 7r(a - n)
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Since f = C on Z, E(a) will be an entire function. We shall first
prove that E(a) has minimal exponential type. Consider the squares Cn 2
(n2 E Z+) with corners at the points ±(n2 - !) ± (n2 - !)i. On Cn 2 ,
If(a)1 s F(f)et'lol S F(f)et'I.BI+t'hl S F(f)et'(n2-!)+t'hl,
for f > O. On the vertical sides a = ±(n2 - !) + if of Cn 2 ,
ISin11raI = Iei1ro .:e-i1roI
- Iei1r[± (n2 - ! >+i-r] ~e-i1r[±(n2-t)+i'Y] I
= Ie-1r'Ye±i1r(n2-t>~ e1r'Ye'fi1r(n2-t> I
= Ie-1r'Y(±i)~ e1r'Y (=Fi ) I
= I 2 1- 2 < 2 - 1r'Y
e-1r'Y (±i).+ e1r'Y(±i) - e7r'Y + e-1r'Y .- e ,
while on the horizontal sides, where 'Y = ±(n2 - !), we have
21 ei1ro -2e-
i1rOI = lei1ro _ e-i1r01~ Ilei1r°I_le-i1r°11
= Ilei1r(.B±(n2-t>i)I_le-i1r(P±(n2-t>i)11
_ Ilei1T.B e'f1T(n2-t>1-le-7f13e±7f(n2- t>II
_ le-(±7f(n2-t » - e±7f(n2- t>!
= le-1rIOI - e7fIOII = e7f1ol _ e-1T101.
Therefore 2 2
lei1ro _ e-i1r01 S e1rlol _ e-1rlol
1_ 1 1<sin rro -
ISin11raI= lei1ro .:e-i 1TO I'
we have ITI ~ lal and -Ial s ITI- 1, so
---,-,-_2_-0--:- < 2 < 3e-1rhl.
e1T101 - e-1rlol - e1rhl(l- e-1T)
and since
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Finally, we have on Cn 2 , where la - nl ~ !,
00 f(n) 2 00~ ~:- ~ If(n)1 = b.n~oo 1r(a - n) " n~oo
Combining these results in the formula for E(a), we find that on Cn 2
(n3 E Z+),
IE(all ~ 1~:~-};,,;, sin!t~~ n)
< Is{~:~1 + n~oo s{~:~
< F(E)et(n2-t)+thl. 3e-7fh l + b
= 3F(E)e(t-1f)hl+t(n2-t) + b s H(E)en2-t
Applying the maximum-modulus theorem to E(a) in the domain between
Cn2- l and Cn2 (n2 > 1) we find that
IE(a)1 ~ H(E)etlol+t = K(E)etlol.
As the right hand side does not depend on n2, the inequality will be true
whenever a is outside Cl. But
IE(a)1 ~ H(E)et(n2-t)
is also true for a in Cll and hence IE(a)1 ~ K(E)etlol will hold for all a. As
E was an arbitrary positive number, E(a) must be of minimal type.
Finally, E(±i'y) ~ 0 as 'Y ~ 00:
IK(±i,)1 s 3F(E)e(t-1fh + 2~b
for , ~ 1. In particular, G(i,) will be bounded on -00 < , < 00. Thus,
by Bernstein's theorem, K(a) is a constant. By this last inequality, this
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constant must be zero. This completes the proof that 0(0) == f(o). Since
0(0) is bounded on the real axis, so is f(o). Applying Bernstein's theorem
again, we conclude that f(o) must be a constant. Since I:~-oo If(n)\ < 00,
f(o) =O. 0
Note: One may notice that this theorem applies to a specific arithmetical
sequence. One may then ask whether the same conclusion would hold if we
replace Z by any arithmetical sequence. This question is answered by Theo-
rem 1.4.14, but first we give a generalization.
We now need to define two concepts that will be used throughout the
dissertation and is essential for the statement of the Gelfand-Hille theorem,
the theorem around which the theory of poles of the resolvent is built.
Definition 1.4.12. (Boas,[9j)
(1) We denote the fact that lima-too I~~~~~ I= a for a > 0 by the notation
h(o) = 0(12(0».
(2) We denote the fact that lima-too ~~~~~ = 0 by the 'notation h(o) =
0(12(0».
Historically, these notations are called Bachmann-Landau notations. Bach-
mann introduced the notation and Landau popularized it.
Theorem 1.4.13. (Stone,[42]J If f is entire and g(o) = f (~~~) has the
power series developments
( ) _ {I:~=oonan, lIanll = O(nnl) for 101 < 1,
9 0 - I:~=o o-nbn, IIbnll = O(nnl) for 101 > 1,
where an and bn are in a Banach space X and ni is a non-negative integer,
then f is a polynomial with deg f ~ nl + 1.
Proof. P6lya proved the result for complex functions, so we just prove that
the result carries over to Banach spaces. Set f3 = ~~~. The asymptotic
inequalities imply the existence of a b > 0 such that lIanll ~ b(:t:llt and
Ilbnll ~ b(ntnl,l', for n large enough: this follows fromn.nl·
II an II - O(nn l ) =* lim lIanll = a(l)
n-too nnl
nnl
=> lIanll ~ a(1)nn1 =* lIanll ~ a(2)_
nl!
=> lIa
n
ll ~ a(3) (n + 1)(n +2)··· (n + nl) ~ a(3) (n + nl)! .
nl! n!nl!
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Similarly for bn . We therefore have
II ( )11 < b~ (n+n1)!, In _ Cg a - ~ n!nl! a - (1 -Ial)ni+!
for 10'1 ~ 1 and
II ( )11 < b~ (n+nt}!1 I-n _ cg a - ~ n!nl! a - (1 -10'1-1 )ni+!
for 10'1 ~ 1, and hence IIg(a)II ~ (1-'Y)ni+l, where, = minj]o], lal-1} . Since
a = - I-f3 f3 = rei5 we obtain1+f3' ,
1
1 - f31 11 - rei5110'1 = 1 + f3 = 1 + rei5 =
1 + r 2 - 2r cos <5
1 + r 2 + 2r cos <5
and
Therefore
,=
1 + r 2 - 2rl cos <51
2 <1.1 + r + 2rl cos <51 -
(1 _,)-1 = 1+, < 1 + 1
1 - (,)2 - 1 - (,)2
1 + r 2 + 2rl cos <51
=
2rl cos <51
(1+ r)2
< 2r Icos <51 ~ 2rl cos <51
for r ~ 1 since then 1 + r ~ 2r. Thus
for n2 = nl + 1 and r ~ 1. This completes the proof. o
Suppose f (a) is entire and of minimal exponential type. Define II as
lI(a) = l:nEzf(n)an and its analytic continuation. Then II has 1 as its
only singular point and, in particular, if I is a polynomial with deg f ~ nI,
then 1 is a pole of order nl + 1. This observation seems to connect it with
Fourier analysis. The following theorem also comes from (Stone,[42]).
Theorem 1.4.14. If f(a) is an entire function of minimal type and
f(±n) = o(n) as n ~ 00, f(a) is a constant. More generally, if
f(±n) = O(nni ) , f(a) is a polynomial of degree not exceeding nl.
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Proof. Since f(fJa) is of minimal type when f(a) is, any arithmetic pro-
gression may be substituted for the sequence {n : n E N}. Suppose first
that f(n) = 0(1), then If(a)1 = 0(1) and so f(a) is a constant, by P6lya's
theorem (Theorem 1.4.11). In the general case, let f(±n) = O(nn1 ) denote
the sum of the Maclaurin expansion of f (a) up to terms oforder Lnd, then
f (a) - h (a) has a zero of order Lnd +1 at 0, where Lnd denotes the largest
integer not exceeding nl. Hence f~{~{~la) is entire, of minimal type and
bounded on Z, and therefore a constant. Thus f(a) = 8aLnd+1 +h(a) and
since
and
f(±n) = O(n Lnd ) = o(nLnd+1),
8 must be zero. Finally, if f(±n) = o(n), the case nl = 1 shows that f(a) is
a polynomial h(a) of degree 1 at most, but h(±n) = o(n) is possible only
if h (a) is constant. . 0
The following theorem, due to Shah (Shah,[39]), extends P6lya's theorem
in a new direction.
Theorem 1.4.15. Let f(a) be a function analytic in the whole plane in-
cluding a = 00 except at a = 1. Let
If an = O(nn1 ) and bn = O(nn1 ) then f(a) is a rational function and 1 is a
pole of f of order not exceeding nl + 1. Furthermore, if al,··· ,an are the
isolated poles of f(a), lying on the unit circle, then f(a) is still a rational
function.
Proof. To prove that every isolated singularity will be a pole, it is enough
to prove that if a = 1 is an isolated singularity, it is a pole since every other
singularity can be brought to a = 1 by a rotation. We suppose that nl
is a positive integer. We have already supposed that a = 1 is an isolated
singularity of f(a). Let fJ = ~!~. This transforms the unit circle in the
a-plane into the imaginary axis in the fJ-plane and a = 1 corresponds to
fJ = 00. The function !I (fJ) = f (a) given by the above relation is therefore
analytic for IfJl ~ a (where a is some number), except at fJ = 00. (Interest-
ingly, this transformation also plays a role in Theorem 1.4.13. It is known as
the the Cayley transformation.) From our assumption about the coefficients
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Ih(fJ)1
we obtain If(a)1 ~ II-loilnl+I in a neighbourhood of the circle [o] = 1 but
obviously not on the circle itself. Hence
1(I-a)nl+lf(a)1 ~bll-ar
l-Ial
Let h(fJ) = (1- a)nl+l f(a) where a = ~~~. Then
2nl+1 b c
Ih(fJ)1 ~ IfJ + Ilnl+l 'II_I~lInl+l ~ IIfJ + ll-lfJ -111 nl+1 '
Let fJ = deh. Then IfJ + 112 -lfJ _11 2 = 4dcos,. Hence
< c{lfJ + 11 + IfJ - II}nl+l
IIfJ + 112 -lfJ - 1121nl+l
< c (lfJ + 11 + IfJ _11)nl+l
14dcos,1
< k
Icos,Inl+l
if d ~ m for some sufficiently large m. So
Ih(fJ)12(n:H) s p
Icos,P/2
except when, = ±~. Therefore
1
which is a convergent integral. Hence Igll' Ih(fJ)12(nl H) d, is bounded and
so h(fJ) is analytic at infinity. It follows that (1- a)nl+l f(a) is analytic at
a = 1, which shows that f(a) has a pole of order not exceeding nl + 1 at
a = 1. This proves the first part. Supposing f has finitely many poles on
the unit circle, it follows by the first part that each of the finite number of
singularities on [o] = 1 is a pole. Hence f(a) is analytic throughout the a-
plane except for a finite number of poles. Hence f is a rational function. 0
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Chapter 2
Simple poles of the resolvent
Orientation. This chapter is concerned with simple poles of the resolvent,
and although we certainly will have to consider the more general case, this
will follow in the subsequent chapter. The assumption that a(T) = {I}
forces the poles to be at 1. We have several characterizations, of which
the most noted are the Gelfand and the Ritt theorems. Various extensions
other than higher order poles will also be presented in the following chap-
ters. Those generalizations have their origin, mostly, in the theorems of this
chapter.
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2.1 Bounds on powers
We start with a theorem proved by Gelfand in 1941 (Gelfand,[18]). This
theorem is historically very important in the sense that it started the whole
discussion that this dissertation reports on. Recall Definition 1.3.1.
Theorem 2.1.1. Suppose x is a doubly power bounded element of a Banach
algebra A with IIxn II ::; a for all n E Z and u(x) = {I}. Then x = 1. The
converse is obviously also true.
Proof. Consider (1 - '\x)-l. For 1,\1 < 1 we have (1 - '\x)-l = :E~=o ,\nxn.
The series converges since 1,\1 < 1 and we have
00 00 00L ,\nxn ::; L 1,\lnllxnll ::; L 1,\lna = 1: ,\ .
n=O n=O n=O I I
Similarly, for 1,\1 > 1, we have the convergent series representation
00 ~
(1- '\x)-l = ,\-lX-1(,\-l x-1 _1)-1 = - L ,\-nx-n.
n=l
Notice that both power boundedness conditions (n E Z- and n E Z+) are
used. The following estimates hold:
(1) for 1,\1 < 1,
00
11(1 - '\x)-ll1 ::; L I,\nl II x nII ::; 1 :1,\1'
n=O
(2) for 1,\1 > 1,
00
11(1- '\x)-ll1 ::;~ I,\-nlllx-nll s I'\I~ r
If we set ,\ = -d!::r, where II. = reiD, then
_ (1 - _p._x) -1 = (II. _ 1)[(11. - 1) - p.xr1
11.- 1
_ (II. - l)(p.y - 1)-1 = -(II. - 1)(1 _ p.y)-l
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where y = 1 - x and hence
_ 11(1 - Ax)-lll < lTXf=n
IlL - 11 - IlL - 11
a a
when IILI =1= IlL - 11- Thus
1 < a(IILI + IlL - 11) _ a(IILI + IlL - 11)
11(1- ILY)- II IIILI2 -IlL _ 1121 - Ilreiol2 -Ireio _ 1121
a(IILI + IlL - 11)
l(rcosO)2 + (rsinO)2 - [(r cos0 - 1)2 + (rsinO)2]1
= a(lILI+IIL-11) < a(r+r+l)
11- 2r cos01 - 11- 2r cos 01
< a(2r + 1) _ a(2r + 1) ~ 0 (_1_)
IcosO - 2r cos 01 - 11- 2rll cos 01 - cosO'
where the third last step is justified by IILI =1= IlL - 11. By another result
of Gelfand (Gelfand,[19]) given in chapter 3, we have y2 = O. But then
x n = (1 - y)n = 1 - ny, and since x is power bounded, y = 0 and x = 1.
Conversely, it is clear that a(l) = {I} and 1I1n ll = 1 for all n E Z. 0
Gelfand proved the theorem for normed algebras. The requirement
IILI =1= IlL - 11 is satisfied in a sufficiently small neighbourhood of 1. It is
quite remarkable that this is the only apparent restriction on the spectrum
(well, actually, on the AS considered). One can easily extend the theorem to
arbitrary Banach algebra scalars x = a by supposing a(x) = {a}, provided
a =1= O. The proof is accomplished by substituting ~ throughout, obtaining
~ = 1 and then multiplying by a. This only works for scalars with [o] ~ 1
in general, however, because of the power boundedness condition. The proof
for [o] < 1 is either much more involved or impossible to obtain, but I can-
not find a proof. We give another proof of the Gelfand theorem, using a
lemma proved by Bonsall and Crabb (Bonsall and Crabb,[10]). They make
use of the concept of a hermitian element of a Banach algebra. We now give
their definition of what this means.
Definition 2.1.2. An element h of a Banach algebra is called hermitian if
the equality lIeia hli = 1 holds for all a E JR..
Lemma 2.1.3. Let h be a hermitian element of A with r(h) ~~. Then
h = arcsin(sinu).
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The proof that we will now consider (Allan and Ransford,[2]) is very
similar to a proof in (Bonsall and Duncan,[ll]), for a different theorem.
Theorem 2.1.4. Let A be a Banach algebra and let x be a doubly power
bounded element of A. If a(x) = {l}, then x = 1.
Proof. Recall that as long as the spectrum does not completely surround
0, we can define a branch of the logarithm such that log(x) is defined
(Aupetit,[6]). Let
'I () .",(l-x)kY = -2 og X = ZL- k .
k2:1
Then a(y) = {O} and x = e-iy . Thus, given any integer m, we have
a(sinmy) = {sinO} = {O} and
II (sin my)nll _ II (x
m ~ix-m)nll·
- 21n Il(xm - x-mtll
- In t (~ )(_1)jxnm-2jm
2 j=O J
< In i: (~ ) IIxmn-2jmll
2 j=O J
< 21nt (;)s~p IIxn' IIj=O n EZ
- sup IIxn'1I21n t (~ )= sup IIxn'lI,
n'EZ j=O J n'EZ
for n 2:: o. If Ln>O anan is the Taylor expansion of the principal value
of arcsin(a) about -a = 0, then by fundamental calculus it can be shown
that the coefficients an are all non-negative and that Ln>O an converges to
arcsin(l) = ~. Hence -
IImylI = II arcsin(sin my) II ~ L lanlll(sinmy)nll s ~ sup{lIxnll : n' E Z}.
n2:0
As this holds for any integer m, it follows that y = 0, and therefore that
x=l. 0
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This theorem seems to solve the problem of characterizing scalars with
[o] < 1 encountered earlier, but only partially. The scalar a = 0 is still
not characterized in this manner. It is obvious that a = 0 cannot be char-
acterized in this manner, since then we would have a(x) = {O}, so that x
would not be invertible and therefore could not be doubly power bounded.
In order to obtain scalars a =1= 0, we suppose a(x) = {a}, substitute y = ~,
suppose y is doubly power bounded, obtain y = 1, and hence obtain x = a.
Theorem 2.1.5. (Allan and Ransford,[2J) Let A be a Banach algebra, and
let x be an invertible element of A such that IIxnll+llx-nll = o(n) as n ~ 00.
If a(x) = {I}, then x = 1.
This theorem weakens the bound to o(n). As such, it is a generalization
of Gelfand's theorem and a specific case of Hille's theorem. Finally, we give
a proof of the Gelfand theorem by means of the exponential function.
Theorem 2.1.6. (Zemanek,f49J) Let T E B(X) be such that a(T) = {I}.
If SUPnEZ IITn II < 00, then T = I.
Proof. Since a(T) = {I}, we can find logT E B(X). Obviously e10g T = T
and a(logT) = {O} by the holomorphic functional calculus. Therefore the
type of the function AH e~logT is r(T) = 0, by Sinclair's lemma (Lemma
1.4.6), and its values are bounded on the set of integers since enlogT = T"
and T is doubly power bounded. We may now invoke Polya's theorem
(Theorem 1.4.11) since the function A H e~logT is obviously entire. We
conclude that A H e~logT is a constant function. Since eOlogT = I, this
constant has to be I. We then have 1= ellog T = T. 0
2.2 Convergence of iterations
There are very few articles that I could obtain that treat this topic. I shall
therefore follow the article which made the most significant progress in this
direction, but first I shall state some of the results that logically (though
perhaps not historically, I am not sure of this), led to it.
Proposition 2.2.1. (Zemanek,f49J) If Tn(T - I) ~ 0 as n ~ +00 and
sUPnEN IIT-n(T - 1)11 < 00, then T = I.
Proof. Knowing that m(T - I) ~ 0 as n ~ 00 and
sup IlT-n(T - 1)11 < 00,
nEN
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one sees that (T - I)2 = o. This implies that the sequence {Tn(T - In is
constant, because
Multiplication by T":" yields T = I. o
I will only state the results by Mbekhta and Zemanek. These results are
somewhat reminiscent of the root test for series in their assumptions, but of
course their conclusions are quite different.
Proposition 2.2.2. (Mbekhta and Zemanek,[31j) If a(T) = {I} and
lim sup IIrn(T - I)1I 1/ n < 1,
n-too
then T = I; also conversely.
The statement is also true for the limit inferior. More precisely, the
following is true.
Proposition 2.2.3. (Mbekhta and Zemanek,[31j) If a(T) = {I} and
liminfllrn(T - I)1I 1/ n < 1,
n-too
then T = I; also conversely.
(Zemanek,[49]) points out that the proof of the first proposition could
be obtained by extending a classical result that Pringsheim proved in the
complex analytic setting (Pringsheim,[34]). Another source for this theorem
of Pringsheim's is (Arakelyan and Martirosyan,[3]). The second proposi-
tion is a direct corollary of the theorem in (Kalton, Montgomery-Smith,
Oleszkiewicz and Tomilov,[24]), where a weaker condition yields the same
result. This theorem, which used to be known as the Esterle-Berkani con-
jecture, shall occupy the rest of the section.
Before we go on, notice that neither of the theorems implicitly or explic-
itly assumes that limn-too IIrn(T - I)1I 1/ n exists. For the rest of the section
we explore the ideas in a paper by Malinen, Nevanlinna, Turunen and Yuan
(Malinen, Nevanlinna, Turunen and Yuan,[29]). An interesting result that
was obtained by Esterle (Esterle,[17]) states that for T a bounded linear
operator with spectrum a(T) = {I}, either T is the identity or the iterate
inequality liminfn-too(n + 1)IITn - rn+I1I ~ 916 holds.
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Berkani probably thought that this lower bound was awfully specific and
did not really seem to have any significance, so he obtained another lower
bound, namely 1\ (Berkani,(8]) that was closer to his postulated value, ~.
Nevanlinna did get some partial results in this direction (Nevanlinna,[32])
that gave the conjecture some credence. Nevertheless, the conjecture re-
mained open for another decade afterwards, and came to be known as the
Esterle-Berkani conjecture. Nevanlinna obtained the following theorem.
Theorem 2.2.4. (Nevanlinna,[32J) Assume that the spectrum ofT contains
a sequence tending to the unit circle from inside. Then
limsup(n + 1)11(1 - T)rnll ~ ~.
n-+oo e
Proof. The original statement of the theorem works with the limit superior
ofthe sequence (nIlTn(T-1)IDnEN' To get the limit superior of the sequence
((n+l)lIrn(T-1)IDnEN, we multiply the sequen<:e by the sequence (nt1)nEN'
where multiplication is obviously pointwise. On the other hand, to work with
(nIlTn(T - 1)IDnEN' we multiply by (n~1) nEN. Now, of course,
lim sup nllrn(T - 1)11 - lim sup~(n + 1)IITn(T - 1)11
n-too n-+oo n + 1
< limsup (_n_) limsup(n + 1)IITn(T - 1)11
n-+oo n + 1 n-+oo
- limsup(n + 1)IITn(T - 1)11.
n-+oo
From now on we work with limsuPn-+oo nllrn(T - 1)11. Assume
lim sup nllTn(T - 1)11 < ~.
n-+oo e
In particular, there exists by Theorem 1.1.1 an e > 0 such that for m > a
for some a E JR, we obtain
1
msup{IAm(.X -1)1: A E a(T)} ~ - - f.
e
By the triangle inequality, for AnI E C, we have IAnl1 ~ l-IAnl -11. Choose
(mnl)mEN a subsequence of (m)mEN such that mn~+l < 11 - Anil ::; m:l·
Then
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as ni -t 00. This contradicts
lim sup nllTn(T - 1)11 < !,
n-too e
which proves the theorem. o
The results mentioned by Malinen et al. were proved by Yuan in 2002
(Yuan,[47]), at the same time but independently of Kalton et al. (Kalton,
Montgomery-Smith, Oleszkiewiczand Tomilov,[24]) who used different meth-
ods..The paper by Malinen et al. is basically a simplification of Yuan's
arguments.
The argument starts by establishing a few side results that will be needed
later in the proof. Throughout we will be working with injective functions
that vanish at zero, but whose first derivatives do not vanish at zero. In order
to work with injective functions, we need to work with analytic functions
without local extrema. Let Ri be the largest radius of a disc about 0 in
which I stays injective. So we need to define functions I on Rib.. such that
1(0) = 0, 1'(0) i= 0 and I'(a) i= 0 for a E Rib... Since 1'(0) i= 0 and
I is analytic, we know that a maximal Ri exists, we suppose without loss
of generality that R; is the maximal such number. Obviously, since I is
analytic, I(Rub..) contains a ball around OJ so, in particular, it contains a
maximal ball in the inclusion ordering. We let ri denote the radius of the
maximal ball centred at O. Since I is injective and analytic in Rib.., it has a
"restricted" right inverse 9 : rib.. -t Rib.. which is also analytic and trivially
is injective. We now turn to the first of our lemmas.
Lemma 2.2.5. (Malinen, Nevanlinna, Turunen and Yuan,[29j) Suppose
I: Rib.. -t C is analytic with 1(0) = 0 and 1'(0) i= O. Then lor a E (0,1),
inf{II/(T)1I : T E B(X), r(T) = 0, IITII ~ Ria(1 - a)-I} ~ ari.
Proof. The proof proceeds by contraposition; namely, we consider all T E
B(X) with II/(T)1I < ari and construct a T such that IITII < Ria(l- a)-I.
We expand the right inverse 9 of I as a Taylor series. We know that 9 exists
by the discussion preceding this lemma. We obtain g({3) = l:~=1 an{3n and
we also obtain 1({3) = l:~=1 bn{3n. The series start at n = 1 since 1(0) =
0= g(O). By the remarks before the lemma, we know that 9 : rIb.. -t Rib...
Obviously then sup{I/({3)1 : 1{31 < ri} ~ u;
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We can therefore conclude that if r < ri and n ~ 1, then lanlrn ::; R;,
and so lanlri ::; R;, for all n ~ 1 (using the limit r -+ ri. For an arbitrary
quasi-nilpotent linear operator T we have quasi-nilpotence of f(T) as well,
from the spectral mapping theorem (Theorem 1.1.20). Likewise we have
quasi-nilpotence ofTI = g(J(T)). By the assumption IIf(T)1I < ari we have
00 00
IITIII = IIg(J(T))1I ::; L lanl·llf(T)lIn < L lanlanri,
n=l n=l
using the triangle inequality and taking limits. Of course lanlri helps us
bound IIT1 1I , since we now have
So far we have succeeded in constructing an operator TI with
(related to T in some way) by using the assumption IIf(T)1I < ari.
Ifwe could now prove coincidence ofTI and T, we would be done. But, as
we will show, coincidence of T1 and T is a direct result of the particular way
we constructed T1. Since f(O) = 0 = g(O), the spectral mapping theorem
implies since a(T) = {O}, that a(J(T)) = {O} and a(g(J(T))) = {O}. Since
a(g(J(T))) = a(Td = {O}, it follows that f(TI) is well defined. Basic
abstract algebra shows that function composition is associative, that is,
f(Td = f(g(J(T))) = (J 0 gHf(T)) = f(T),
since 9 is the right inverse of f. Using the Taylor series of f, the equations
o - f(Td - f(T)
00 00
- LbnTf - Lbnrn
n=l n=l
00
- L bn(Tf - Tn)
n=l
(2.1)
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follow, where bl i= 0 since bl = f'(O).
If we consider the series
00
f1(f3) = L: bn [g(f(f3))n-1 + g(f(f3))n-2f3 + ... + g(f(f3))f3n-2 + f3n-l] ,
n=2
we see that f1(f3) = 0 since g(f(O)) = O. It is now obvious by the spectral
mapping theorem (Theorem 1.1.20) that
so
00L: bn(Tf-1 +... +r- l ) + bi!
n=2
is invertible. Taking inverses in the calculation of (2.1) above, we conclude
that Tl = T. This is all we need to finish. D
For each of the functions gn(a) = (1 - a)n a we define R~n) and rJn) in
the same way that we defined R; and ri, only appending the superscript
to facilitate reference to the specific functions 9n(a). We quickly derive a
formula for R~n). Since 9n(a) = (1- a)n a, we have
9~(a) - -n(l- a)n-la + (1 - a)(l - a)n-l
- (1- at- l [-na +1- a]
- (1 - a)n-l(l - (n + l)a)
and therefore a = n~l gives 9~(a) = O. We therefore must have R~n) ~ n~l'
The following lemma shows that R~n) actually equals n~l'
Lemma 2.2.6. (Malinen, Nevanlinna, Turunen and Yuan,{29j) The func-
tions 9n are injective in n~1 Ii. for all n ~ 1.
Proof. We write a E C in polar form a = re i 8 , with r < n~l and fJ E R If
we can show that 9~(a) -10 for such a, then it will follow that 9n is injective
in n~l Ii.. We prove this by decomposing 9n in polar form. Then
9n(a) = R(r,fJ)e i8 Cr,8) ,
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where we have to find expressions for R(r,9) and 8(r, 0). From the outset
we shall denote 1- a = 1 - reiO byao. Then
9n(a) = aoa = laolnlalei(arg(oo)+arg(o)) = R(r, 9)ei8 (r,0) .
Immediately, R(r, 9) = laolnlal and
8(r,9) = n arg(ao) + arg(a).
So we are done as soon as we have expressions for laol and arg(ao). Clearly,
ao = l-reiO= l-r(cosO+isinO) -risinO,
so that we have
laol - J(1- rcos9p + (-rsinO)2
- J1 - 2r cos 0 + r2-cos'' 0 + r 2sin20
J1 - 2r cos 9 + r2 ,
and
. Im(ao) rsinO
smarg(ao) = laol =-~'
giving
. (rsinO)arg(ao) =- arcsm ~ .
We therefore have the formulas R(r, 0) = rlaoln and
. (rsin9)8(r, 0) = 9-narcsm ~ .
The mapping ~ t-+ ~(r,~) is injective on R, because
n
( . 0 )21 rsm
- v'1-2reosO+r2
r cos OJI - 2r cos 0 + r 2 - r sin 92v'1 2 1 0 2· 2r sin 0X - reas +r
1 - 2r cos 0 + r2
a8(r,O) = 1-
ao -r=========
X 1 _ 2r cos 0 + r2 '
(
1 - 2r cos 0 + r2 - r 2 sin20 -1
- I-n 21- 2r COS 0 + r
2 • 20
rcosOJl-2rcosO+r2 _ r sm
v'1-2r cos 0+r2
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so
n
1 - -r=========:==)1- 2rcosO + r 2 - r 2sin2 0
r cos0(1 - 2r cos 0 + r2) - r 2 sin2 0
x----'---:----=-----=-----'~---1 - 2r cos 0 + r 2
n
- 1 - ------r.===::===;:::===:;;;:::==;;;:::;:
,11 - 2r cos0 + r 2 cos?0
r cos0(1 - 2r cos 0 + r2 ) - r 2 sin2 0
x----'---:------=-----=-----'~---1- 2rcosO + r 2
(1 - r cos0)(1 - 2r cos 0 + r2 )
(1 - r cos0)(1 - 2r cos0 + r2 )
nr cos0 - 2r2n cos2 0 + r3n cos0 - r2n sin2 0
(1 - r cos 0)(1 - 2r cos 0 + r2 )
1 - 3r cos0 + r 2 + 2r2 cos2 0 - r 3 cos0
(1 - r cos0)(1 - 2r cos 0 + r 2 )
-nr cos0 + 2nr2 cos2 0 - nr3 cos 0 + r2n Sih2 0
+--------:,----~,-------:---:::-:----(1 - r cos0)(1 - 2r cos 0 + r2 )
1- rcosO(3 + n) + r 2
a8(r,0)
ao
(1 - r cos0)(1 - 2r cos0 + r2 )
2r2 cos2 0(1 +n) +r2sin20(n) -r3cosO(1 +n)+--_...:.....-_...:.....----.-..,..-_--:..-=-------=----.:._--=-(1 - r cos0)(1 - 2r cos 0 + r2 )
1 - (n + 3)rcos 0 + r2 + nr2 + (n + 2)r 2 cos2 0 - (n + 1)r3 cos 0
(1 - r cos0)(1 - 2r cos 0 + r2 )
1- (n+3)rcosO+ (n+2)r2cos20+ (n+ 1)r2 - (n+ 1)r3cosO
(1 - r cos0)(1 - 2r cos0 + r2 )
[1- rcosO][1- r(n + 2) cosO] + r2(n + 1)(1 - r cos 0)
(1 - r cos0)(1 - 2r cos 0 + r2 )
1- (n + 2)rcosO + (n + 1)r2
1 - 2r cos0 + r2
> 1- (n+2)r+ (n+ 1)r2 = (1- r)(1- (n + 1)r) > 0
1 - 2r cos 0 + r 2 1 - 2r cos 0 + r2 •
The positivity follows from the requirement r < n~l' Notice also that
8(r,21rnd = 21rnl for every nl E Z, since then both a and ao are positive
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8R(r, 9)
8r
real numbers. Furthermore, for 9 fixed we have
(1- 2rcos9 + r2t /2 + r (i") (1 - 2rcos9 + r2)n;2 (-2 cos 9 + 2r)
- (1- 2rcos9 + r2t /2 + nr(l- 2r cos9 + r2)n;2 (r - cos9)
(1 - 2r cos9 + r2t /2 [1 + nr(r - cos9)(1 - 2r cos9 + r 2)- 1]
(1-2rcos9+r2)n/2 [1-2rCOS9+r2 + nr2-nrcos9 ]
1 - 2r cos9 + r2 1 - 2r cos9 + r2
= (1- 2rcos9 + r2)n/2 [1- (n + 2)rcos9 + (n + l)r2 ]
1 - 2r cos 9 + r 2
_ (1 - 2r cos9 + r2)n/2 8e~~9) > o.
Thus r t-+ R(r, 9) is injective on [0, n~l). Hence the statement of the lemma
is proved. 0
Stated another way, the lemma has allowed us to conclude that
R~n) = n~l for all n ~ 1. The third lemma, which is to follow, easily
determines the other sequence of constants.
Lemma 2.2.7. (Malinen, Nevanlinna, Turunen and Yuan,!29j) The con-
stants r~n) (as introduced earlier) satisfy
r~n) __1_ (1- _1_)n
I -n+l n+l'
for all n ~ 1.
Proof. Since 9n is analytic for all n ~ 1, and since R~n) I:::. is a simply con-
nected domain, it follows for all n ~ 1, that 9n(R~n)1:::.) is a simply connected
domain. Therefore, for any fixed n, we have
r~n) = inf{19n(a)1 : a E R~n)r},
where R~n)r denotes the boundary of R~n) 1:::.. Since
for all a E R~n)r we get
1 ( l)nr~n) > -- 1---
I -n+l n+l
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as R~n) = n~1 by Lemma 2.2.6. By choosing r~n) = f(R~n)), we find that
r~n) = _1_ (1- _1_)n
t n+1 n+1
Obviously, this follows from the fact that 9n is not injective for a = R~n). 0
These lemmas enable us to prove the theorems that we wish to prove,
namely the extension of Esterle's theorem and the Esterle-Berkani conjec-
ture. The first theorem is the Esterle theorem with ~ replacing 916' and with
T replacing 1 - T.
Theorem 2.2.8. (Malinen, Nevanlinna, Turunen and Yuan,[29j) Let T E
B(X), where T i= 0 and a(T) = {O}. Then
liminf(n + 1)1I9n(T)1I ~ !.
n-too . e
Proof. We stick with the definitions of9n, R~n) and r}n) given above. Choose
a from (0,1). Since
R~n)a(l- a)-1 = _1_a(1 - a)-1 --t 0
t n+l
as n --t 00 as in Lemma 2.2.6, there is an N(a) < 00 such that for all
n ~ N(a), we have IITII ~ R}n)a(l - a)-I. Therefore
11(1 - T)nTII ~ ar~n) = an: 1(1- n: 1)n+l (1 - n: 1) -1
for all n ~ N(a) by Lemmas 2.2.5 and 2.2.7. Since limn-too (1 - ~r = ~
we get
liminf(n + 1)11(1 - T)nTII ~ liminf a (1- ~l)n+l (1 _~1) -1 _ a
n-too n-too n + n + e
Because a E (0,1) was arbitrary,
1
liminf(n + 1)11(1 - T)nTIi ~ -
n-too e
by letting a --t 1-. o
The next theorem is very important in this portion of mathematics. We
shall remark after the theorem how this theorem characterizes the identity.
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. 1hmsup(n + 1)11(1 - T)Tnll ~ -.
n--+oo e
Theorem 2.2.9. (Malinen, Nevanlinna, Turunen and Yuan,[29]) For any
T E B(X), either
(1)
limsup(n + 1)1/{I - T)TJI/ ~ !j
n--+oo e
or
(2)
limsup(n + 1)1/(1 - T)Tnll = 0
n--+oo
holds.
Proof. Obviously nothing remains to be proven if T = I or
limsup(n + 1)11(1 - T.)Tnll = 00.
n--+oo
So we disregard these cases, leaving the cases comprised in the assumption
that T =I I and
limsup(n + 1)!I{I - T)Tn!l < 00.
n--+oo
Nevanlinna shows in his Theorem 4.2.2 (Nevanlinna,[32]), that
u(T) ~ !:1 U {I}. If 1 ¢ u(T), then IITnll ~ arn for some 0 ~ r < 1, a > 0
and all n, and
limsup(n + 1)11(1 - T)Tnll = 0
n--+oo
follows. The case where 1 is an accumulation point of u(T) has already been
investigated in (Nevanlinna,[32]) where it is shown that in this case, T =I I
implies
This comes from Theorem 2.2.4. If 1 is not an accumulation point of u(T)
but 1 E u(T), it follows that either u(T) = {I} or there is some punctured
disc around 1 that does not intersect u(T), since u(T) is closed. The case
u(T) = {1} is covered by Esterle's theorem, which states that
1
limsup(n + 1)11(1 - T)Tnll ~ 96'
n--+oo
and therefore we must have
1limsup(n + 1)11(1 - T)Tnll ~ -
n--+oo e
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since now
limsup(n + 1)11(1 - T)Tnll = 0
n-too
is impossible. The passage to ~ follows from Theorem 2.2.8.
To complete the proof we must consider the case where there is some
punctured disc centred at 1 that does not intersect a(T). Suppose this punc-
tured disc is denoted .6.(1, E) - {1} with radius E. Since a(T) is compact and
a(T) - {1} is included in the open unit disc, there is a pair of nonintersecting
closed curves separating a(T) - {1} and {1}, with the one surrounding
a(T) - {1} lying entirely inside the open unit disc. Denote the curve sur-
rounding a(T) - {1} by 01 and the curve surrounding {1} by Cz = I'(L, ~),
where the reader will notice that we have specified Cz to be the boundary
of .6.(1, ~). The spectral projections
PI = 21. r(A - T)-ldA
7rZ JCl
and
P2 = 21. r (A - T) -1 dA
7rZ JC2
are introduced to the discussion, together with the corresponding closed
subspaces Xl = PIX and X2 = P2X.
Both (Xl, II· lit) and (X2, 11·112) are invariant for T, since they are deter-
mined by spectral projections. Since Pt and P2 are determined by C l and
C2, two nonintersecting simple closed curves, it follows that Xl nX2 = {O}.
Furthermore, since Cl and C2 together enclose the entire a(T), it follows
that X = Xl U Xz. The subspaces have the norm inherited from X, and
both with respect to the algebraic properties of X and with respect to the
analytic properties of X, X = Xl UX2 is indistinguishable from the exterior
direct sum Xl x X2, equipped with the natural norm
II(Xl,xz)lIx = \lxl +X2\1
for all Xl E Xl and X2 E X2'
We denote the restrictions of T with respect to Xl and X 2 by Tl and T2
respectively, where Tl E B(Xt} and T2 E B(X2) because T E B(X). Then
T can be represented by the block matrix
[~l ~2]: Xl XX2 ~ Xl XX2,
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where the block matrix is applied on the right of (XI,X2) E Xl X X2 and
we stipulate that xT with x a domain element of T means Tx (this is just
for the present argument, we will not be using it throughout). This matrix
representation retains the norm of T. Furthermore, the operator (I - T)Tn
is represented in a similar manner by
[
(II - TI)Tf 0 ]
o (I2 - T2)Tr '
where II and 12 represent the identity operators on Xl and on X 2 respec-
tively.
By the triangle inequality,
11(1 - T)Tnll - II [ (II - ~dTf (12 ~~2)T2' ] IIx
> II [~ (I2 - ~2)Tr ] IIx -II [ (II - ~dTf ~] IIx
- 1I(I2 - T2)~1I2 -II(II - TI)Tflli.
By definition, l1(Td ~ b.. and l1(T2) ~ {1}. It immediately follows that
lim (n + 1)11(11 - Td1flli = 0
n-too
by the observations made earlier for the case 1 rI. l1(T). By Theorem 2.2.8,
limsup(n + l)lI(h - T2)T21h ~ !.
n-too e
Therefore the inequality implies that
1
limsup(n + l)IITn(T - 1)11 > lim sup 1I(I2 - T2)T21h > -,~oo ~oo e
and the proof is completed.
Note: Here's how this theorem characterizes the identity:
limsup(n + l)II(T - I)Tnll = 0
n-soo
if and only if T = I or l1(T) ~ s. So if 1 E l1(T) and
lim sup II(T - I)rnll = 0,
n--+oo
we must have T = I.
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o
2.3 Cesaro boundedness
Before we can say too much in this section, we first need to define some
occurring concepts.
Definition 2.3.1. (Grobler and Huijsmans,[20j)
(1) We call the sum
_1_(1 +T+T2 + ... +Tn)
n+1
the nth Cesaro sum ofT, and abbreviate it as Mn(T).
(2) An operator T E B(X) is called Cesaro bounded if there is some con-
stant a > 0 such that IIMn(T)1I :s: a for all n E N.
(3) An operator T E B(X) is called doubly Cesaro bounded if there is some
constant a > 0 such that lIMn(T)lI :s: a for all n E Z.
(4) The nth Abel O-sum of T is the sum
n
An,o(T) = (1 - 0) L omrn
m=O
with 0 E (0,1).
(5) The Abel O-series of T is the series Ao(T) = (1 - 0) 1:::'=0 onTn with
oE (0,1).
(6) An operator T is called Abel bounded if there is some constant a > 0
such that IIAo(T)1I :s: a for all 0 E (0,1).
(7) An operator T is called uniformly Abel bounded if there is some con-
stant a > 0 such that IIAn,o(T)1I :s: a for all 0 E (0,1) and all n E N.
Any of the above definitions can be applied to some arbitrary Banach algebra
element x.
Dunford (Dunford,[16]) already remarked that the operator T on a finite
dimensional Banach algebra is Cesaro bounded if and only if IIT" II = o(n),
so it comes as no surprise that if, in addition, T is doubly Cesaro bounded
and u(T) = {I}, then T = 1. Compare this with Theorem 2.1.4. So the
obvious question would be: is the finiteness of the dimension of X a necessary
condition? This question will be studied thoroughly in the remainder of this
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r(T) = lim IITn ll l / n ~ lim (an)l/n = l.
n.-+oo n.-+oo
section, but first we mention a theorem that relates these sections to ergodic
theory. These two fields of study are closely related. We first define two
concepts that occur in the proposition that follows.
Definition 2.3.2. (Rudin,[37])
(1) A locally convex space X is a topological vector space in the topology
generated by translations of sets that are:
(i) balanced (that is, if x E X and [o] ~ 1, then ax EX),
(ii) convex (that is, if x E X and y EX, then the line segment from
x to y lies in X), and
(iii) absorbing (that is, X is contained in the union of real multiples
of the set).
Proposition 2.3.3. (Stampfti,citeStampfti) Let T be a linear operator on a
locally convex space X, with topological dual X/~ such that
(1) J(Tnx) = o(n) for every x E X and f E X'.
(2) for every 0 ::/= x E X there is an f E X' with f(x) ::/= 0 and
1 n-l
liminf - L f(Tmx) - f(x) < If(x)l·
n.-+oo n m=O
Then T = I.
'This theorem seems to be related to weak mixing. Grobler and Huijs-
mans (Grobler and Huijsmans,[20]) proved that a uniformly Abel bounded
operator T satisfies IITn ll ~ an with n ~ 1 for some constant a > O. Conse-
quently
It follows that
lim sup 1I0nT n1l 1/ n
n.-+oo
_ limsup(IOnIIlTnll)l/n
n-s-oo
_ limsup(IOln)l/nIlTnll l/n
n.-+oo
lim (on)l/n lim sup IIrnll l/n
n.-+oo n.-+oo
- Or(T) 5: 0 < 1
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for all 0 < (J < 1. Hence the infinite series 2:~=o (JnTn in the definition of
Abel boundedness is convergent. This shows that a uniformly Abel bounded
operator is Abel bounded. Everything that follows in this section refers to
(Grobler and Huijsmans,[20)).
All of these statements also hold in general Banach algebras.
Definition 2.3.4. (Grobler and Huijsmans,[20j)
(1) If T is invertible, then T is called doubly Abel bounded whenever both
T and T-1 are Abel bounded.
(2) 1fT is invertible, then T is called doubly uniformly Abel bounded when-
ever both T and T-l are uniformly Abel bounded.
Any contractive T is power bounded, since IITII ~ 1 implies
IITnll ~ IITlln ~ 1, so T is power bounded. Also, any power bounded
operator is Cesaro bounded, since for all n E N, we have IITnll ~ a, implying
II Mn(T) II - lin ~ 1(I +T +T2 + ... +rn)\1
< ~1 (11111 + IITII + IIT211 + ... + IITn ll)
n+
1 n 1 n
- -Lllrnll~-La=a.
n + 1 m=O n + 1 m=O
It is well-known that Cesaro boundedness implies Abel boundedness. We
will now present a proof that Cesaro boundedness even implies uniform Abel
boundedness.
Theorem 2.3.5. (Grobler and Huijsmans,[20j) and (Zemanek, Montes-
Rodriguez and Sanchez-Alvarez,[50j) In a Banach algebra A with unit el-
ement 1 every Cesaro bounded element is uniformly Abel bounded and every
uniformly Abel bounded element is Cesaro bounded.
Proof. Suppose x E A is Cesaro bounded and write Sn(x) for
1 + x + x 2 + ... + xn = (n + 1)Mn(x)
for n ~ 0, so that So(x) = 1 in particular. Then IISn(x)1I ~ a(n + 1) for all
n ~ 0 where a is the bound in the Cesaro boundedness condition. Putting
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S-l(X) = 0 we get for all 0 < () < 1 that
n
(1 - ()) L (}mxm -
m=O
n
(1- ()) L (}m(Sm(x) - Sm-dx))
m=O
(1- 0) {f/"Sm(x) - ~ om+Is;(x) }
= (1- 0) {~om(l- O)Sm(x) +9"S,,(X)}
n-1
= (1- (})2 L (}m(m + I)Mm(x) + (1 - (})(}n(n + I)Mn(x ).
m=O
Since 0 < o< 1,
1 00 d(l) 1· 00
1- () = L (}n => d() 1 _ () = (1 _ (})2 = L (}n(n + 1),
n=O n=O .
by termwise differentiation, which can be done since f((}) = 1':0 is holomor-
phic on C - {I}. Hence, for 0 < () < 1, we have
with 0 < o< 1 and since 0 < () < 1,
for n 2: 0, it follows that
n-1
IIAn,o(x)1I ~ C(I- (})2 L (}m(m + 1)+C(1 - (})9n(n + 1) s 2a.
m=O
It follows that x is uniformly Abel bounded.
Conversely, we have Sn+1(T) = (n+l)Mn+d T ) = 2:~=o TID = 2:~=o (}-m(}mTm.
o
Corollary 2.3.6. (Grobler and Huijsmans,[20j) Every Cesaro bounded op-
erator T on a Banach space X is Abel bounded.
Proof. If T is Cesaro bounded, then T is uniformly Abel bounded, and
therefore by the remarks before Definition 2.3.3, T is Abel bounded. 0
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If A is a Banach algebra with unit element 1 and x E A has spectral
radius r(x) = 1, then its resolvent obviously has a von Neumann series
expansion that is valid for all ), with ), > 1. If we set 0 = ~, we have
0<0 < 1 and
(), - I)R(x,),)
- G-I)~ -I~:l = (1-0)~onxn
lim An o(x) = Ao(x).
n--+oo '
We had best single this result out, because we will refer back to this in the
next section.
Theorem 2.3.7. x is Abel bounded if and only if
sup{II(), -1)R(x, ),)11 : A> I} < 00.
It might seem preposterously exuberant at present to label this statement
a theorem, but I guarantee that the reader will see how reasonable this is
when we reach section 2.4. A particular case of this theorem could be singled
out, namely if T E B(X) is Abel bounded with r(T) = 1, then
sup { (1- 0)~OnT" ,0 < 0 < I} =sup {II (-I -I)R(T,-I) ,-I> IIIl < 00.
Of course, in this instance, the convergence of (1 - 0) :E~=o onTn is with
respect to the operator norm in B(X).
One might rightfully ask whether the concept of Abel boundedness adds
anything to the discussion of simple poles of the resolvent. So far, it seems
to only complicate matters. The following theorem shows that Abel bound-
edness actually influences the theory a lot.
Theorem 2.3.8. (Grobler and Huijsmans,[20j) Let A be a Banach algebra
with unit element 1 and let x E A be such that a(x) = {I}. If the norms of
x satisfy the Hille condition, lIx±nll = o(nn 1 ) as n -7 00 for some nl E N,
and if furthermore x is Abel bounded, then x = l.
Proof. It follows from Hille's theorem that (x _1)n1 = O. Let 0 < 0 < 1 and
suppose that 11(1- 0) :E::=o omxmll ~ a. We transform the Abel series to a
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series centred at 1 by the following calculation:
f;.9"'((X-l)+W~f;.om C~O (;:) (X-l)~)
~(X-W [n~ (~)o;]
- f;. 9"'(x - l)m [ntm ( ~ ) on,-m]
- f;. om(x-l)m l~o (n,~m )o~]
f;. 9"'(x - W ~! l~o(n,+ m)(n, +m-1)... (n, + l)O~]
~ (}m(x _l)m~~ [~(}n]
- L.i m! d(Jm L.i 2
m=O n2=O
_ ~ (}m(X _ l)m~ am [_1_]
Z:: m! d(}m 1 - (}
m=O
- f;. (}m(x - l)m ~! ({l _~~m+l )
00 (}m(x _ l)m
- L (1-(})m+l'
m=O
It follows that
and so
nt-!L (}m{l- (})n1-l-m(x _l)m ~ a(l- (})n1-l.
m=O
Letting (} -)- 1- in the last inequality yields (x - l)n1- l = O. Repeating
the argument, we obtain (x _1)nl-2 = O. Repeating the argument another
nl - 3 times, we obtain x-I = 0, that is, x = 1. 0
In the preceding theorem we really proved the result stated in the fol-
lowing corollary.
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Corollary 2.3.9. (Grobler and Huijsmans,[20j) Let A be a Banach algebra
with unit element 1 and let the Abel bounded element x E A satisfy (x -
l)n1 = O. Then x = 1.
Proof. Since (x - l)n1 = 0, we have 1 E a(x) and r(x -1) = O. Thus
a(x) = {I}. Therefore IIx±nll = o(nn1) as n -+ 00 for some nl EN and x is
Abel bounded, implying x = 1. 0
We could state Theorem 2.3.6 another way. The following theorem does
just that.
Theorem 2.3.10. (Grobler and Huijsmans,[20j) Let A be a Banach algebra
with unit element 1 and suppose that the Abel bounded element x E A has
single spectrum a(x) = {I}. If 1 is a pole of the resolvent R(x, oX) = (oX-x)-1
of x, then x = 1. In particular, every Abel bounded n x n matrix with single
spectrum {I} equals the identity matrix I.
Proof. Let
00 00
I)oX -1)-nbn + I)oX -ltan
n=1 n=O
be the Laurent series expansion of R(x, oX) about 1. Since 1 is a pole of the
resolvent of order nI, say, we have that bn2+l = 0 for all n2 2:: nl. Now
bn1+1 = (x -1)n2b1, and as a(x) = {I} the residue b1 = 1. Hence
(x - l)n2 = 0 for all n2 ;:::: nl. The assertion follows from the preceding
corollary. A slightly different approach goes as follows: It is obvious from
the Abel boundedness of x that 1 has to be a pole of order 1 of R(x, oX) by
Corollary 1 to Theorem 2.3.6, so the principal part of the Laurent series of
R(x, oX) is equal to (oX - 1)-1. This shows that lim~-tlR(x, oX) = 1. Multi-
plying both sides by 1- x we find 1 = lim~-tl R(x, oX) = 1- x and therefore
x=O. 0
It follows from the above theorem that for an element x of the Banach
algebra A with unit element 1 that has spectrum a(x) = {I}, the following
are equivalent:
(1) x-I is nilpotent;
(2) 1 is a pole of the resolvent R(x, oX);
(3) there exists some nl E N such that IIx±nll = o(nn1) as n -+ 00.
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Indeed, the equivalence (1) ¢::> (3) is Hille's theorem, which we shall discuss
in section 3.1, and the equivalence (1) ¢::> (2) follows from
Hence, if one (and hence all) of the equivalent conditions for x is satisfied,
and if, in addition, x is Abel bounded, then 1 is a pole of order 1 of R(x, ,\,),
so bnH = 0 for all n 2: 1, showing that x = 1.
Theorem 2.3.11. (Grobler and Huijsmans,[20J) Let A be a Banach algebra
with unit element 1 and let cr(x) = {1} for x E A. If x is doubly uniformly
Abel bounded, then x = 1. In particular, if X is a Banach space and the
doubly uniformly Abel bounded operator T E B(X) satisfies cr(T) = {1},
then T = I.
Proof. By hypothesis, there exists a > 0 such that IIAn,o(x)1I ~ a and
II An,o (x- l )11 ~ a for all () E (0,1) and for all n E N. Since
n n-l
(}nxn = L (}mxm - L (}mxm,
m=O m=O
we find lI(}nxnll ~ ~ for 0 < () < 1 and n 2: 1. Fix n and choose
(
1 )-1()= _n_= 1+-
n+1 n
to get
which yields
n (+1)n( 1)-1: s 2a ~ 1 + ;- s 4ae
for n 2: 1. This shows that II~;II ~ 0, so IIxn ll = o(n2 ) as n ~ 00. Similarly,
IIx-n ll = o(n2) as n ~ 00, and the result follows from Theorem 2.3.8. 0
Example 2.3.12. (Grobler and Huijsmans,[20J) Let
[
i 10]
T= 0 i 1 .
o 0 i
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Suppose
Then
[
Om
T'" ~ '~
o
m(m-l) °m-2 ]2 t
mim - 1 •
im
1'"'+1 _
It follows that
Therefore
IIrll = max {Iinl+ Inin-11 + In(n2- 1)in-2 1 ' linl + Inin-11, linl}
_ max{l+n+ n(n
2-1),I+n,l} =o(n
3 )
Furthermore,
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o
(l-iO)2
1
l-iO
o
so
This yields
(1-0)~
(l-iO)
1-0
l-W
o
[
(1-(iO)R.~(1-0)
1-%
o
o
On the other hand,
n
(1-0) L omrm
m=O
[
L~=oomim L~=omomim-l L~=o m(~-I)omim-2 ]
- (1 - 0) 0 L~=o omim L~=o momim-1
o 0 L~=oomim
~[(i8)n+lO-(io)nO]+0)(1-0) ~(i8)n+3+(i8)n+2+(i8)n+l]+2)(1_0)]
(l-iO)2 2(I-iO)3
(1-(io)n~{1-0) (O(n) (iO)n+lO_(i8)no +0)(1-0) ,
l-i l-iO
o 1- iO n 1-0
r-r
so T is not uniformly Abel bounded. This shows the existence of Abel bounded
operators that are not uniformly Abel bounded.
Example 2.3.13. (Grobler and Huijsmans,{20j) Let
[110]T= 0 1 1 ,001
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then
[
1 n ~]T n = 0 1 n
o 0 1
and
-n [1-n~]T = 0 1 -n ,
o 0 1
as one can easily see by replacing i by 1 in the previous example. In this
example, obviously, a(T) = {1}, since T is upper triangular. As above,
IIT±nll = 0(n3 ) . However, neither T nor T-l is Abel bounded, since
so
00 [~1 6 (l;~}2](1 - 0) I: OmTm = 1 1=9.
m=O 0 1
and 11(1 - 0)1::=0omTmll ~ 00 as 0 ~ 1-. Similarly,
00 [6 (1=~)2 (1~~)3]
'"" omT-m = 0 1 -(JL.J 1=9 rr=oP" '
m=O 0 0 1I=iJ
so
-(J
1-0
1
o
and II 1::=0 omT-mll ~ 00 as 0 ~ 1-.
A generalization of the concept of Abel boundedness can be made. This
generalization is codified in the following definition collection.
Definition 2.3.14. (Grobler and Huijsmans,[20J)
(1) The nth (N)-Abel sum ofT is the sum
with 0 E (0,1), for some N E N.
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(2) The (N)-Abel series ofT is the series
00
A~N) (T) = (1 - O)N L OkTk
k=O
with 0 E (0,1) for some N E N.
(3) An operator T is called (N)-Abel bounded if there is some constant
G> °such that IIAr)(T)1I ~ C for all 0 E (0,1).
(4) An operator T is called (N)-uniformly Abel bounded if there is some
constant C > °such that IIA~N; (T) II ~ C for all 0 E (0, 1) and all
NEN. '
An inspection of the matrix T in Example 1 (which is Abel bounded but
not uniformly Abel bounded), shows that Tis (N)-uniformly Abel bounded
for N =2. Moreover, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 2.3.15. (Grobler and Huijsmans,[20j) Let A be a unitary Ba-
nach algebra and let x E A be (N)-uniformly Abel bounded. Then IIxnll =
o(nN+1) .
The final theorem is now clearly a consequence of Lemma 2.3.10 and
Theorem 2.3.6. Moreover, Example 1 shows that this theorem is more gen-
eral than the theorem of Mbekhta and Zemanek. (Not Proposition 2.2.2.)
Theorem 2.3.16. (Grobler and Huijsmans,[20j) Let A be a unitary Banach
algebra and suppose that x E A has single spectrum {I}. If x is Abel bounded
and doubly (N)-uniformly Abel bounded, then x = 1.
2.4 Resolvent conditions
There are various approaches to simple poles by means of conditions on the
growth of the resolvent. These conditions fall into two main classes: Ritt
type resolvent conditions and Kreiss type resolvent conditions. Studying
poles of the resolvent is greatly facilitated by using these conditions. There
is a very extensive literature making use of resolvent conditions, which is
why the entire chapter four is devoted to this topic. We start with Ritt's
original theorem (Ritt,[35]).
Theorem 2.4.1. We start with the following three suppositions:
(1) X is a Banach space.
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(2) T is a bounded linear operator on X.
(3) the spectrum satisfies a(T) ~ il U{I}.
From these assumptions we proceed to the assumption that there exists an
M > 0 and an 1'] > 0 such that, if Z E p(T}, Izl ~ 1 and Iz - 11 ~ 1'],
then I/(z -1)(z - T)-ll/ ~ 1']. If all of these assumptions are satisfied, then
I/Tnl/ = o(n).
Before we proceed to the proof, we shall make a few observations that
will connect this theorem to simple poles of the resolvent. First note that if
T-l satisfy the assumptions of the theorem as well as T, then I/Tnl/ ~ o(lnl),
which by comparison with Theorem 2.1.4 yields T = I. Looking at Theorem
2.3.5, I have an idea that it might be the case that if a(T) ~ (-1,1], then T
is Abel bounded if and only if T satisfies the Ritt resolvent condition. We
now commence with the proof.
Proof. Suppose € > O. The circumference of the unit circle is of course 21r.
With centre at 1, we can describe a circle that intersects the unit circle,
and if there are two points of intersection, we obtain an included arc of
the unit circle containing 1. If there is a single point of intersection, it is
actually a point of tangency, and the arc of the unit circle has length 21r.
On the other hand, by letting the radius dwindle to zero, we could let the
length of the included arc dwindle to zero as well. Somewhere in between
there is some 1']' > 0 such that the included arc has length less than 27rM-1e.
Now let 0 = min{1'],1']'}. Denote the circle centred at 1 and with radius
oby rJ. Then, obviously, lI(z -1)(z - T)-ll/ ~ M for Iz -11 ~ o. Suppose
rJ intersects the unit circle at zoo By symmetry, rJ will then also intersect
r at zoo To specify, suppose Im(zo) > zoo Since 0 ~ 1']', we know the length
of the arc zolzo is at most 21rM-1€. Furthermore, we will denote the arc
of the unit circle r that lies outside the circle r J by I". Also, let r J denote
the arc ofthe circle rJ outside the open unit disc il, that is, rJ = rJn(C-il).
By what we know thus far, we know that there exists natural number,
and hence some least natural number N, such that if n > N, then the
following three inequalities hold:
(1)
I/n-1 { zn(z - T)-ldzll < 21r€
ir'
(where the integral is finite because a(T) ~ il U {I}),
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(2)
IIn-l ~ (z - T)-ldzll < 211"(;Jr 6
(where the integral is again finite because a(T) ~ !l U {I}),
(3) n-l < M-l(e - I)-If (choose N = rM(~-l)l).
Let n exceed N and be fixed throughout the rest of the proof. Suppose
0' = min{n- l , a}. We let fa' be the circle with radius 0' and centred at 1, and
let fa' intersect fat z' and z', with Im(z') > O. Then lI(z-l)(z-T)-lli ~ M
for Iz - 11 ~ 0'. Also, the length of the arc z'lZ' is at most 21rM- l f . Fur-
thermore, 0' < M-l(e -1)- l f . Let I'+ and I'_ be the arcs of I' from zo to
z' and zo to z', not outside fa, respectively. As with the definition ofI'o' we
define ra, = fa' n (C - !l).
Then
~ n-lzn(z - T)-ldz =Jr6 ~ n-lzn(z - T)-ldzJr6 ,
+ { n-lzn(z - T)-ldz + { n-lzn(z - T)(2~Jr+ Jr_
(2.3)
by Cauchy's integral theorem. Now
n-l { (zn _ zn-l + zn-l + ... + l)(z - T)-ldzJr_
n-l
= n-1 L { zi(z -1)(z - T)-ldz
i=Olr:
+n- l { (z - T)-ldz,Jr_
= n-1 { (zn - zn-l + zn-l + ... + l)(z - T)-ldzJr+
n-l
= n-1 L i zi(z - l)(z - T)-ldz (2.4)
i=O r+
+n- l { (z - T)-ldzJr+
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(2.5)
and
Since
it follows that
~ n-1(1+ (z -l)t(z - T)-ldzlr;
- n-1 ~ t (~ )(z - l)j (z - T) -1dz
lr; j=O J
- n-1t (~) ~ (z - 1)i-1(z - l)(z - T)-ldz
i=1 J lr;
+n- 1 ~ (z - T)-ldz.lv;
(2.6)
This we know because
by Cauchy's integral formula. Denote the length of r + by d+ and the length
of the arc zolZo by do. Then
n-l
< n-1~h+ Izlill(z -l)(z -T)-lllldzi
n-l n-l
< n-
1~h+ Mldzl = Mn- 1"foh+ Idzl
- Mn-1(nd+) = Md+:::; Mdo
< M(21fM-1t:) = 21ft:.
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By symmetry,
We also have
n-l t (~) {(z -l)j-I(Z -l)(z - T)-ldz
j=l J Jr61
~ n-l t (~) {Iz -llj - I!l(z - l)(z - T)-l!lldzl
j=l J Jr61
~ n-l t (~) { Iz -1I j- 1M ldzl
j=l J Jr61
= n-l i: (~) { (8,)j-1 Mldzl
j=l J Jr61
= Mn- l t (~ )(8,)j-1 { Idzl
. j=l J Jr61
= Mn- l t (~ )(8,)j-I(21r8')
j=l J
= 21rn-1M t (~ )(8')j
j=l J
= 2,rn-1M [to (;)(0'); - ( ~ ) (0')0]
= 21rn-1M[(l +8,)n -1] ~ 21rn-1M[(l +n-l)n -1]
< n-lM21r(e - 1) < 21rf
Bearing in mind the Cauchy integral formula, the following calculation
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finishes the theorem for us:
I!n-1r l! 112~i h, n-1Zn(Z - T)-ldz + 2~i h6 n-1Zn(Z - T)-ldzll
< 112~i h, n-1Zn(Z - T)-ldzll + 112~ih
6
n-1Zn(Z - T)-ldzll
< 2~(27r€) + 112~ih
6
n-1Zn(Z -T)-ldzll
= € + 21. ~ n-1zn(z _ T)-ldz +~ { n-1zn(z - T)-ldz
7r21r6, 27r2 1r+
+ 2~ih_n-1zn(z - T)-ldZII
< €+21 (n-1t(~) ~'(z-1)j-1(z-1)(z-T)-ldz
7r j=l J 1r6,
n-1
+ n-1 L [ zj(z -1)(z - T)-ldz
j=O r+
n-1
+ n-1 L [ zj(z -1)(z - T)-ldz
j=O r_
+ IIn-1t
6
(z - T)-ldzID
1
< f + -(27r€ + 27r€ + 27r€ + 27rf) = €+ €+ f + e + f = fie,27r
Since e > 0 was arbitrary, I!n-1Tnll ~ 0 and IITnll ~ o(n). o
Although this is a rather long proof of the Ritt theorem, and though
there is a shorter proof of it, yet I think this proof might be the more ele-
mentary, which is why I have included it, rather than the alternate proof.
We could now move on to the Kreiss matrix theorem, give its proof,
and then consider some generalizations, but I reiterate that I think the
most proper place for this is chapter 4, where this topic is taken up fully.
Therefore perhaps we should move on to the next section.
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2.5 Ordered structures
It was only in unordered structures that we have dealt up to this point.
Now we consider what happens if we do impose some order structure on the
algebras. The reader will surely find it fascinating to see the requirements on
the operator relax as the requirements on the space become more stringent.
One can easily distinguish a few types of structures for which some results
exist. There are results on cones, results on Riesz spaces, and results on
Banach lattice algebra. The following theorem summarizes most of what is
known for Riesz spaces.
Theorem 2.5.1. (Zemanek,!4g}) Let T E B(X) be a Riesz operator. The
following are equivalent:
(1) sUPnEN 1IT'l1l < 00;
(2) IITnll = o(n) as n --t +00;
(3) Mn(T) converges as n --t +00;
(4) SUPnEN IITnxll < 00, for every x EX;
(5) IITnxll = o(n) as n --t +00, for every x EX;
(6) Mn(T)x converges as n --t +00, for every x EX;
(7) r(T) ~ 1 and ascent(T - >'1) ~ 1 for 1>'1 = 1;
(8) r(T) ~ 1 and 11(>' _T)-lll ~ I,\'j:.l for 1>'1> 1.
We shall split the theorem into a number of lemmas, containing parts of
the theorem, and prove the lemmas severally.
Lemma 2.5.2. (Zhang,[52jJ Suppose X is a normed Riesz space and T :
X --t X is a linear operator satisfying both sUPnEN IIT" II < 00 and T ~ I,
then T = I; also conversely.
Proo]. For all x E X+, we have Tx - x ~ 0, so T k ~ I yields
Tk+lx - Tkx ~ Tx - x ~ 0
(for k ~ 1). It follows from
n
m+lx ~ 2:)Tk+lx - Tkx) +Tx ~ n(Tx - x) ~ 0
k=l
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<that
o~ nllTx - xII ~ IITn+Ixll s Mllxll
with n ~ 1. Hence Tx = x for all x E X+, so T = I. The converse is also
~~ 0
Lemma 2.5.3. (Hardy,[22}) If P is a totally regular summability method,
T : X ~ X is a P-bounded linear operator on the normed Riesz space X
and T ~ I, then T = I.
Proof. (Outline) Let x E X+. The inequality 0 ~ Tx - x ~ Tk+I x - Tkx
leads to the inequality
The right hand side is bounded and P(l)n ~ 00, so Tx = x and we are
done. In the Cesaro bounded case the argument can be written
n 1 n 1 n
2""T x - x l = n+l Lk(Tx-x) ~n+1 LTk+lx
k=l k=l
n
1 "'Tk+1 .lIxll s Mllxll,
n+l L.Jk=l
where M is the bound provided by the Cesaro boundedness assumption. In
the Abel bounded case we assume there exists M such that
n
(I - 0) L OkTk ~ M
k=l
for all n and all 0 such that 0 < 0 < 1. From 0 ~ k(Tx - x) ~ Tk+l x for all
k, we obtain for 0 < 0 < I, and all positive integers n,
Letting n ~ 00 we obtain
(
00 ) 0 Mf;Okk IITx - xII = (I _ 8)2"T x - xII ~ 8(1 _ 0) IIxll,
whence 0211Tx - xli ~M(l- 0) IIxII for all 0 < 8 < 1. Letting I) ~ 1- gives
Tx=x. 0
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Theorem 2.5.4. (Schaefer,[38}) Let X be an M -space with a unit 1. If
T E B(X)+ is a Markovian lattice isomorphism such that u(T) = {I}, then
T=I.
We turn now to the theorems on cones.
Theorem 2.5.5. (Zhang,[52j) Let T be a positive operator on X. Let
T = P + B with P E Z(X), the centre of B(X) and B E Z(X)d. Then
IIPII s r(T).
Proof. By assumption we have 0 S pn s~. So r(P) S r(T). By the
above observation IIPII = r(P). Now the lemma follows. 0
We now move on to Banach lattices, on which subject a lot is known.
First we make mention of the zero-two law, which is the ordered structure
analogue of the Malinen-Nevanlinna-Turunen-Yuan theorem, Theorem 2.2.9.
Proposition 2.5.6. (Schaefer,[38}) Let T E B(X)+ be a contraction with
an eigenvalue 1 t= a E r ~ C. If X is an eigenvector satisfying Tx = ax
and Tlxl = [z], then IITn - Tn+lllr = 2 for all n E N.
Proposition 2.5.7. (Schaefer,[38j) If T E B(X)+ is a contraction, then
either limn-+oo I\Tn - Tn+ll\ = 0 or else !ITn - Tn+l!lr = 2 for all n E N.
Proposition 2.5.8. (Schaefer,[38j) Let X be a Dedekind complete. If
T E B(X)+ is a contraction, then either limn-+oo IITn - Tn+1l\r = 0 or else
II~ - Tn+lllr = 2 for all n E N.
Although this does not really characterize the identity, we include it as
the counterpart of a theorem that, if only in its proof, very clearly distin-
guishes the identity. Next, we give a few characterizations of the identity in
the context of Banach lattices.
Theorem 2.5.9. (Schaefer,[38j) Let T be a lattice homomorphism on a
Banach lattice X such that u(T) = {I}. Then T = I.
Proof. Let F(z) = T Z = ezlogT for all z E C, the set of all complex numbers.
It is easy to see that F(z) is an entire function of minimal exponential type
since 10gT is a quasi-nilpotent operator. Observe that F(z) E B(X) for
all z E C. So we can define f(z) = <I>(F(z)) for all z E C. Since <I> is
a contraction f(z) is also an entire function of minimal exponential type.
Now it follows that lIf(n)lI = lI<I>(F(n))lI = 1I<I>(~)1\ s 1 for all n E IE.
since r(~) = 1 for all n E IE. By a well-known theorem in the theory of
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entire functions of exponential type we see that j(z) is a constant function;
in particular, it is a consequence of Theorem 1.4.9. Notice that j(O) = I.
Therefore «p(T±1) = I. So T ~ I and T-l ~ I, from which we conclude
that T = I. 0
Theorem 2.5.10. (Zhang,f52J) Let X be a Banach lattice and T : X -t X
a linear operator on X such that
(1) T ~ I, and
(2) T is power bounded.
Then T = I.
Proof Put S = T - I. Then S ~ 0, so etS ~ 0 for all t ~ O. But
for all t > 0 implies lIetSIl ~ M for all t ~ O. Observe now that
t2S2
etS = I + tS +-- + ... > tS > 02! --
tS tS
for all t ~ 0 and hence 0 ~ S s T for all t > O. Consequently, IISII s T
for all t > 0, showing that S = 0 and T = I. 0
Theorem 2.5.11. (Schaejer,[38J) Let T E B(X) be disjointness preserving.
(1) Ij u(T) ~ (0,00), then T E Z(X).
(2) Ij u(T) = {I}, then T = I.
It was shown by Emilion that a positive Abel bounded operator on a
Banach lattice is necessarily Cesaro bounded. In an almost similar fashion
we can deduce the following result.
Theorem 2.5.12. (Grobler and Huijsmans,[20J) Let A be a Banach lattice
algebm with unit element 1 > 0 and let 0 ~ x E A. If x is Abel bounded,
then x is Cesaro bounded.
Proof Since x ~ 0 and Ok ~ on for n ~ k, then
00 n nL Okxk ~ L Okxk ~ onL xk = OnSn(O),
k=O k=O k=O
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for all 0 < 0 < 1 and for all n ~ 0, we have by the Abel boundedness of x
that for some constant D,
n
D ~ IIAn,o(x)1I = (1- 0)L Okxk ~ (1 - o)onIlSn(x)II ~ 0
k=O
for 0 < 0 < 1 and for all n ~ O. Fix n and choose 0 = 1- n~1 = n~1 to get
1 ( 1)n
n + 1 1- n + 1 IISn(x )1I ~ D.
This implies
1 ( 1)n
n+1 1- n+ 1 IISn(x)II~D
:::} II Sn(x)1I = liMn (x) II (n + 1) ~ D (n ~ 1) -1 (n: 1) -n( r (i )-(n+1):::}IIMn(x)II~D n:1 =Dn: 1 1- n + 1 .
So
( 1) -(n+l)liMn (x) II ~ D 1- n + 1
for n ~ O. The desired fact follows from the fact that
(
1 __1 ) -(n+l) = (_n ) -(n+l)
n+1 n+1
= (n; 1) n+l
_ (n;1) (1+~)n-7e
as n -7 00. o
This latter result is related to the concepts of section 2.3. Again it shows
that more structure simplifies the operators. This finishes the chapter. For
a continuation of the topic, see the early part of 3.5.
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Chapter 3
Higher order poles of the
resolvent
Orientation. This chapter is devoted to the question of whether some sort
of double power boundedness and spectrum a(T) = {I} has some useful
implications. We find that (T - I)n = 0 for some n E N, and then we search
for other conditions that have this same consequence.
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3.1 Early results
First we have a theorem that is very useful in proving both the Gelfand
theorem and the Ritt theorem.
Lemma 3.1.1. (Gelfand,[18)} Ifx is a quasi-nilpotent element of the normed
ring Rand IIR(x, A) II ~ c:: tP (where A = rei ¢» for all sufficiently large r
and all if> #- ~' then xn+1 = o.
Proof. Consider a polynomial P(A) of order n whose roots lie in the lower
half-plane. Then the function <.P(A) = (1~(~rl is bounded on the real axis.
It is simple to see that
lim ! I" log+ I<.P(A) Isin if> dif> = O.
r-+oo r Jo
Consequently, by the Phragmen-Lindelof theorem, <.p(..:\) is bounded on the
upper half-plane, so we have for 0 ~ if> ~ 1r that 11(1 - Ax)-111 ~ C 1rn;
similarly we have for -1r ~ if> ~ 0 that 11(1 - ..:\x)-II1~ C2rn. Hence
11(1 - ..:\x)-ln ~ Crnn in the whole plane. But then the analytic function
(1 - AX)-1 is a polynomial of order not higher than n. Therefore x n+! = 0,
since x n+! is the coefficientof An+! in the series E~=o AnXn = (l-AX)-I. 0
The reader might wonder why this observation has been delayed until
now. The reason is that we get the following corollary that codifies the
results of this chapter.
Corollary 3.1.2. If x is a normed ring R element with spectrum a(x) = {I}
and II (..:\ - (x - 1))-111 ~ c::t/J for ..:\ = rei¢> and for all sufficiently large r,
but with if> # ~' then (x - I)" = O.
The following theorem is by Hille. Being a generalization of Gelfand's
theorem, Theorem 2.1.1, this explains why this theorem is known as the
Gelfand-Hille theorem. The proof we give now is elementary, requiring only
basic analysis.
Theorem 3.1.3. Let B be a complex unital Banach algebra. If q is a quasi-
nilpotent algebra element, then a necessary and sufficient condition that
qN = 0 for some N ~ 1 is that x = 1 + q have the property IIx±nn = o(nN )
for n ~ 1.
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Proof. Since q is quasi-nilpotent, A- (1+q) = (A-1) - q is analytic except
at A = 1. It follows that
00
R(1 + q, A) = R(q, A -1) = L qn(A - 1)-n-1
n=O
exists for A f 1 and is entire function of ,X':I. This function admits of the
following two Laurent expansions:
00
R(1 + q, A) = - L(1 + q)-n-I An,
n=O
IAI < 1, and
00
R(l + q, A) = L(l + q)nA-n- I,
n=O
IAI > 1. Supposing the coefficients of these two series are o(n N ) this implies
that R(1 + q, A) is a polynomial in OX':I of degree not greater than N by
P6lya's theorem, Theorem 1.4.10. A comparison then gives qN = O. On the
other hand, if qN = 0, then for n ~ N we have
N-I ,
IIxnll = ~ k!(nn~ k)!qk = O(nN - I ) = o(n N ) .
Likewise for qN = 0, we have
N-I
x-I =1 + L (_q)i = 1 +P
j=1
where pN = O. Hence for n ~ N,
~ n! kIIx-nll = L.J k!(n _ k)!P = o(n N ) .
k=O
o
3.2 Implications of compactness
There are certain implications that follow from the compactness of some
function of T. The interesting thing is that we do not in this section need
to look at sequences. The compactness is in the sense of operators, not in
the sense of spaces.
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Theorem 3.2.1. Let f E J(T) be such that f(T) is compact. Then every
..\ E a(T) with f(..\) i= 0 is a pole of the resolvent R(T,e) and the corre-
sponding subspace X,\(T) has finite dimension.
An operator U in X is said to be compact in case US is compact in X
where S is the unit sphere in X, S = {x EX: IIxli ~ 1}.
Theorem 3.2.2. Let fn E J(T) and let U = limn-too fn(T) be a compact
operator. Then every ..\ E a(T) for which fn(..\) does not approach 0 is a
pole of R(T, e) and the corresponding subspace X,\ (T) has finite dimension.
Note that neither of these theorems have the pole of necessity of 1.
Poles are only forced to be at 1 due to the spectral assumption a(T) = {1},
which was not made. If we do impose this assumption we would obtain the
existence of some natural number N such that (T - I)N = O.
Theorem 3.2.3. Let T E B(X). Let r be a positive integer. Suppose
a(T) ~ I', a(T) not everywhere dense on I'. Then (T - ..\)T = 0 for every
isolated point ..\ E a(T) if and only if IITn II ~ o(lnn and IITnll ~ O(lnlr-1).
If, furthermore, a(T) n r is finite, then R(T,..\) is a rational function of ..\.
Proof. This follows from a theorem of Shah, Theorem 1.4.12. o
Theorem 3.2.4. If Tn is compact, then every spectral point J1. i= 0 of T is
a pole of R(T, e). .
This theorem is a consequence of Theorem 3.2.1, of course. Dunford
proved Theorem 3.2.1 using a very complex and convoluted argument, which
we will of course not give here. It would be very unnecessary to repeat the
twenty or so pages that he wrote, but the reader is very cordially invited
to read his paper. I feel it is a brilliant elementary spectral theory exposition.
Note: An interesting study of this problem could look at the following
questions:
(1) What happens if compactness is replaced by some other concept (per-
haps a precompactness sort of concept)?
(2) Are there other functions than f(z) = zn that gives us this same
conclusion?
(3) Can we relate the order of the pole to n?
(4) What role does the analyticity of f have? Could we get the same
result by relaxing this somewhat?
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3.3 Various restrictions to generalization
We cannot generalize the Gelfand-Hille theorem indefinitely. This much is
certain. We know, for instance, that if {IITnll : n E N} is a bounded set, but
{IITnll : n E Z} is not, then our assumption becomes too weak to conclude
that T = I. We state the claim more specifically, and then give a counterex-
ample.
Suppose x is power bounded and l1(x) = {I}. Then x = 1.
Counterexample 3.3.1. (Aupetit,[6]) and (Halmos,[21]) The Volterra op-
erator V is defined by (Vf)(t) = I~ f(s)ds on the Hilbert space £2[0, 1]. The
operator V is defined by (Vf)(t) = J~ f(s)ds on the Hilbert space £2[0,1].
The operator I + V, defined in terms of the Volterra operator V, is power
bounded and has spectrum {I}, but is obviously not the identity, since V t= 0.
We know that IIVfll ~ Ilfll since
IIVIII - (J.' IJ.' f(S)dSI' dtf' s [J.' (I.' I/(sll'ds)-l"
< [J.' (J.' I/(sll'ds) -: 5 [J.' 1I/II'dtr
_ [lIf1l211 dt] 1/2 = IIfll
and ~(Vf)(x) = f(x). Ifllfll ~ 1 it is obvious that IVf(x)1 ~ x. Suppose
IVnf(x)1 ~ ~~, then
Thus, by induction, IVnf(x)1 s ~~. This implies that IIVn ll s ;h since f E
£2[0,1]. So limn-H:x) IIvn ll l/n = 0. Consequently, l1(V) = {O} by Gelfand's
result on spectral radii. It follows that a(I + V) = {I}, so that I + V
is invertible and therefore T = (I + V)-l exists and a(Tn) = {I} for all
N E N. This is clear from the spectral mapping theorem. Since r(Tn) = 1,
IImll 2: 1. Clearly Tn t= I, since V is not nilpotent. This settles all the
required properties except for IITnll ~ 1. We could prove this by proving
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liT-III ~ 1, that is, IIT-I fll ~ IIfll for all f. Since
IIT-I fll 2 = II (I + V)f1l 2 = (f + vt.t + VI)
- (f,1) + (Vf,1) + (f, VI) + (Vf, VI)
- IIfll2 + (Vf,1) + (V* f,1) + IlVfll 2 ,
we are done if we can prove that ((V +V*)f, I) ~ 0, that is, if we can prove
that the real part of V is positive. But this is known from (Halmos,{21J).
Thus liT-III ~ 1, whence IITnll s 1. We are done proving IITII = 1. Since
IITnll :s IITlln, IITnll :s 1 for all n E N. So IITn ll = 1 for all n E N. But of
course T f= I, so the Gelfand-Hille theorem cannot be extended to the case
sUPnEN II~II < 00.
There has been attempts at giving another counterexample via the in-
finitesimal generator of a continuous Go-group of bounded operators, but I
am not convinced of its success.
3.4 Different summability methods
Let B(X) denote the Banach algebra of bounded linear operators on a
complex Banach space X. We reiterate the assumption u(T) = {I}, for
T E B(X). We have in section 3.1 the result that states that (T - It = 0
for r E Z+ if and only if IITn ll ~ o(lnn. We also have (T - I)T = 0 for
r E Z+ if and only if IITn II ~ O(/nIT - I ) . This second characterization has
been improved in terms of the Cesaro means for the case r = 1 (Mbekhta
and Zemanek,[31]).
The first of the characterizations can also be used in this way, by using
Theorem 6 of (Drissi,[14]). We now look at a paper by Zemanek and Drissi
(Zemanek and Drissi,[51]). In this paper they extend these results to the
case of arbitrary r, Moreover, they even manage to weaken the assumptions
to asymmetry, resolvent boundedness conditions and Abel boundedness con-
ditions.
First we introduce a couple of identities that we will use in the proofs to
come. We have Tn;! = (T - I)Mn(T). Also
_~ (k) _n(n-l)· .. (n-p)
Sp(n) - L.J p - (P+ 1)1 '
k=O
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where nand p are positive integers, with the understanding that ( ; ) = 0
if 0:5 k < p. For a negative integer n, let Mn(T) mean M_n(T-l).
Theorem 3.4.1. Let T E B(X) be such that a(T) = {1}. Let r be a
positive integer. Then (T - Ir = 0if and only if IIMn(T) II ~ O(!nl r - 1 ) , or
II M n(T )1I ~ o(lnn·
Proof. As regards the non-trivial implication, either of the growth conditions
implies by Tn;:! = (T - I)Mn(T) and the Gelfand-Hille theorem that (T-
I)rH = O. This yields, by the binomial formula for T k = ((T - I) + I)k,
that
T k = ( ~ ) (T - Ir+ ( r ~ 1 ) (T - I)r-l +... + ( ~ ) (T - I) + I
for all integers k 2:: o. Hence
nMn(T) = Sr(n)(T - Ir+ Sr-l(n)(T - I)r-l +... + Sl(n)(T - I) + nI
for all positive integers n. Consequently, dividing by nrH and using
n(n-1)···(n-p)
Sp(n) = (p + 1)! '
we get
lim Mn(T) = (T - Ir,
n-too nr (r + 1)!
which is non-zero unless (T - It = o. o
The preceding proof shows that the growth conditions can be weakened
in an asymmetric way. Suppose that IIMn(T)1I ~ o(nP) and
IIMn(T)1I ~ o(nq ) , with some fixed positive integers p and q. Then we can
conclude, by Theorem 3.4.1, that (T - I)T = 0 for r = max{p,q}. By using
the corresponding formulas,
so
and
lim Mn(T) = (T - It
n-too nr (r + 1)!
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again.
We now observe that since (T - 1y = 0, it follows that
so
nMn(T) = ST-l(n)(T - 1y-l +... + Sl(n)(T - I) + n1.
This again leads to (T - 1)T-l = O. Of course, we can only do this until we
reach s = min{p, q}, (T - 1)8 = O. Therefore we have the following theorem,
a generalization of Theorem 3.4.1.
Theorem 3.4.2. Let T E B(X) be such that a(T) = {I}. Suppose that
lIMn(T)lI = o(nP) as n -+ 00 and IIMn(T)II.= o(lnlq ) as n -+ -00 hold, and
let s = min{p, q}. Then (T - 1)8 = o.
Corollary 3.4.3. Let T E B(X) be such that a(T) = {I}. Let p and q be
positive integers such that IITnll = o(nP) as n -+ 00 and IITnll = o(lnlq ) as
n -+ -00. Then (T - 1)8 = 0, where s = min{p,q}.
Proof. Observe that {"M~~T)I/}OO can be estimated by the Cesaro means
n=l
of {"I:"}:l. So liMn(T)1I = o(nP) as n -+ 00 and IIMn(T)1I = o(lnlq ) as
n -+ -00, and Theorem 3.4.2 applies. The estimation is by the triangle
inequality. Therefore (T - 1)8 = 0, where s = min{p, q}. Another proof is
direct: by the Gelfand-Hille theorem, (T - 1)T = 0 with r = max{p, q}. It
follows that
by the argument of Theorem 3.4.1. A similar formula holds for T-l. The
conclusion then follows by the same reasoning as that preceding Theorem
3.4.2. 0
Several things can be remarked on these theorems.
(1) Inspection of the Jordan matrices illustrates the necessity of the as-
sumptions /lmll = o(nP) as n -+ 00, IITnll = o(lnlq ) as n -+ -00,
for the conclusion (T - 1)8 = 0, with s = min{p, q}. Namely, if the
subdiagonal directly above the main diagonal is nonzero, for instance,
then (T - I)T-l = 0, but (T - 1)T-2 t= 0.
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(2) These theorems are easy to localize. As an example, Theorem 2.12 of
(Drissi,[14]) can be strengthened to (T - I)n = 0 for n ~ r using the
formula in Theorem 3.4.1, namely
lim Mn(T) = (T - It.
n~oo nr (r + I)!
(3) One of the applications of the Gelfand theorem is as a tool in the study
of one-parameter semigroups. Its direct statement falls under the sub-
field of discrete semigroups. As such, this present discussion would
then generalize some results making use of the Gelfand theorem. Such
an instance can be found in Lemma 4.1 of (Huang,[23]), which applies
Gelfand's theorem to the Riesz composition, and which is generalized
by the work of Zemanek and Drissi.
(4) Other cases can be adduced where the replacement of the powers of
T by their Cesaro means does not affect the conclusions that we wish
to draw. Two instances of such a conservation of. conclusions with
replacement of assumptions can be seen in Theorem 3 of (Allan,[l])
and in Corollary 2 of (Wils,[46]). A question that therefore presents
itself, is whether any interesting results can be obtained by replacing
the powers of T by their Cesaro means in the Katznelson-Tzafriri
theorem (yet to be discussed), in the Esterle article's Theorem 9.1
(Esterle,[17]), and particularly in Wolf's paper on invariant subspaces
(Wermer,[45]). This last result, if such a generalization is possible, I'd
find extremely fascinating. I suppose I cannot speak for other people
in this matter.
(5) We will in the following section consider the very full discussion that
Laura Burlando gives of the bearing that the uniform ergodic theo-
rem has on higher degree poles of the resolvent, but for now we give
an amuse bouche. We can replace one of the Cesaro means bounds,
namely IIMn(T)lI = o(\nl q ) as n -+ -00, by the closedness ofthe range
of (T - I)q = 0, and obtain a pole at 1, if q :$ p. Use of Burlando's The-
orem 3.4 and Proposition 3.9 then gives us this result. We obtain as a
side result the same kind of asymptotic power boundedness. The case
q > P is apparently somewhat more delicate. Replacement by closed-
ness of the range of (T - I)q can in this case only yield (T - I)P = 0
(which, as far as I know, gives a pole of the resolvent at 1), but for
some reason Drissi and Zemanek have a problem with this. I do not
see the problem.
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To come back to our discussion, we can improve Theorem 3.4.2 in the
following way.
Theorem 3.4.4. Let T E B(X) be such that a(T) = {I}. Suppose that
IIMn(T)1I = o(lnIQ) as n ---* -00 and log IIMn(T) II = o(n 1/ 2 ) as n ---* 00.
Then (T - I)Q = o.
Proof. Since a(T) = {I}, p(T) = 1 and IITnll 2:: 1. Since
1 ~ IITnll ~ IITn - III + 11111 = IITn - III + 1 ~ 2max{IITn - III, I},
it follows from T:-I = (T - I)Mn(T ) that
log 1 s log IITn II ~ log 2 max{IITn - III, I}
and hence
o < log 11mII ~ log 2 + logmaX{IITn - III, I}
- log 2 + logmax{lIn(T - I)Mn(T)II, I}
log 2 + logmax{nliT - II1I1Mn(T ) II , I}
- log 2 + logn + log liT - III + log IIMn(T ) II
for large n. Thus log IIT" II = o(n1j 2 ) as n ---* 00, from the assumption
log liMn(T) II = o(n 1/ 2 ) as n ---* 00. We can now invoke (Zarrabi,[48]) to
reach our desired conclusion. 0
One can without too much effort show that the power boundedness of T
implies the Kreiss resolvent condition, 11('\ - T)-lll ~ l,xf:.l for 1,\1 > 1; we
show this with a short calculation:
00 00
11('\ - T)-lll = 'Em,\-n-l ~ 'E IITnlll,\l-n-1
n~O n~O
- ~ f IImlll,\l-n ~ ~ f CI,\\-nI In~O I In~O
C 00 -n C 1
- m ~I'\I = ml-I,\I-1
C
- 1,\1- 1'
where IIrnli ~ C for all n E N. It is also well-known that satisfaction of the
Kreiss resolvent condition does not imply power boundedness of T E B(X),
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so the converse is false. Only, the examples that show that the converse does
not hold, have {I} C a(T) ~ ~. Can we have an operator T satisfying the
Kreiss resolvent condition and a(T) = {I} that is not power bounded? How
about such a T that is not Cesaro bounded? What about Abel bounded?
We do know something more if a(T) = {I} and II(A - T)-lll ~ 1I..\f-11 for A
both inside and outside r, of course. From this, refer back to section 2.4.
Theorem 3.4.5. Let T E B(X) be such that a(T) = {I}. Suppose that, for
some C> °and p,q E Z+, we have
(1) II(A-T)-lll ~ (1..\I~l)P' as IAI-+ 1+, and
(2) II (A - T)-lll ~ 11..\I~llq, as IAI -+ 1-.
Then (T - 1)s = 0, where s = min{p,q}.
Proof. Denote, for k > 0, the circle {A : IAI = 1 + V by r k • An application
of Cauchy's integral formula, Theorem 1.1.3(2), yields
Thus, condition (1) above gives
IITkll - 112~i hk JLk(JL - T)-ldJLII s 211r hkIJLklll(JL - T)-lllldJLI
< 2~ ( 1 + ~) k (1 +f_1Y21r ( 1 + ~)
- (1+~rl (fJp~CkP(l+~r(k;l)
as CkPe.
On the other hand, denote the circle {A : IAI = 1 + t} by rkfor k < O.
Then Cauchy's integral formula yields
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and condition (2) above gives the approximation
IITkll - 112~iP,k(p, - T)-ldP,11 ~ 2~ h, 1p,lkll(p, - T)-lllldp,1
< 2~ (1+ ~r 11 - f_11,21< (1+D
( 1) k C (k +1) a5 k- 1+ k G)q -k- =Ce q.
So IITk ll = O(kq ) as k -t -00. Corollary 1 now gives (T - 1)5+1 = 0 for
s = min{p, q}.
Now the Laurent series of (-\ - T)-1 developed about 1 is given by the
following (keeping xi= 1)
(-\ - T)-1 = (-\ _1)-1 + (T - 1)(-\ _1)-2 + ... + (T - 1)5(-\ _ 1)-5-1,
so multiplying by (-\ -1)5 yields
Since s = p or s = q, by (1) and (2) above, we have 1I(-\-1)5(-\-T)-111 ~ C
as -\ -t 1+ or 11(-\ - 1)5(-\ - T)-ll1 ~ C as -\ -t 1-, respectively. The
restrained growth of 11(-\ -1)5(-\ -T)-111 in the two cases precludes the term
with (-\ _1)-1 in the Laurent series from being non-zero. It then obviously
follows that we must have (T _1)5 = 0 to avoid a contradiction. 0
Another proofof the above theorem 3.4.4 can be given along the following
lines, for a special case.
Proof. If 11(-\ -T)-ll1 s 1~ll_l' the paper (Stampfli and Williams,[41]) shows
that the numerical range of T is included in ~. This implies that T is
dissipative. By the wonderful book of Bonsall and Duncan, Theorem 4 of
chapter 1 (Bonsall and Duncan,[ll]), we get lIeo (T - 1) 1I ~ 1 for all a ~ O.
Now (Drissi,[15]) can be called as witness that if (T - 1)2 =0, then T = 1.
This settles the case C =p = 1. 0
The proof of Theorem 3.4.4 in its full generality shows the potency of
Corollary 1 of Theorem 3.4.2 in resolving the case with C > 1 and p not
necessarily 1, which is not an inconsiderable improvement on the second
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proof.
As a following focal point for their discussion, Zemanek and Drissi take
up conditions related to the growth of the resolvent. They touch upon a
point, which we have already remarked upon earlier, namely the effect of
approach 1 not from all directions at once, as in the"case in Ritt's theorem,
but specifically on the real axis.
We have already seen, in Theorem 2.3.4, that T E B(X) is Cesaro
bounded if and only if T is uniformly Abel bounded. It seems this result
was not yet obtained by the time of writing of (Zemanek and Drissi,[51]). In
any case, we can define a new concept related to uniform Abel boundedness,
that can be used to generalize some results obtained thus far; in particular,
Theorem 2.3.8.
Definition 3.4.6. (1) An operator T is called uniformly p-Abel bounded
with p E z- if there exists constants K > 0 and 0 < a ~ 1 such that
IIAn,o(T)1I ~ Knr:" for all n E N and all () E (0,1)."
(2) An operator T is called (N)-uniformly p-Abel bounded with p E Z+ if
there exist constants K > 0 and 0 < a s 1 such that lIA~~; (T) II ~
Knp- et for all n E Nand 0 E (0,1).
This concept of "p-Abel bounded" does complicate matters. No longer
is an operator uniformly Abel bounded or not. But this already came with
the concept of "(N)-uniformly". This we can compare with a finger read-
ing along the Z-line, trying to pick the right N. Now, however, we are not
done if we've looked all along the line and found no N that satisfies our
conditions. Now, once we're done with the line, we still have an infinity of
lines to walk along to find the right N. It's like finding a book in a library
with infinitely many infinitely long shelves, not even knowing whether the
book is in the library. Good mister Cantor tells us there is no more work
involved, but I think that that no pair (N,p) exists is now double as difficult.
On the other hand, this generalization might still prove fruitful in future.
I do not prematurely want to condemn it as a vain and useless generalization
that takes things far past utility. Yet, for now it does seem unwieldy. We
might single out one special case: if N = p = a = 1, then T is uniformly
Abel bounded.
Theorem 3.4.7. Let T E B(X) be such that a(T) = {I}. Let p,q E Z+
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and suppose that T is uniformly p-Abel bounded and T-1 is uniformly q-Abel
bounded. Then (T - I)S = 0 where s = min{p, q}.
Proof. Observe that the nth term of a series is the difference between the
nth partial sum and the n -1st partial sum. Just so,
n n-l
(BT)n = 'L BkT k - 'L BkT k.
k=O k==O
The condition
n
(1- B)'L BkT k ~ Knp-a
k=O
for all n E Nand B E (0,1) therefore shows that
n n-l n n-l
II (BT)n II = 'LBkTk - 'LBkTk ~ 'LBkTk + 'LBkTk
k=O k=O k=O k==O
n n-l
_ _1_ (1 _ B)~ BkTk + _1_ (1 _ B)~ BkTk
1-B LJ 1-B LJ
k=O k=O
1 K p-a 1 K p-o _ 2KnP-o
- 1-B n + 1-B n - 1-B '
for 0 < B< 1. Fixing n and letting B= n~1 , we therefore get
1 1 2Knp-a (!!.=l)-n 2KnP-o
II~II = Bn IIBn~1I ~ (n-l)n 1_ n.=! = n !
n n n
_ 2(1-~) -n Knp-o+l ~ 2Kenp-o+l ~ o(nP+l).
In the same manner we proceed for T-1• Observe that
n n-l
(BT-1)n = 'LBk(T-1)k - 'L Bk(T-1)k.
k==O k==O
The condition
n
(1- B)'LBk(T-1)k s Knq-o
k=O
for all n E N and B E (0,1) then yields
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for 0 < 8 < 1. Fixing n and letting 8 = n;;1 we have
liT-nil ~ 2Knq-o+1 (1 + !n) -n ~ 2KenQ-o+ 1 ~ o(nq+l).
Now I\Tnll ~ o(nP+l), liT-nil ~ o(nQ+l) yields (T - I)S+l = 0 by Corollary
1 to Theorem 3.4.2.
Case 1: s = p. We have
n
(1 - 8) 2)8T)k
k=O
n
- (1 - 8) L 8k[(T - I) + I]k
k=O
= (l-Olt,0k [t.( n(T-I)i]
- t.{T-I}i [~C)Ok{l-oJ
Now these sums Lk=O ( ; ) 8k(I-8) can be compared to the infinite series
L~i ( ; ) 8k(1 - 8). We will obtain, for each i. that
t( ~) ~
k=i J
The last bit comes from well-known results on generating series. With 8 =
n;;1 as above, this shows that
n (k) (n-l)i ( l)i (1)-i~ . 8k(1 - 8) ~ n . = 1 - - - ~ ni = O(nS - Q )L..J. J (1- n-l)J n nk~ n
for 0 ~ j ~ s -1. On the other hand, as(8) ~ (1 - 8)8nSs(n + 1), hence
as (8)
---+00
n S - Q
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as n -+ 00. Consequently, we must have (T - 1)8 = 0, since
n
(1 - 0) L OkTk :::; K np - a
k=O
for all n EN and 0 E (0,1).
Case 2: s = q. An argument similar to the one above, but with T- 1 for
T, yields this case as well. 0
Various localizations of these results, whether of the boundedness con-
ditions or of the spectral condition, are possible, and will be persued in a
separate chapter.
3.5 Uniform ergodicity andhigher order poles
The aim of the present section is to showcase the results that Laura Bur-
lando obtained that connects asymptotic boundedness of the powers of T
to the asymptotic boundedness of the Cesaro means of T. In particular,
it is shown that the uniform convergence implied in ~p 2:k:~ T k -+ P for
T E B(X) and p E Z+, is equivalent to IITn ll = o(nP) and 1 being a pole of
(A - T)-l.
As a quick aside, note that Burlando does a strange thing: she defines
a pole of order zero of the resolvent to be a member of peT). This way, 1 is
always a pole of the resolvent of some order!
Again, we note the importance of (Dunford,[16]) from which almost the
entire section 1.1 is derived. Dunford proved a generalization of the uniform
ergodic theorem to the effect that if Un) ~ J(T) for T E B(X) and if Un)
converges to f in any of four different senses, then f is some special member
of J(T). We shall specify later. Considering how important Dunford's paper
is (not was), it is not surprising that its results have been developed further
through the years. All of these results will be encompassed in one of the
theorems still to follow.
The ergodic theorem of Dunford follows from the vague statement above.
It says that ~ 2:k:~T k converges in norm if and only if IITn II = o(n) and 1 is
a pole of the resolvent of order not exceeding 1. This theorem has been gen-
eralized partially to: the sequence {~p 2:k:~Tk} being norm-convergent if
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IIT" II = o(nP) and 1 being a pole of the resolvent of order not exceeding
p. This result was proved in (Wacker,[?]). Burlando set herself the task of
proving the converse, and accomplishes this task.
En route to collecting the higher order pole version of the uniform er-
godic theorem, we shall introduce e(k,p), a property that generalizes earlier
concepts. Some properties of e(k,p) are explored, and then the fully general
uniform ergodic theorem is proved. Burlando points to an application of her
work in terms of generalized Cesaro means, but we will not explore this, as
a proper study of generalized Cesaro means will require more space and
time than we have at our disposal. Yet the reader is heartily encouraged to
pursue such an investigation. To this end a few references are now given.
We first recapitulate what we know about the uniform ergodic theorem
before Burlando's work. Recall that the kernel (or null space) of an operator
T is denoted by N(T), and the range of T is denoted by R(T). Whether an
operator has closed range will prove to be of some importance, and in order
to discuss such operators, the following closed range theorem will come in
handy.
Theorem 3.5.1. Let X and Y be Banach spaces and let T E B(X, Y).
If there exists a closed subspace Z of Y such that R(T) n Z = {O} and
R(T) EB Z = {x + y: x E R(T),y E Z} is closed, then R(T) is closed.
In order for powers of an operator to have any sensible existence while
multiplication is interpreted as composition, it is absolutely necessary that
the domain and the codomain of the operator be identical. If we do have
such a coincidence, then we can speak of nilpotent, idempotent and projec-
tion operators. In particular, projection operators are such as equal their
own squares. We know that projections have closed range. Furthermore, if
P E B(X) is a projection, then R(P) EB N(P) = X. On the other hand, if
X = Y $ Z for any closed subspaces Y and Z that are disjoint aside from
0, then there are projections P and Q such that R(P) = Y, N(P) = Z,
R(Q) = Z and N(Q) = Y. The operator P is said to be the projection of X
onto Y along Z and may aptly be compared to a shadow cast by an object
under a light directly above it and infinitely far from it.
All of the above could of course be proved in detail using the corollary to
the open mapping theorem mentioned in section 1.1 (I think the corollary
is known as the closed graph theorem). Anyway, Laursen and Mbekhta de-
cided to call any two subspaces Y and Z (not necessarily closed) of X with
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the property that X = Y EEl Z complementary subspaces. This is contrary
to the usual significance attached to the term. Yet in this section, following
Burlando, we shall follow this signification.
We introduce two terms of overwhelming importance now, that has been
used with great facility in a number of otherwise intractable areas.
Definition 3.5.2. Let T be in B(X). Then we have
(1) the ascent ofT, namely a(T), defined by
a(T) = inf{n EN: N(Tn) = N(Tn+!)}.
(2) the descent ofT, namely 8(T), defined by
8(T) = inf{n EN: R(Tn) = R(Tn+1)} .
In case A = 0, for some set A ~ N, we define inf A = 0.
Clearly, from the above definition, a(T), 8(T) E N U [oo}. Also,
a(T) = 00 if and only if N(Tn) C N(Tn+l) for every n E Nj similarly,
8(T) = 00 if and only if R(Tn+!) C R(Tn) for all n E N. Of course, if
N(Tn) = N(rn+!) for some n E N, then
{n EN: N(Tn) = N(Tn+!)} ::j:. 0,
and by the principle of well-ordering, a(T) E N, so a(T) < 00, and further-
more a(T) S; m for every mEN such that N(Tm) = N(Tm+!). In case
R(rn) = R(rn+!) for some n E N, we have N :3 8(T) < 00 and 8(T) S; m
for R(Tffl) = R(Tm+!).
Since R(Tn) = R(Tn+!) implies Tn(x) = Tn+!(X), we have
rn+!(X) =T(rn(X)) = T(Tn+1(X)) = T n+2(X),
and hence by induction
T~(T)(X) = T~(T)+!(X) = ... = T 6(T)+n(X) = '"
for which reason we can write R(T6(T») = R(Tn) for every n ~ 8(T). Sup-
pose now that N(rn) = N(rn+!). Then suppose that N(rn) = Z, and we
have Tn Z = {O} = Tn+! Z. Therefore
rn+2Z = T(rn+! Z) = T(rn Z) = Tn+! Z = {O},
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so Z ~ N(Tn+2), which we already know. But, if x fj. Z, then
so N(Tn+2) ~ Z, which we did not know yet. This establishes the fact that
N(To(T)) = N(To(T)+l) = ... = N(To(T)+n) = ...
and N(To(T)) = N(Tn) for each n ~ a(T). Notice that a(T) = 0 means
N(I) = N(TO) = N(T), so N(T) = {O}, meaning T is injective. Also,
o(T) = 0 means R(I) = R(TO) = R(T), so R(T) = X, meaning T is surjec-
tive.
Using the concepts of ascent and descent, we can characterize a decom-
position of X if the ascent and descent are. finite; conversely, we can deduce
that they are finite. The next theorem gives us this.
Theorem 3.5.3. Let T E B(X). If both a(T), o(T) < 00, then a(T) = o(T)
and the following decomposition is obtained, with p = a(T) = o(T), namely
that X = N(TP) €I' R(TP) , which implies that R(TP) is closed. Conversely, if
there is some p E Z+ such that X = N(TP) €I'R(TP), then a(T) = o(T) :::; p.
Suppose .Ao E C and
.AO E p(T) U (u(T) - u(T)'),
where u(T)' is the derived set of u(T). Then the Laurent expansion of
R(T,.A) has a projection as residue when developed about .Ao. Of course,
since the resolvent is analytic on p(T), the residue is zero for .A E p(T). We
call this residual projection the spectral projection of T associated with .Ao.
(Taylor and Lay,[43]) gives the following theorem characterizing poles of the
resolvent.
Theorem 3.5.4. Let T E B(X) and .Ao E C. If.Ao is a pole of order p of
R(T,.A) for some pEN, then a(.Ao - T) = o(.Ao - T) = P and the spectral
projection of T associated with .Ao coincides with the projection of X onto
N{{.Ao-T)P) alongR{{.Ao-T)P). Conversely, if both a(.Ao-T) and o(.Ao-T)
are finite, then .Ao is a pole of R(T, .A).
We next introduce a type of operator that we will later encounter again
in the generalized uniform ergodic theorem.
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Definition 3.5.5. An operator T E B(X) is called quasi-Fredholm if T
possesses two closed invariant subspaces M and N of X with X = N EB M
such that TIN is nilpotent and T(M) is closed in X as well as
[uN(Tn)] nM ~ T(M).
nEN
The following theorem connects the topic of the chapter to this concept.
Theorem 3.5.6. If AO E C is a pole of R(T, A) with T E B(X), then Ao-T
is a quasi-Fredholm operator.
As a final piece of machinery, before we state our extensive characteri-
zation of simple poles that will yet be generalized later in this section, we
now introduce the condition (£ - k).
Definition 3.5.7. An operator T E B(X) satisfies condition (£ - k) if
n-l
(I - T)k 2::T; ~ o(n).
;=0
We note that
n-l
(1 _T)h 2:: T j
j=O
n-l
(1 - T)h-k(I - T)k 2:: T;
;=0
n-l
s 11(1 - T)h-kll· (I - T)k 2::T;
;=0
for all h ~ k, so if T satisfies condition (£ - k), then T satisfies condition
(£ - h) for all h ~ k. We also recall that condition (£ - k) is equivalent
to the condition 11(1 - T)k-1Tnll ~ o(n), since 1 - T" = (1 - T) E~oT;.
Hence, T satisfies (£ - 1) if and only if IITn ll ~ o(n). Taken together, we
have the theorem as follows.
Theorem 3.5.8. The following are equivalent.
(1) *E~:~ T k = Mn(T) converges in B(X).
(2) IIrnll ~ o(n) and 1 is a pole of R(T, A).
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(3) T satisfies (e - k) for some k E Z+ and 1 is a pole of R(T, >.) of order
not exceeding 1.
(4) T satisfies (e - k) for some k E Z+ and X = N(1 - T) $ R(1 - T).
(5) IITn ll ~ o(n) and 8(1 - T) < 00.
(6) T satisfies (e - k) for some k E Z+ and 8(1 - T) 5 1.
(7) T satisfies (e - k) for some k E Z+, 8(1 - T) < 00 and N(1 - T) has
some complement invariant under T.
(8) IITn ll ~ o(n) and 1- T is quasi-Fredholm.
(9) IITnll ~ o(n) and R((1 - T)k) is closed for some k E Z+.
(10) IITn ll ~ o(n) and R((1 - T)k) is closed for every k E Z+.
(11) IITnll ~ o(n) and N(1 - T) + R(I - T) is closed.
Furthermore, if any of the above conditions (and hence all) are satisfied, and
if E is the projection of X onto N(1 - T) along R(1 - T), then
IIMn (T ) - EII-+ 0 as n -+ 00.
This summarizes everything up to Burlando's paper known concerning
the uniform ergodic theorem and simple poles of the resolvent. We now
collect some higher order poles results known by the time of Burlando's
writing.
Theorem 3.5.9. (Wacker,(!J) Letp E Z+ and IITn ll ~ o(nP) forT E B(X).
Then the following are equivalent.
(1) 1 is a pole of R(T, >.) of order not exceeding p,
(2) R((1 - T)P+l) is closed.
Further, if the above conditions are satisfied, and if P is the projection of X
onto N((1 - T)P) along R((I - T)P), then
n-l~ LTk_~(T-I)P-Ip -+0
nP k=O p.
as n -+ 00.
Wacker also remarks that (T - l)p-1P is the coefficient of order -p of
the Laurent expansion of R(T, >.) in a punctured neighbourhood of 1. Also
the following by Wacker will prove of use.
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Proposition 3.5.10. Let pEN be such that IITnxll ~ o(nP) for every
x EX. Then 0:(1 - T) ~ p for every A E C with A E r.
Proposition 3.5.11. Let p E Z+ and r(T) .= 1 and suppose a(T) n r
consists of finitely many poles of R(T, A), each of order not exceeding p.
Then the set {~;:~ : n E N} is bounded and IITnll ~ o(nP) .
Finally, we will use the identity that 2:~:J ( ~ ) = ( j : 1 ) for every
j E N and all n ~ j + 1.
3.5.1 Generalizing (e - k)
Definition 3.5.12. Let X be a Banach space, T E B(X) and k,p E Z+.
(1) T satisfies condition f.(k,p) if
n-l
(1 - T)k L:Tj ~ o(nP) .
j=O
(2) T satisfies condition S(k,p) if
n-l
(1 - T)k "LTjx ~ o(nP)
j=O
for every x E X.
Now f.(k,1) is just (f. - k) and f.(k,p) implies f.(h, q) whenever h ~ k
and q ~ p. Similarly, S(k,p) implies S(h,q) for h ~ k and q ~ p,
Proposition 3.5.13. Let k,p E Z+. Then
(1) T satisfies f.(k,p) if and only if 11(1 - T)k-1Tnll ~ o(nP) , and
(2) T satisfies S(k,p) if and only if 11(1 - T)k-lTnxl! ~ o(nP) for every
xEX.
Proof. Notice that for each n E Z+, we have (1 - T) 2:j~JTj = 1 - T" and
therefore
o
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The above proposition shows that T satisfies c(l,p) if and only if IITn II ~
o(nP ) and S(l,p) if and only if IITnxll ~ o(nP) for all x E X. The next
theorem is proved via the following lemma.
Lemma 3.5.14. Let
{an: n EN} U {bn : n E N} ~ IR -IR-.
If (an)nEN is nonincreasing and
lim an = lim anbn = 0,n-too n-too
then
an max{bk :°~ k ~ n} ~ 0(1).
Proof. For each n E N, let
mn = max{m E {O,'" ,n}: bm = max{bk : k = 0"" ,n}}.
So m n is the index of the largest member of (bk)~=o' so m n E N for all
n E Nand (mn ) is nondecreasing. So either (mn ) increases without bound
or (mn) is eventually constant. If (mn) is eventually constant, say mn = p
for n ~ N, then
anmax{bk : k = 0"" ,n} = anbp
for n ~ N, so
lim anmax{bk: k = 0,," ,n} = lim anbp = bp lim an = 0,
n-too n-too n-too
since limn-too an = 0.
Contrariwise, assume (mn ) grows without bound. Then
since any subsequence must tend to the limit of the sequence. Since m n E
{O,'" ,n}, m n ~ n for every n E N and by the assumption that (an) is
nonincreasing, we have anbmn ~ amnbmn throughout N. Hence
°~ lim anbm = lim anmax{bk : k = 0"" ,n} ~ lim am bm = 0,n-too n n-too n-too n n
whence we have the lemma.
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o
Theorem 3.5.15. 1fT satisfies c(q,p) for some q,p E Z+, then T satisfies
c(q - j,p + j) for 0 5 j 5 q - 1. In particular, it follows that IITn ll ~
o(nv+q- 1). The local version of this theorem also holds.
Proof. We begin by remarking- that for n E Z+ we have
1
-(rn - I)
n
- .!((I - (I - T))n - I)
n
- ~ It.<-l)k{I-T)k U)-I]
- ~ t(-1)k ( ~ ) (I _T)k
k=l _
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so
1
-(r -1)
n
n
"" k n! k
= L...J(-l) n(k!)(n_k)!(1-T)
k=l
= i: (n - 1)'(_l)k (1 _ T)k
k=l k!(n - k)!
~(_l)k (n-1)! k
- L...J k (k - I)!(n _ k)! (1 - T)
k=l
= ~ (-l)k ( n - 1 ) (1 _ T)k
L...J k k-1k=l
= -(1 - T)~ (-l)k ( n - 1 ) (1 _ T)k
L...Jk+1· kk=O
= -(I - T) ~(_l)k ([ tkdt) ( n;1 ) {I _ T)k
= -(I - T) [~(_l)ktk ( n; 1 ) {I - T)kdt
~ -(I - T) [~(_l)k ( n; 1 ) [t(I - T))kdt
= -(1 - T)11 (1 - t(1 - T))n-1dt
- -(1 - T)11((1 - t)1 + tTjn-ldt
_ -(1 - T) r I:(n ~ 1 ) (1 _ t)n-l-ktkTkdt.
Jo k=O
Now we show that T satisfying c.(q,p) implies T satisfying c.(q - j,p + j)
for 0 5 i 5 j -1. Proposition 3.5.13 shows that the conclusion holds if and
only if 11(1 - T)q-j-1rnll ~ o(nv+j ) .
We proceed by induction. Suppose T satisfies c.(q,p). Then, by Propo-
sition 3.5.13, we have
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for j = 0. This completes the reasoning for q = 1. Therefore, we suppose
q ~ 2. Moreover, suppose
for some j E {O,··· ,q - 2}. From the formula we obtained for ~(Tn - 1),
it follows that for n E Z+ we have
=
1. (I _ T)q-j-2
nP+J+l
+ 1. (I - T)q-j-2(Tn - 1)
nP+J+l
1. (1 _ T)q-j-2
nP+J+l1 .2(1 )+-.(I - T)q-J- -(rn - 1)
nP+J n
=
which gives for
Mn = max{I/(1 - T)q-j-1Tkl/ : k = 0,,·· ,n -I},
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so
as .By Lemma 3.5.14, M n = o(nP+J ) . Hence
II 1. (I - T)q-i-2rnll ~ 0nP+J+l
as n ~ 00, so
/1(1 - T)q-i-2Tn /l gg o(nP+i+I),
which is what we need for the introduction to work. By localizing the proof
throughout, we also obtain a local version of the theorem. 0
Corollary 3.5.16. Let k,p E Z+ be such that T satisfies S(k,p). Then
a(>\ - T) ~ p + k - 1 for every ,\ E r.
Refer to Proposition 3.5.10 to see in what this corollary consists. Bur-
lando adduces proof that the converse of Theorem 3.5.15 does not hold
generally, for which, consult her paper.
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3.5.2 Generalizing the uniform ergodic theorem
First we prove three lemmas that will help us to prove the generalized uni-
form ergodic theorem.
Lemma 3.5.17. Let R(Tn) + N(Tm) be closed for some n,m E N x Nand
for T E B(X). Then R(Tn-i) +N(Tm+i) is closed for every j E {O,··· ,n}.
Proof. We need only observe that
for every j E {O,··· ,n}. Now we have the result, since T is bounded, and
therefore T-1 is a closed mapping. 0
Lemma 3.5.18. (Kato,f?]) Let T E B(X, Y). Then, assuming R(T) is
closed, there is an e > 0 for which R(8) = R(T) provided 8 E B(X, Y),
118 - Til < f and R(8) ~ R(T).
Lemma 3.5.19. Let p E Z+. If IIL:~:~ n-PTk - Ell -t 0 as n -t 00 for
some E E B(X), then
(1) IITnll gg o(nP) ,
(2)
~~(.n )(T-I)i_E+~(T-I)P-l -s o
nP~ J +1 p!
J=P
as n -t 00, and
(3)
R(E) ~ N(I - T) n R((I - T)p-l).
- 11:11=
Proof (1)
II~II
nP
since
(n+l)P ( 1 t T k) -~I:Tk
nP (n + I)P k=O nP k=O
n n-l
< (n + I)P ,,__1--:-- LTk _ E + ~LTk _ E -t 0
nP (n + I)P k=O nP k=O
...:...(n_~_I)_P = (1 + ~)P -t 1.
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(2) For every n E Z+, we have
~rk - ~[I+(T-I)Jk = ~ (to C) (T-I);)
- ~ [(T-I);~C)]
- ~ ( .: 1 ) (T - I)i
k=O J
~ (" ~ I)! rIT (n - k)] (T - tv,
3=0 J U=o
Hence for every n ~ p + 1 we have
~~ ( . n 1) (T-I)i = ~ ~Tk_I: .1 ,[~IT(n-k)] (T-I)i.
nP i=p J + nP k=O i=o (J + 1). nP k=O
Since I11=o(n - k) has j + 1 factors, it is a monic polynomial in n of
degree j + 1. So, if j < p - 1, then ';p I11=o(n - k) -+ 0 as n -+ 00,
whereas if j + 1 = p, ';p I1{=o(n - k) -+ 1 as n -+ 00. So
~~ ( . n ) (T - I)i - E + ~(T - I)p-l
nP~ J +1 p!
3=P
_ ~~Tk_I:.l ,[~rr(n-k)](T-I)i
nP k=O i=o (J + 1). nP k=O
-E+ ;!(T-I)p-11l
< ~~Tk_E + I: .1 1 [~TI(n-k)] (T-I)i
nP k=O i=O (J + 1). nP k=O
11
1 1 n! "II+ p!(T-I)P- - nPp!(n_p)!(T-IP
-+0+0+0=0
as n -+ 00.
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(3) Since
R«1 - T)i) ~ R«1 - T)P) ~ R«(I - T)P-l)
for every j E {p, ... ,n - 1} and every n > p, part (2) implies
R(E) ~ R«(I - T)p-l). Then part (1) gives
n-l
11(1 - T)EII = J~ (I - T)~ ~Tk = J~~ 11~(1 - Tn)11 = 0
so that R(E) ~ N(1 - T). Hence
R(E) ~ N(1 - T) n R«(I - T)p-l).
o
Finally, we have everything ready for the generalized uniform ergodic
theorem of Burlando.
Theorem 3.5.20. The following chain of implications hold:
(1) ::::} «2.1) ¢} (2.2) ¢} (2.3) ¢} •.• ¢} (2.9) ¢} (2.10)) ::::} (3), (4).
Moreover,
(2.1) - (2.10) ::::} (5)
if p ~ 2. This refers to the following conditions, with p E Z+ and T E B(X)
throughout.
(1) n~ EZ:J T k converges in B(X) and R«1 - T)p-l) is closed.
(2.1) ;p EZ:J Tk converges in B(X) and R«(I-T)P-l )+N(I-T) is closed.
(2.2) II~II ~ o(nP) and 1 is a pole of R(T, A).
(2.9) T satisfies e(k,p) for some k E Z+ and 1 is a pole of R(T, A) of order
not exceeding p,
(2.4) T satisfies e(k,p) for some k E Z+ and
x = N«1 - T)P) 6) R«1 - T)P).
(2.5) II~II ~ o(nP) and 6(1 - T) < 00.
(2.6) T satisfies e(k,p) for some k E Z+ and 8(1 - T) ~ p.
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(2.1) T satisfies c.(k,p) for some k E Z+, 0(1 - T) < 00 and N((1 - T)P)
has a complement invariant under T.
(2.8) IITn ll ~ o(nP) and I - T is quasi-Fredholm.
(2.9) IITn ll ~ o(nP) and R((l -T)k) +N((l -T)i) is closed for some k ~ p,
(k,j) E N2.
(2.10) IImll ~ o(nP) and R((l -T)k)+N((l-T)i) is closed for every (k,j) E
N2 with k + j ~ p.
(3) If P is the projection of X onto N((1 - T)P) along R((1 - T)P), then
n-l
-.!:- I:Tk - ~(T - tv:'P -t 0
nP k=O p!
as n -t 00.
R((l - T)p-k) + N((l - T)i)
is closed for every k E {I,." ,p} and all j ~ k,
(5) ~p E~:~ Tk converges in B(X) and
is closed for every k E {2,.·· ,p} and all j ~ k,
Proof
(1) => (2.5)
Let E E B(X) satisfy "~p E~:~ T k - EII-t 0 as n -t 00. Then property
(2) of Lemma 3.5.18 yields
-.!:-~ ( . n ) (T - l)i - E + ~ (T - I)P-l -t 0
nP c: J+ 1 p!]=p
as n -t 00. Furthermore, the closedness of R((I - T)p-l) gives
R(E) ~ N(l - T) n R((l - T)p-l)
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by property (3) of Lemma 3.5.18. Therefore
R(~~(.n ) (T-I)i_ E) CR((I-T)P-l)nP~ ;+1 -
J=P
for every n > p. Since R((I _T)P-l) is closed, from Lemma 3.5.17, we have
for n large enough that
So
R«1 -T)P) - R (~ ~c:1) (T-1lH 1)
- (1 - Tlp+l ( R (~c: 1 ) (T - 1)h) )
C R((I - T)P+1),
implying
R((I - T)P+1) = R((I - T)P)
and 6(I - T) ~ p. From Lemma 3.5.16 we have that ~p Ek:~Tk converging
in B(X) implies IITn ll ~ o(nP) . In summary, we have IITn ll = o(nP) and
6(I -T) < 00.
(2.3) ::} (2.4)
Suppose T satisfies e(k,p) for some k E Z+ and 1 is a pole of R(T, A) of order
not exceeding p. Then a(I - T) = 6(1 - T) ~ p and the spectral projection
associated with AQ coincides with the projection of X onto N((I -T)q) along
R((I - T)q) for q ~ p. Clearly
X =N((I - T)P) (B R((I - T)P).
Therefore T satisfies e(k,p) for some k E Z+ and
X = N((I - T)P) (B R((1 - T)P).
(2.4) ::} (2.3)
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Suppose T satisfies condition e(k,p) for some k E Z+ and
x = N((1 - T)P) (1)R((1 - T)P).
Then a(T) = 8(T) ~ p and therefore 1 is a pole of R(T, .\). Thus, from
Theorem 3.5.4, it follows that 1 must be a pole of order not exceeding p. So
T satisfies condition e(k,p) for some k E Z+ and 1 is a pole of R(T, '\), of
order not exceeding p.
(2.4) => (2.7)
Suppose T satisfies e(k,p) for some k E Z+ and
x = N((1 - T)P) (1)R((1 - T)P).
Then 8(1-T) < 00 and 8(1-T) S p. Clearly, the complement of N((1-T)P)
is R((1 - T)P). Now, since 8(1 - T) S p, we have
R((1 - T)P) = R((1 - T)P+l),
so that
(1 - T)P(X) - (I - T)P+l(X) = 0.
Therefore
(I - T)P(X) - (1 - T)(1 - T)P(X) = 0,
so
[1 - (1 - T)](1 - T)P(X) = T(1 - T)P(X) ~ (1 - T)P(X).
Thus N((1 - T)P) has a complement that is invariant under T.
(2.7) => (2.6)
Laursen and Mbekhta has shown that if 8(1 - T) < 00 and if N((1 - T)P)
has a complement which is invariant under T, then 8((1 - T)P) S 1, which
gives 8(1 - T) S p.
(2.6) => (2.3), (2.4)
Suppose T satisfies condition e(k,p) for some k E Z+ and 8(1 - T) S p.
Since T satisfies condition e(k,p), obviouslyT also satisfies condition S(k,p).
Then a(1 - T) is finite. By Theorem 3.5.3 it follows that likewise, a(T) S p.
It is therefore evident that T satisfies condition e(k,p) for some k E Z+ and
X = N((1 - T)P) (1)R((1 - T)P). So (2.3) ¢:> (2.4) ¢:> (2.6) ¢:> (2.7).
(2.2) => (2.5)
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Suppose IITn ll ~ o(nP) and 1 is a pole of R(T, A). Then IITn ll ~ o(nP) and
a(I - T) ~ p by Proposition 3.5.10. By Theorem 3.5.4, since 1 is a pole of
R(T, A), we have a(I - T) = 15(1 - T) ~ p, so 15(1 - T) < 00.
(2.5) =* (2.2)
Suppose IITn ll ~ o(nP) and 15(1 - T) < 00. By Proposition 3.5.10, since
IImli ~ o(nP) we have oi] - T) ~ p. So obviously oi] - T) < 00. By
Theorem 3.5.4, we know that since both ai] -T) and t5{I -T) is finite, then
1 is a pole of R(T, A).
(2.5) =* (2.6)
Let IITn ll ~ o(nP) and 15(1 - T) < 00. Since IITnll ~ o(nP), we have by
Proposition 3.5.10 that ai] - T) ~ p, By Theorem 3.5.3 then, since t5(I -
T) < 00 and a(I - T) is also finite, we. have a(I - T) = 15(1 - T), so
a(I - T) ~ p. Also, since IITnIl ~ o(nP) , T satisfies £(k,p).
(2.6) =* (2.5)
We shall actually need more than just the assumptions of (2.6). Of course,
so far we have proved that (2.6) is equivalent to (2.3), (2.4) and (2.7), so we
may assume T has all of the properties contained in (2.3), (2.4), (2.6) and
(2.7). Since N«I - T)P) is closed and
N«I - T)P) E9 R((I - T)P) = X
is dosed, it follows that R«I - T)P) is closed by Theorem 3.5.1. Further-
more, R(I - T)n) = R«(I - T)P) for n ~ p since t5(I - T) ~ p.
We know for
II~(I _T)k-1rnll < t5~1'
where M > 0 is such that M ~ III - PII·II(I - T)m-k+lll.
So if m = max{p,k - I}, then there is a t5 > 0 with the property
that corresponding to each y E R«I - T)P), there is a u y E X such that
both (I - T)m uy == yand lIuyll ~ t5l1yll· From (2.6), T satisfies £(k,p), so
11(1 - T)k-ITnIl ~ o(nP) . Hence, for every e > 0, there is an n( such that
n ~ n( gives
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n ~ n f and x E X that
II~r(1 - p)XII II~r(1 - T)mU(1_p)XIl
- 1I~(1 _T)k-1Tn(1 -T)m-k+lU(I_p)XII
- 8~ 11(1 - T)m-k+lU(1_p)XIl
< 8~ 11(1 -T)m-k+lII'llu(I_p)xll
< ~ 11(1 _T)m-k+lII·1I1 -PII·llxll s fllxll,
yielding 1/ ;pTn(1 - p)II ~ f if n ~ n.,
Hence IITn(1 - P)II ~ o(nP) . Since 1 is a pole of order not exceed-
ing p of the resolvent of the operator TIN«(1-T)P) by (2.3) and moreover
(7 (TIN«I-T)P)) = {1}. Hence IITnPIl ~ o(nP) , so obviously, by the triangle
inequality, IITn ll ~ o(nP) . So T satisfies (2.2).
(2.2) =} (2.8)
Since 1 is a pole of R(T, ,\), it follows that I -T is a quasi-Fredholm operator,
if T satisfies property (2.2).
(2.8) =} (2.10)
Suppose IITn ll ~ o(nP) and 1-T is a quasi-Fredholm operator. Since 1-T
is quasi-Fredholm, there are two closed subspaces M and N of X satisfying
the properties
(1) T M ~ M and TN ~ N,
(2) X = M ffi N,
(3) (I - T)IN is nilpotent,
(4) (I - T)(M) is closed in X, and
(5)
N«1 - T)n) n M ~ (I - T)(M)
for every n E N.
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Then (l - T)n(M) is closed for all n E N, according to 2.5 of (Mbekhta
and Ouahab,[30]). Furthermore, IITn ll ~ o(nP) implies a(l - T) ::; p by
Proposition 3.5.10, so N ~ N((l-T)P). Hence, for (k,j) E N2 with k+j ~ p
we have
R((l - T)k+i) ~ (l - T)k+i(M),
which is closed. By Lemma 3.5.16 we know that
R((l - T)k) +N((l - T)i)
is closed. So T satisfies property (2.10).
(2.2) - (2.7) =? (2.1)
By the arguments above, (2.2) =? (2.8) and (2.8) =? (2.10), it follows that if
IITn ll ~ o(nP) and if 1 is a pole of R(T, ,x), then
R((l _T)P-l) +N(T-l) is closed. Since we have IITn ll ~ o(nP) and 1 is a
pole of R(T, ).), we conclude from Theorem 3.5.9 that for P the projection
of X onto N((l - T)P),
as n -+ 00.
(2.10) =? (2.9)
Suppose IITnIl ~ o(nP) and R((l - T)k) + N((I - T)i) is closed for ev-
ery (k,j) E N2 and k + j ~ p. Then, obviously, IITnll ~ o(nP) and
R((l - T)k) +N((l - T)i) is closed for every (k,j) E N2 and k ~ p, since
obviously j ~ O.
So far we have
(2.2) <=> (2.3) <=> (2.4) <=> (2.5) <=> (2.6) <=> (2.7).
At this stage we also have
(2.2) =? (2.8) ::} (2.10) ::} (2.9)
and (2.2) - (2.7) ::} (2.1). To complete the set of equivalences, (2.1) - (2.10),
we need to prove (2.9) ::} (2.2) - (2.7) and (2.1) ::} (2.2) - (2.7). To prove
(2.1) =? (2.2) - (2.7), we could prove (2.1) =? (2.9), because then (2.9) ::}
(2.2) - (2.7) would take care of the implication.
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(2.1) ==> (2.9)
Suppose ~p L~:JT k converges in B(X) and
R«l - T)p-l) + N(l - T)
is closed. From Lemma 3.5.18, property (1), we know that since ~p L~:J Tk
converges in B(X), we have IITn ll gg o(nP) . We now need to prove that
is closed for some k such that k ~ p and for some j such that
(k,j) E N2. In particular, we shall prove R«l -T)k)+N({I -T)i) is closed
for k = p and for j = 1.
To this end, let E E B(X) be the operator to which ~p L~:~ Tk tends,
that is, let
n-l
1 '"" knPL.JT -E -+0
k=O
as n -+ 00. From Lemma 3.5.18, property (2), we then have
n-l ( )1 n . 1 1
- '"". (T - I)J - E + - (T - I)P- -+ 0
nP c: J +1 p!
J=P
as n -+ 00 and from property (3) of the same lemma we have
R(E) ~ N(l - T). Therefore, with Q E B(X, X/N(l - T)), the canonical
quotient map, we have QR = 0 because of R(E) ~ N(I - T), and therefore
Q(~~ ( . n ) (T-I)i -E+ .!.(T-I)P-l)
nP~ J+1 p!J=P
n-l ( )
= ~ '"" . n Q(T - l)i + '!'Q(T _ I)P-lnP~ J+1 p!J=P
as n -+ 00, since QO = 0 and Q is continuous.
Notice that
R (Q(l - T)P-l) = (R (I - T)P-l) + N(l - T)) /N{I - T),
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which is closed in XjN(I - T) since R ((I - T)p-l) + N(I - T) is closed in
X and contains N(I - T). Moreover, since for n > p,
R ( ~~c:1 ) (T - I)i) C R (~~C: 1 ) (T - I);)
= R((T-I)P)~R((T-I)P-l),
and so
R (..!..~ ( n ) Q(T _ I)i) C (R ((I - T)p-l) + N(I - T))
nP~ j + 1 - N(I - T)
J=P
for n > p. By Lemma 3.5.17 we obtain
R (..!..~ ( n ) Q(T _ I)i) C R(Q(I - T)P) + N(I - T)
nP~ j + 1 - N(I - T)
J~ .
for n large enough. Since
R (~~C:l )Q(T-IY) !::: R(Q(T-I)j)
R((I - T)P) + N(I - T)
= N(I - T)
for all n ~ p, we have
R ((1 - T)p-l) + N(I - T) _ R ((1 - T)P) + N(I - T)
N (I - T) - N (1 - T)
because
R((I - T)P) ~ R((I - T)p+l).
So
R((1 - T)P) +N(I - T) = R((I - T)P-l) + N(I - T).
Hence R((1 - T)P) + N(1 - T) is closed.
(2.9) ::} (2.2) - (2.7)
Suppose 11777111 ~ o(nP) and R((1 - T)k) +N((1 - T)i) for some k such that
k ~ p and some j such that (k,j) E N2. Since IITn ll ~ o(nP) , by Proposition
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3.5.10, a(I - T) ~ p. Now let (k, j) E N2 be as in the assumption above (so
now we specify (k,j) E N2). Since R((I _T)k) nN((I -T)i) is algebraically
isomorphic to
N((I - T)k+i)jN((I - T)k),
and since a(I - T) ~ p, N((I - T)P) = N((I - T)n) for every n ~ p, it
follows that
in particular, and so
R((I - T)k) n N({I - T)i) = {O}.
Then, since R((I-T)k)$N((I-T)i) is closed, by Theorem 3.5.1, R((I_T)k)
is closed.
Case 1: k > p. Since IITn ll gg o(nP) , we have r(T) ~ 1. Then
1 E p(T). Since a(I - T) ~ p, we know, thanks to (Lay,[28]), that 1 is a
pole of R(T, ,\). So T satisfies (2.2).
Case 2: k = p. Defined A E B(R((I - T)P),X) to be the operator
A = (T - 1)1R«I-T)P). Since R( (I - T)P) is closed, there is a r c- 0 such that
corresponding to each y E R({I-T)P) there is an xy E X with (T-I)Pxy = y
and IIxyll ~ Tllyll. Then, for all y E R((I - T)P) and n ~ p + 1, it follows
that
~Ct (~)(T-I).-P-l) (T-I)y
= ~ t (~) (T - I)k-p-l(T - I)P+I X y
k=p+l
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-~ t (~) (T - I)k xy
k=p+l
= ~ [to (~ )(T-1)k - t.(~ )(T-1)k] x y
= ~ (((T - I) +1)" - t. (~ )(T - 1)k) X y
= ~ (rxy - t. (~ )(T-I)kX Y)
= nP
l
Tnxy - ~~ ( ~ ) (T - I)k xy - ~ ( n ) (T - I)Pxy
k=O nP nP P
=~rx.-~~ (~) (T-1)kX y - ~ (; )v,
Since IITn II ~ o(nP) and limn-+oo ;p ( ~ ) =0 if k $ p - 1 and
1 (n) 1lim - =-
n-+oo nP k p!
for k = p, we have the existence of a v > p such that
1
<-p!4r
and ;P ( ; ) > ph.
So we have for every y E R((I - T)P) that
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Hence
:P (t (~) (T - I}k-P-l) A
k=p+l
is injective and has closed range, so that A is injective and has closed range.
The injectivity of
follows from the fact that its kernel is {O}. Hence it follows that
R((I - T)P+l) is closed. Of course, now, R((I - T)k) is closed for k > p, so
we have the result of case 1, that is, T satisfies (2.2).
(2.1) - (2.10) ::} (3)
By (2.1) ;p 2:~:~ T k converges in B(X), say to E. Then by Lemma 3.5.18,
property (2), we have
~~ ( . n ) (T-I}i -E+ .!.(T-I)P-l -+0
nP~ 3 + 1 p!J=P
as n -+ 00. Then, since IITn ll ~ o(nP) ,
~~ ( . n ) (T - I)i -+ 0nP~ 3+ 1J=P
as n -+ 00. Therefore E - :!r(T - I)P-l -+ 0 as n -+ 00, and by the trianglep:
inequality we obtain
n-l~ 2:Tk - ~(T - I)p-l -+ O.
nP k=O p.
Since R(E) ~ N{I -T) by Lemma 3.5.18, property (3), if P is the projection
of X onto N((I - T)P) along R((I - T)P), then
EP - ~(T - I)P-1p = E - ~(T - I)p-lp
p! p!'
and so
1 n-l 1
- LTk - .(T - I)p-l P -+ 0
nP k=O p.
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as n -+ 00.
(2.1) - (2.10) =} (4)
Suppose IImll ~ o(nP) and R((I - T)k) + N((I - T)i) is closed for every
(k,j) E N2 satisfying k + j 2:: p. Then, obviously, IITn ll ~ o(nP) and
is closed for every k E {1,'" ,p} and for all j 2:: k,
(2.1) - (2.10) =} (5)
Suppose p 2:: 2. Again, (5) follows easily from (2.10).
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Chapter 4
Generalizations of
Gelfand-Hille-Ritt theorems
Orientation. The subject of this chapter generalizes the contents of section
2.2. In particular, we see how ideas of Katznelson-Tzafriri and Nevanlinna
led to the characterization of the identity given in 2.2. The main resource
for this chapter is (Nevanlinna,[32]).
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o #
4.1 The Katznelson-Tzafriri theorem
The following theorem gives us a characterization of the spectral assumption.
However, it does not give any characterization of poles of the resolvent.
Therefore, this result has not been included in the previous two chapters. It
is called the Katznelson-Tzafriri theorem.
Theorem 4.1.1. Suppose T is a power bounded operator defined on X.
Then limn-H)o IITn+! - r» II = 0 if and only if a(T) n r ~ {I}.
Proof. First we prove the forward implication, since this implication is easy
to prove. Since T is power bounded, a(T) ~ s: We assume a(T) nr ~ {I}.
Then a(T) ~ b.. U {1}. By Theorem 1.1.1, we have
11m+! - mil ~ IITnll·IIT - III ~ p(m)p(T - I) = sup IAlnlA - 11,
>.eu(T)
and since limn--+oo I\Tn+! - T" II = 0, either lAin -70 or IA -11 = o.
We expressly do not assume a(T) n r ~ {I}, alternatively. Then there
is a Ao E r with Ao # 1 and Ao E a(T). Then, using the spectral mapping
theorem, Theorem 1.1.11, we obtain
lAo - 11 = IAo/niAo -11 ~ sup IA/nIA - 11
>.eu(T)
sup IAn+! - Ani = p(Tn+1 - Tn) ~ IITn+1 - Tnll.
>.eu(T)
This is the contrapositive of the forward implication, and by a logical equiv-
alence, the forward implication holds.
We observe that it is enough to prove only that if a(T) n r ~ {I} then
limn--+oo IITn+!x - Tnxll = 0 for all x E X. Indeed, suppose we can prove
that a(T) n r ~ {I} implies limn--+oo IITn+!X - Tnxll = 0 for all x EX. We
now suppose that T is power bounded, defined on X, and a(T) n r ~ {I}.
Consider T' E B(B(X)) defined by T'8 = T8. Then, clearly, T' is also
power bounded and a(T') n r ~ {I}.
Therefore,
lim II (T')n+!8 - (T')n 811 = 0
n--+oo
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for every S E B(X). If, now, S = I, then
lim II (T')nHs - (T'tslI =
n~oo
=
lim II (T')nH1- (T,)nIII
n~oo
lim IlTnH I - T"III
n~oo
lim IlTnH - Tnll = O.
n~oo
Now suppose T is power bounded and a(T) nr = {I}. By Lemma 1.3.3, we
can suppose IITII ~ 1 without losing any generality.
We can prove that f(x) = limsuPn~oo IITnxll exists for every x E X and
f defines a seminorm on X. We use the limit superior, since there is no
obvious way to prove that the limit exists. Of course,
lim sup IImxll < limsup(llTnll.lIxl!)
n~oo n~oo
- IIxlllimsupllTn ll
n-eco
< Ilxll sup IITn II s IIxll
nEN
for all x E X, so limsuPn~oo IITnxll < 00 for all x EX. Obviously f(x) ~ 0
for all x E X. Now consider f(ax) for a E C. Then
f(ax) - lim sup 11m(ax) II = lim sup lIaTn (x) II
n~oo n~oo
- limsup(lal·IITnxlD = lallimsup IITnxll = lalf(x)
n~oo n~oo
by the linearity of T" for all n E N. Finally, we show that f satisfies the
triangle inequality:
f(x + y) - lim sup 11m(x + y)1I = limsup IITnx +Tnyll
n-eoo n~oo
< lim sup(llTnxll + IImyl!) ~ lim sup IImxll + lim sup IITnyll
n~oo n-soo n-.+oo
- f(x) + f(y).
We now let
M = kerf = {x EX: f(x) = O} ~ X.
If M = X, then
f(x) = lim sup IITnxll = 0
n-eco
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for all x E X. Obviously, 0 ~ liminfn-too IITnx ll , so limn-too IITnx ll = 0,
and then
lim IITn+1x - rnxll ~ lim IIrn+1xll + lim IITnxll = O.
n-too n-too n-too
So limn-too IITn+1x - Tnxll = O. This would complete the reverse implica-
tion in this case. So we now suppose M =F X.
Since £ both is positive homogeneous and satisfies the triangle inequality,
it follows that M is a closed vector subspace of X and that TM ~ M. Form
the quotient space XIM and notice that the formula i(x+M) = £(x) for all
x EX, by the definition of M, defines a complete norm on XIM. Moreover,
X/ M divides X into equinormal sets.
The operator T E B(X) induces, in a canonical way, an operator l' E
B(XIM), defined by 1': x+M I-t Tx +M.We show that l' is an isometry
with respect to the i-norm. For each x EX,
i(1'(x + M)) - i(Tx + M) = i(Tx) = lim sup IITn(Tx) II
n-too
_ lim sup IIrn+1 (x) II = lim sup IITnxll
n-too n-too
- i(x) = i(x + M).
Observe that an isometry always has closed range and that R(1') is therefore
a Banach space. Consequently, l' ; XIL -+ R(1') is an invertible isometry
onto its codomain and so 1'-1 is an isometry.
Obviously, B(R(1')) is a Banach algebra. Also, 1'1R(T) is a bijective
isometry on B(R(R». We can use this to show that
0'(1') = 0'B(R(T» (1')
is disjoint from 1:1. Suppose 0 < 1-'1 < 1 and xE 0'(1'). Then! E O'(T-I)
by Theorem 1.1.11, which is of course impossible since 1'-1 is an isometry
and therefore r(1'- I) = 1. Obviously, 0 ¢:. O'(T), since l' is invertible. So
0'(1') ~ r. Now we show that O'(T) = {I}.
It would be enough to show that 0'(1') ~ O'(T), since we already know
that O'(T) nr = {I}. Suppose -' ¢:. O'(T). We should then obtain
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oX f}. a(T). Since oX f}. a(T), it follows that oX E p(T), so oX-T has a continuous
everywhere defined inverse and we can construct
S>. : T(x +M) 1-7 (oX - T)-ITx + M.
It follows that
S>.((r=T)x +M) = (oX - T)-I(oX - T)x + M = x + M
and
(r=T)S>.(x+M) = (oX-T)((oX-T)-l x+M) = (oX-T)(oX-T)-l x+M = x+M.
SO S>. = (r=T)-I. But by the properties of the canonical map,
(r=T)-1 = (oX - 1')-1,
so oX E p(T). This gives us oX f}. a(T). So we must have a(T) ~ a(T), proving
that a(T) = {I}.
Since Tis an isometry, 11'1'11 = I, and since 1'-1 is an isometry, 111'-111 = 1.
By the norm inequality essential to the product of a Banach algebra, l' is
therefore doubly power bounded. We have shown above that a(T) = {I},
and it follows by Gelfand's theorem, Theorem 2.1.1, that '1' = i, with
j E B(R(T)) determined by i(x + M) = x + M for all x E X. Since l' = i,
by the definition ofT, the following calculations show how this despatches
the theorem for us:
T(T(x + M)) = T(x + M)
:::} T(T(x + M)) = T(Tx + M) = T 2x + M = T 2x + M
:::} T2x - Tx E M
=> l(T2x - Tx) = 0
=> lim sup IIr(T2x - Tx)1I = 0
n-4OO
:::} limsupIlTn+2x-r+1xl\ =0
n-4OO
:::} lim sup Ilr+Ix - Tnxll = 0
n-4OO
:::} lim IIr+Ix - rxll = 0,
n-4OO
since
lim inf II r +1x - Tnxll ~ 0
n-4OO
by the properties of the norm.
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o
Note: Esterle proved this theorem under the assumption O'(T) = {1}.
From the assumption M :/= X, we obtained an invertible isometry T with
spectrum 0'(1') = {1} ~ O'(T). It is therefore clear that M :/= X implies
1 E O'(T). By assumption, O'(T) ~ /),.. U {1}. It could therefore happen that
1 :/= O'(T). However, in this case, it would follow that M = X, that is,
limn-too IITn(T - I)xll = 0 for all x. Moreover, in this case, O'(T) ~ /),.. and
O'(T) closed would imply that
r(T) = lim supIIrll1/ n < 1,
n-too
which can only be true if IITnll decays exponentially. This would fall in
Nevanlinna's superlinear decay category. Nevanlinna's categories shall not
be discussed, although we do have a look at one of the categories in the
following section. It is, however, commended to the reader's attention,
since it seems to me to be an arrangement of eminent use to the student
of power bounded operators. It could, moreover, in all probability be ex-
tended to more general studies, although I have not been privileged with suf-
ficient time to pursue such an investigation. Also note that the theorem
above has been made contingent on the Gelfand theorem in its latter part.
This is only for ease of proof; a proof will be given hereafter that is indepen-
dent of Gelfand's theorem. Conversely, the Gelfand theorem can be obtained
from the Katznelson-Tzafriri theorem. Indeed, assume that the Kaiznelson-
Tzafriri theorem holds. Then, for T doubly power bounded with spectrum
{1}, the above theorem's assumptions are satisfied; so its conclusion follows,
namely, that limn-too IIr+1 - Tnll = O. By the bound on the norms of the
powers ofT-I, say K, we have
and taking limits on both sides of the inequality,
liT - III ::; K lim IIr(T - I)II = O.
n-too
Obviously, then, T = I. This is a proof of the Gelfand theorem using the
Kaiztielson- Tzafriri theorem. Strictly speaking, this only shows a dependence
of the Gelfand theorem on the Katznelson-Tzafriri theorem, but in the case
of a doubly power bounded operator with spectrum {1}, the Gelfand theorem
is obviously equivalent to the Katznelson- Tzafriri theorem for the observa-
tion.
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Before we enter upon the proof of their theorem, as given by Katznel-
son and Tzafriri in their paper (Katz nelson and Tzafriri,[26]), we first give
a proof by Allan and Ransford making use of representation theory (Al-
lan and Ransford, [2]). Even though representation theory is held in dis-
favour by some, yet I think the development below shows that even if we
do restrict ourselves by considering representation theoretical proofs we yet
cannot therefore wholly disregard and discount it.
Lemma 4.1.2. Let A be a commutative Banach algebra containi~f..~i, Sup-
pose {J.t(n)} is a sequence of positive number satisfying limn -.+oo~ = 1
such that
. IIxn ll0< hmsup-() ~ l.
n-.+oo J.L n
Then there is a Banach algebraB and a homomorphism 1r E B(A, B) such
that
(1) 1r(x) is invertible in B with 1I1r(x)llB = 111r(x)-lllB = 1.
(2)
lim sup lIa(x
n)1I ~ 1I1T(a)IIB ~ IIall
n-.+oo J.L n
for all a E A.
Proof. Define p: A -7 R by
p(a) = limsup IIax
n ll
n-.+oo p(n)
for all a E A. Then p is a seminorm by the following deliberations:
(1)
all a E A, and
p(a)
p(a) = lim sup lla(x
n
)1I ;::: 0
n-sco p n
_ limsup IIax
n ll < lim sup lIall· IIxn ll
n-.+oo p(n) - n-.+oo J.t(n)
_ IIall lim sup IIx(nl)1~ lIall < 00.
n-eco J.t n
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(2)
(3)
p(aa) _ limsup lIaax
n ll = lim sup laillaxnll
n~oo J-L(n) n~oo J-L(n)
_ lallimsup lI a(x
n)1I
= lalp(a).
n~oo J-L n
p(a + b)
Furthermore,
p(aa')
1. II (a + b)xnll -1. lIax
n + bxnll
- im sup () - im sup ( )
n~oo J-L n n~oo J-L n
< 1
. lIaxnll + lIbxnll
rm sup ( )
n~oo J-L n
< lim sup "
a(x
n
)" + lim sup IIbx( n)1I = p(a) + p(b).
n~oo J-L n n~oo J-L n
1. lIaa'xn\l < 1. \Ia\l·\Ia'x
n\l
- im sup () _ rm sup ( )
n~oo J-L n n~oo J-L n
= \Ialllimsup lIa't~1l = lIa\lp(a')
n~oo IJ n
for all a, a' E A. By hypothesis,
0< lim sup lI x(n l)1 = p(l) s l.
n~oo J-L n
Thus N (P) is a proper ideal of A, since there is an element of A not mapped
to 0 by p.
Define Bo to be unital quotient algebra A/N(P), and let 1r : A -t Bo be
the canonical mapping. Then
1I11"(a)1I80 = sup p(ay)
yEp-lei)
for all a E A defines an algebra norm 11.1180' because it is the operator norm
on Bo, regarded as it were as the left regular representation. Now, since
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p(ax)
1· I-I(n+l) 1· £ 11 thImn-+oo JL(n) = ,It 0 ows at
Ilax . xnll Ilaxn+111
= lim sup = lim sup ':':"'-7"""'7""":':'
n-+oo J.L(n) n-+oo J.L(n)
. (lIaxn+l1l J.L(n)). lI axn+l1l
= lim sup = lim sup ~---..:.:.
n-+oo J.L(n) J.L(n + 1) n-+oo J.L(n + 1)
= lim sup lIax
nll
= p(a)
n-+oo J.L (n )
for all a E A, and hence
1171"(a)7I"(x)IIBo = IIn(ax)IIBo = IIn(a)II Bo
for all a E A.
By a theorem of Arens (Arens,[4]),
implies that (Bo, II . IIBo) can be isometrically embedded in a commutative
Banach algebra, say (B, II·IIB), where 7I"(x) is invertible and both 71" and 71"-1
are isometries. This despatches (1), and we turn to (2). Observe that
1171"(a)IIB = 1171"(a)IIBo = sup p(ay) ~ sup lIallp(y) = lIall
yEp-l(l) yEp-l(l)
for all a E A (which also guarantees the continuity of 71" by the boundedness
of 71"), and so, for all a E A, it comes as no surprise that
1171"(a)IIB = 1171"(a)IIBo ~ p (p~~)) ~ p(a).
o
The above lemma helps us to prove the following theorem, also by (Al-
lan and Ransford,[2]), which gives another proof of the Katznelson-Tzafriri
theorem.
Theorem 4.1.3. Let A be a Banach algebra and let x be a power bounded
element of A. Then limn-+oo IIxn+l - xnll = 0 if and only if O"(x) n r ~ {1}.
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Proof. The forward implication is proved in exactly the same way as in
Theorem 4.1.1. Therefore, we prove the reverse implication. Without loss
of generality, we assume A is commutative, so that we can use Lemma 4.1.2.
If U(x) n r = 0, then the spectral radius rex) < 1, suppose rex) = T.
Therefore limn..-+oo IIxnlll / n = r, so that
lim IIxn ll = lim rn = O.
n..-+oo n..-+oo
Therefore, in this case, limn..-+oo IIxn+1 - xn II = o.
Therefore, suppose u(x) nr = {I}. This implies that 1 ~ IIxnll ~ M for
all n ~ 0, where M = sUPnEN IIxn ll. By Lemma 4.1.2, there is a commuta-
tive Banach algebra (B, II· liB) and a continuous homomorphism 1r : A ~ B
satisfying (1) and (2) of Lemma 4.1.2 with J.1.(n) = M for all n E N. By
property (1) of Lemma 4.1.2, 1r(x) is doubly power bounded.
This implies UB(1r(X» ~ r and since UB(1r(X» ~ UA(X), it is obvious
that we must have UB(1r(X» = {I}, since obviously UB(1r(X» ":f: 0. By the
Gelfand-Hille theorem, Theorem 2.1.1, since 1r(x) is doubly power bounded
and O"B(1r(X)) = {I}, it follows that 1r(x) = 1r(1). Substituting a = x - Lin
property (2) of Lemma 4.1.2, we have
lim sup IIxn+1 - xnllM ~ 1I1r(x - I)IIB = O.
n..-+oo
This completes the theorem. o
Nowwe followKatznelson and Tzafriri article (Katznelson and Tzafriri,[26]).
Denote by Bx and Bx- the closed unit balls of X and X*, respectively,
where X* is the dual of X. Consider the family
:F = {f(z,x,x*) =x*F(z)x: x E Bx and x* E Bx-}.
We exhibit some properties of:F.
(1) Each !(',x,x*) is analytic in ~ - {I}.
(2) For every z E ~, x E Bx and z" E Bx-,
00
!(z,x,x*) = '2::(x*rnx)zn+1
n=O
and Ix*TJxl ~ 1 for all n E N.
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(3) For each 0 < 0 < 11", there exists a constant Ma such that
If(peiO,x,x*)1 ~ M a and
for every choice of 0 < p < 1 and 0 ~ () ~ 211" - 0, where x E Ex and
x* E Ex*.
Lemma 4.1.4. For each E > 0, there exists a twice continuously differen-
tiable non-negative function gf on 1R such that
(1) gf(X) == 1 in a neighbourhood of the origin and gf(X) == 0 outside the
interval (-E, E).
(2) the Fourier coefficients
for n E N satisfy
00L 19f(n) - 9E(n + 1)1 < E.
n=O
Proof. Let h be a twice continuously differentiable non-negative function on
lR which is equal to 0 for Ixi ~ 1 and equal to 1 for Ixi ~ ~. Now consider
the Fourier transform it of h, where
Fix E > 0 and put hE(x) = h (7).
Then a simple change of variable shows that
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for all n E Z.
Thus
00 00L Ihe(n) - he(n + 1)\ - € L Ih(m) - he(€(n + 1»\
n=-oo n=-oo
< ei: Ih'(~)ld~.
Put H(x) = xh(x) and note that
A 1 100 . e 1 100 . e AH(~) = 2 xh(x)e- t X d~ = i 2 -ixh(x)e- t X d~ = ih'(~).n -00 n -00
Since H is twice continuously differentiable and equal to 0 outside (-1, 1),
it follows that M = J~oo Ih'(~)ld~ < 00, and thus
00L Ihe(n) - he(n + 1)1 < EM.
n=-oo
This shows that khe satisfy the properties required from gEe o
Theorem 4.1.5. Let f(z) = L:~=o anzn be analytic in a domain which
contains the closed unit disc except perhaps for the point z = I, and assume
that lanl ~ 1, for all n E N. Then limn~oo(an - an+1 ) = O. Moreover,
the convergence to zero of the sequence {an - an+t}nEN is uniform in the
following sense: for any family {Ma : 0 < Q < n} of positive constants
and for any e > 0, there exists an integer ne so that, for each function
f(z) = L:~=oanzn as above which satisfies If(peiO)1 ~ M o and
1~(peiO)1 ~ M a , whenever 0 < p < 1, Q ~ () ~ 2n - a and 0 < a < tt, we
have Ian - an+ll < € if n ~ n f •
Proof. Let {Mo : 0 < Q < n} be a family of positive numbers and let
f(z) = L:~o anzn satisfy the conditions of the statement relative to {Mo :
o< a < n}. The assertion of this theorem is equivalent to proving that the
Fourier coefficients of (1 - z)f(z) tend to 0, since
00 00
(1- z)f(z) = (1 - z) L anzn = L(an+l - an)zn+l + ao
n=O n=O
for every f satisfying the above requirements.
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However, because f is analytic except perhaps at 1, sometimes we can-
not define the Fourier coefficients of f(ei(} ) for 0 < () < 21r. To circumvent
this problem, we shall work on prwith r < 1, rather than r itself.
Fix E > 0 and 0 < p < 1 and let fp(()) = f(pei(}) with 0 $ () $ 21r. By
Lemma 4.1.4, there is a continuously differentiable non-negative function
9E (()) with 0 $ () $ 21r such that
(1) 9E(()) == 1 in a neighbourhood of 0 and 9E(()) == 0 outside (-E, E), and
(2) the Fourier coefficients
for n E N satisfy
00
:L 19E(n) - 9E(n ., 1)1 < E.
n=O
Put dE(() ) = (1 - ei(})YE(()) and note that (2) implies that lI(dE(n))11t < E.
Standard arguments in the field of Fourier analysis, yields
where * denotes convolution. This follows from lip(n)1 = lanpnl $ by as-
sumption.
Consider the function
and observe that
for all n E Z. However, by (1), 1-9E vanishes in some interval (-aE, a E) for
some a E> O. Hence Ye,p, the derivative of bE,p, depends only on fp(()) and
~(()) for a E $ () $ 21r - (¥E which are bounded by M o , in magnitude, by
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the assumption of the theorem.
Thus,
K E = max Ib~ p(O)I,BE[O,27r] ,
regardless of the f chosen at the outset or of the pr chosen. Consequently,
IbE,p(O)1 s If:- from which we get that
lerho(n)1 = lanpn - an+!pn+11 S € + K€
n
for all n E N, where cp(n) = (1 - eiB)fp(O). For fixed € > 0 and n we let
p ~ 1- and get Ian - an+11 S € + ~E for all n EN.O
Theorem 4.1.6. Let T be power bounded on a Banach space X. Then
limn.-+oo IITn - Tn+! II = 0 if and only if a(T) n r ~ {I}.
Proof. Since T is power bounded, by Lemma 1.3.3, we may assume without
loss of generality that IITII s 1. The forward implication is again proved
exactly like in Theorem 4.1.1. Conversely, suppose a(T) n I' ~ {I}. The
resolvent ofT is then a superset of (C-~)U{I}, where R(T, >.) = L~=o >.;:;1.
The transformation z = *,
then makes F satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1.5, and we get
limn.-+oo II~ - ~+III =O. 0
Note: Theorem 4.1.5 is one of the variants of the Tauberian theorem.
Theorem 4.1.6 states that limn.-+oo II~(T - 1)11 = 0 if and only if a(T) nr ~
{I}. There are variants of this theorem that replaces T" by a function f(T),
where f satisfies some property called spectral synthesis. This property is
not going to be discussed, because it is a very intricate analytic construct.
4.2 Counterexamples
Counterexample 4.2.1. We know from Ronnefarth (Ronnefarth,[36j) that
IIxn+! _xnll ~ 0 does not imply that x is power bounded, but he also showed
that xn+! - z" ~ 0 does not imply that x is power bounded if we further
assume that 1 is a simple pole of the resolvent of x.
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Counterexample 4.2.2. (Tomilov and Zemanek,!44J) By
II: II ~ ~ + ~t. IIT' - 1*-111,
the assumption limn_HXlIITn+I - T" II = 0 implies IITnll = o(n). The ques-
tion therefore arises: is IITnll ~ 0(1) necessary for limn-+oo IITn+I - T" II?
If so, the Katznelson-Tzafriri theorem may be simplified by the omission of
the power boundedness assumption. The following discussion will answer
the question in the negative.
For any operator T E B (X), we define an operator T on (X, 11·11x), where
X = X $ X and IIxl $ x211x = Jllxl1l2 + IIx2112 for all Xl $ X2 EX $ X,
by means of the equations T = (~ T:;. I ). The following properties are
evident about this matching of T to T, which we exhibit below:
(1) aCT) = aCT).
(2) limn-+oo ~IITnll =0 if and only iflimn-+oo IITn - Tn+111 = O.
(3) sUPn~1 IIMn(T)1I < 00 if and only if sUPn~1 IITn ll < 00.
(4) the Cesaro means Mn(T) converge strongly in B(X) if and only if T"
converges strongly in B(X).
(5) the Cesaro means Mn(T) converge weakly in B(X) if and only if T"
converge weakly in B(X).
(6) sUPn>O IITnIl < 00 if and only ifT satisfies the Ritt resolvent condition
IIR(T; ,X) II ~ IA~11 for some C > 0, with ,X outside the unit disc but in
some neighbourhood of 1.
(7) for a fixed mEN, we have
lim IITn(T - I}fflll = 0
n-+oo
if and only iflimn-+oo IIrn(T - I}fflll = 0 and
lim nllrn(T - I)fflll = O.
n-+oo
(8) the operator T satisfies the Ritt resolvent condition if and only if T
satisfies the Ritt condition.
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We do not dwell on the proofs of these properties except in so far as
they further the example we wish to give. We could give an example of an
operator T with a(T) = {1} and lIi'nll ~ o(n), but
lim lIi'n(i' - 1)11 = 00;
n-too
but instead we construct an operator with even stronger properties, that nev-
ertheless fails to satisfy the conclusion of the Katznelson-Tzafriri theorem.
There exist a Hilbert space X and aTE B(X) such that
(1) a(T) n r = {1},
(2) limn-too ~IITnll = 0,
(3) sUPnEN IIMn (T)1< 00,
and at the same time, limn-too IITn(T - I)mll = 00 for every mEN.
Suppose T(k) is a multiplication operator on £2(0,1) defined by
(T(k)x)(t) = te i (1-1
1/k
x(t)
for k ~ 1. Assume furthermore that
T(k) = (T(Ok) T(k) - 1 )
T(k) .
Consider further that a(T(k)) ~ t:. U {1} and that, since t E (0,1), we have
IIT(k)1I ::; 1. Also, since a(T(k)) ~ t:. U {1} regardless of k E Z+, we have
U~l a(T(k)) ~ t:. U {1}.
Claim: UkEZ+ a(T(k)) ~ t:. U {1}.
Proof. We give a direct proof by a calculation. Suppose there are sequences
{tn : n E Z+} ~ [0,1] and {kn : n E Z+} satisfying
for some cP E [0,21I-]. Then t« -7 1 as n -7 00 and
So the claim holds.
1(1- tn)k n 1
cP = k ::; lim sup -k = O.
n n-too n
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o
Remark that, for m E Z+, we have
IIT(kt(T(k) - I)mll = sup II(T(k)n(T(k) - I)mx)(t) II
IIx ll=1
1I:~~1 II (tei(1-f1k X(t») n (tei (l_~l/k x(t) _ 1) mIl
< t~~] (I (tei~) 'l(tei~ -1)ml)
_ max (\tnein(l-:>l/k 1.ltei(l-ttlk _ljm)
tE[O,I]
I
.(l_t)l/k 1m
_ max tn tet k - 1
tE[O,I] .
So
(
l/k)m/2
IIT(k)n(T(k) - I)mll = max tn (t - 1)2 + 4t sin2 (1~~
tE[O,I]
Specifically,
= max tn ((t _1)2 +4tsin2 (1 ~~I/k) 1/2
tE[O,I]
< max tn [(t _1)2]1/2 + max tn (4tsin2(1- ~1/k) 1/2
tE[O,I] tE[O,I] 2
(
(1 - t)l/k)
- max tn(1- t) + max tn 2sin k ../i
tE[O,I] tE[O,I] 2
(1 - t)l/k
< max tn (1 - t) + 2 max tn sin k~~~ ~~~ 2
1 1 ( n )n ( k )1/k
< ;+k n+k n+k
1 1 1
< ; + kn1/ k '
For a fixed n ~ 3, the function x t-t :% achieves its maximum on fO,1) at
x = In1n' So, with n ~ 3 fixed, it follows that
1 k 11 11 2
sup IIT(k)n(T(k)-I)1I ~ -+ - ~ - + - ~ - + - =-.
nEZ+ n n 1/ k n Inn Inn Inn Inn
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So,
Therefore, we conclude limn-too ~ IIT(k)nll = 0 for every k E Z+, since
lim sup IIT(k)n(T(k) - 1)11 = 0,
n-too
by property (2) ofT above.
Let m be a positive integer. From
(
l/k)m/2
IIT(k)n(T(k) - I)mll = max tn (t _1)2 + 4tsin2 (1 ~~ ,
tE[O,I)
we have
= max tn (t _ 1)2 +4t sin2 (1 - t)l/k) m/2
tE[O,I). 2k
> max tn (4tsin2 (1 - t)l/k.)m/2
tE[O,I) 2k
= max 4m/2tn+m/2 (sin2 (1 - t) l/k) m/2
tE[O,I) 2k
(
l/k)m
= 2m max tn+m/ 2 sin (1 - t)
tE[O,I) 2k
> (~)m max tn+m/2(1_ t)m/k.
kt: tE[O,I)
Choosing t = n~1 for n E Z+, we get
> (~) m max (~) n+m/2 (1 _!:=...!) m [k
k7r nEZ+ n n
_ (~)m max (1 _.!.)n+m/2 (.!.)m/k .
kt: tE[O,I) n n
nIlT(k)n(T(k) - I)mll = C(m,k)nl-m/k,
for some C(m, k) > o.
So, with k > m fixed, it follows that
lim nIlT(k)n(T(k) - I)mll;::: lim C(m, k)nl-m/k = 00.
n-too n-too
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Furthermore,
lim IIT(kt(T(k) - I)mll < lim (IIT(kt(T(k) - 1)11· II (T(k) - I)m-IID
n-too n-too
= II(T(k) - I)m-III lim IIT(k)n(T(k) - 1)11
n-too
< II(T(k) - I)m-III lim -12 = o.
n-too nn
We can prove that
for fixed m and k such that k > m ~ 2.
Now let X = £2 - EB~I Xk, where s, = £2(0,1) ffi £2(0,1), and let
'1' = EB~I T(k). The inequality IIT(k)1I s 1 for all k ~ 1 implies that
IIT(k)1I ~ J6 for all k ~ 1, so that '1' E B(X). Observe that
IITn(1' - I)mll ~ IIT(k)n(T(k) - I)mll
for all k ~ 1, due to the definition ofT. Therefore
lim IITn(T - I)mll = 00
n-too
for every mEN, since
lim IIT(kt(T(k) - I)m-III = 00.
n-too
Since the linear operator
J(A) _ ffi ( R(T(k), A) R2(T (k), '\)(I - T(k)) )
- U7 0 R(T(k), A)
k=l
for all ,\ E C - U~I u(T(k)) is bounded on X and satisfies
('1' - AI)J(A) = J('\)(T - AI) = I,
the conclusion
u(T) ~ U u(T(k))
kEZ+
holds. Also, since l' = EBkEZ+ T(k), it is clear that
U u(T(k)) ~ u(T),
kEZ+
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so obviously
a(T) = U a(T(k)).
kEZ+
Now a(T) n r = {I}, because a(T(k)) = a(T(k)) for all k E Z+, and
since
a(T) = U a(T(k)) ~ !:l U {I}.
kEZ+
Also, since limn--+oo ~IIT(k)nll = 0 uniformly for k E Z+, it follows that
limn --+oo ~IIT(k)1I = o. We have already shown that IIT(k)1I ~ 1 for all k ~ 1
and so
(
1 ~n Tk n t» 1 ~n-l Tk )M (TA ) - n+l L...tk=O n+l - n+l L...tk=O
n - 0 1 ~n Tk ,
. n+l L...tk=O
we obtain
sup IIMnri'{k))1I s v'6
nEZ+
for all k E Z+, so that sUPnEN liMn(T)II s \"6. So SUPnEN IIMn(T) II < 00.
Finally, by the Katznelson-Tzafriri theorem, T is not power bounded and
therefore limn --+oo IITn(T - I)mll = 00 for m = 0 also.
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Chapter 5
Local forms of the
Gelfand-Hille theorems
Orientation. Various local versions of the Gelfand-Hille theorem hold, and
this chapter explores these results. Work by Drissi is mentioned in particu-
lar, introduced by some local spectral theory. Then we look at some more
articles on this specific topic.
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5.1 Local spectral theory
In order to be able to localize the results of the previous few chapters, it
is necessary to be able to define the local spectrum and to prove a localize
spectral theorem involving the holomorphic functional calculus. It is neces-
sary to attend very closely to the definition of the local spectrum, since it is
by no means simple.
Definition 5.1.1. As before, we suppose T E B(X). Let x E X. Further-
more, suppose ao E C. We will first be constructing a set of as. Consider
the neighbourhood system of ao. This consists of open disks containing ao
in the complex plane, among other sets. These disks form a basis for the
neighbourhood system, so we need consider no other sets. Suppose Vero is one
of these disks and U : Vero -+ X is analytic. We are searching for solutions
to the set equation
{(A - T)U(A) : AE Vero} = {x}
in terms of U and Vero' If a solution (Vero'u) exists for the set equation, then
and only then do we say that ao E Ox. This set Ox can be considered as a
kind of "scaled" resolvent set. One can intuitively see that the set equation
implies the analyticity of a function A ~ (A - T)-lX (although intuition
may fail to hold up to truth here). The complement of Ox is called the local
spectrum at x and will be denoted ux(T).
Clearly uo(T) =1= 0, since we may always choose U(A) == O. For other x,
however, ux(T) could be empty. Consider a function f : X -+ (X/)-l, where
we denote by (X/)-l the set of all functions whose inverse relations can be
restricted to be functionals (using the axiom of choice, of course), where we
define f by f : x ~ v the v being the one featuring in the definition of the
local spectrum.
If f is one-to-one, we say that T satisfies the uniqueness property for the
local resolvent, since then the set Ox has accumulation points for all x EX.
In particular, if u(T) ~ R, then T satisfies the uniqueness property for the
local resolvent. One could say that the uniqueness property for the local
resolvent formalizes the intuitive remark made in the definition. Operators
satisfying the uniqueness property obtain a unique local resolvent operator
which is the analytic continuation of (A - T)-lx to Ox'
Another implication of the uniqueness property is a local version of the
Gelfand-Naimark spectral radius theorem, Theorem 1.1.1. Supposing we
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write
rx(T) = sup{I-X1 : -X E ux(T)},
then
rx(T) = lim sup IITkxIl1/ k,
k~oo
provided the uniqueness property holds. Without that property, the best
we could do is say
rx(T) :::; lim sup IITkxlll/k.
k-so»
In this chapter, as in the next, we work with real generalized spectral
operators. Define S to be the set of real generalized spectral operators
{H : lleitHll ~ O(ltl"Y). Then any member S satisfies the uniqueness prop-:
erty. The same property is satisfied by the complexification of S,
SE9iS = {H +iK: H,K E S},
where it is assumed that HK = KH.
We denote the set S E9 is by N. This notation is reminiscent of the fact
that for a normal operator N, there exist hermitian Hand K such that
N == H + iK. By the way, the function I : X -+ (X')-l that I have defined
does not come from (Aupetit and Drissi,[7]), but the rest of the section so
far does come from there. I reckon little has been done to study I. Maybe
it could be instructive to study other properties than the injectivity of I.
Just a thought. Regardless, a very useful holomorphic functional calculus
can be built up for the local spectrum. As Kantorovitz has pointed out
(Kantorovitz,[25]) has pointed out, this is the natural setting for studying
spectral theory, besides being the way towards a theory of analytic operators.
Theorem 5.1.2. Let T E B(X) and x f. 0, and let I be holomorphic on a
neighbourhood D 01ux(T). Then l(ux(T)) ~ ux(J(T)). II I is injective on
D then l(ux(T)) = ux(J(T)). Moreover, il T has the uniqueness property
lor the local resolvent then equality holds lor any I holomorphic on D.
More on the local spectrum can be found in (Colojoara and Foia.'j,[12])
However, we prefer to move on to the next section.
5.2 Local Gelfand-Hille theorems of Drissi
This section is based on Drissi's paper (Drissi,[14]) of 1997. The next result,
however, is by both Drissi and Aupetit.
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Theorem 5.2.1. Let T E B(X) and x EX. Suppose that
(1) rx(T) = 0, and
(2) 11(1 +T)kxll ~ o(lkn, for some positive integer k,
Suppose moreover that -1 is not in the polynomially convex hull of a(T).
Then Tnx = 0 for all n ~ r. Conversely, if TTx = 0, then
11(1 +T)kxll ~ o(lkn·
Proof. IfTTx = 0, then
for k ~ r-l, a safe assumption for asymptotic statements. Therefore, clearly
v!F(1+T)kx -t 0 as Ikl-t 00, proving the converse. We therefore turn to the
forward implication. Suppose x = O. Then the orbit {Tn x : n E N} = {O},
since T E B(X). We operate further on the assumption (2).
Suppose now x =1= o. By the holomorphic functional calculus, Theorem
5.1.2,
C1x (1 +T) = C1x(I ) + C1x (T ) = {I},
so that there exists a U with C1x (U) = {O} and 1 + T = eiU• Every t E JR
can be decomposed as t = k + s, where k E Z and S E [0,1). We then
obviously have Ikl ~ 1 + Itl. Since U is quasi-nilpotent, it follows that
{lieiSUxII : sE [0, I)} is bounded, say lIeisu xII ~ M for all S E [0,1). Then
we clearly have
lIeitUxII _ lIei (k+ s)UxII = lIeiku eisUxII = lIeikU II . lIeisUxII
< MlieikUxII ~ o(lkn ~ 0((1 + ItW)·
So there is obviously aCE JR+ with
for all t E JR.
Since 1 + T = eiU and 11(1 + T)kxll = o(lkn, it follows by Barnes'
theorem, that U E S, the set of real generalized spectral operators, and
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therefore U E N. Therefore rx(U) = 0 implies UT+1X = O. So we have
UT+1X = O. As a result,
Since 11(1 +T)kxll = o(lkn, it consequently follows that II ( ~ ) TTXII = 0,
and from this we can only conclude TTx = O. 0
This helps us characterize local poles of the resolvent.
Theorem 5.2.2. Let T E B(X) and x EX. Suppose that
(1) IITnxll = 0(1) as n --+ 00, and
(2) there exists S E B(X) such that T :::: eS •
Then IITx - xII ~ 2 tan ~, where
Tx = ~ limsupkIlSkxIl1/k.
ye k-voo
Proof. Let ijrnxll ~ 0(1) and S E B(X) such that eS =T. Suppose
g(z) = u(eZ sx) and u is a functional of norm one. We then have an entire
function with order zero and type Tx, where
Tx = lim sup lIg<n) (0)II 1/n =lim sup IIg(2k) (0)II 1/2k
n-+oo n-+oo
2
< r;;e limsupkIlSkxIl1/k.
v v n-+oo
So, supposing
1T2e
limsupnllsnxll 1/ n = -4'
n-+oo
so that
T = ~ (1T2e)1/2 = ~ ( 1T..fi)= 1T
x Vi 4 ..fi 2 '
it follows by Bernstein's theorem (see Boas,[9]), we obtain
lIes x - xII = lu(esx) - u(eOSx) I= Ig(1) - g(O)1 ~ 2 tan ~,
yielding IITx - xII ~ 2 tan Tx 2. If Tx = 0, then Tx = x.
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Chapter 6
Generalized spectral
operators
Orientation We introduce the class P(X) of operators on a Banach space
X defined by the property that there exists K > 0 and 0 2: 0 such that
II exp(itS) II 5 K(l + /tI6) for all t E lR, and call such operators exponen-
tially polynomial bounded. Such operators feature prominently, though not
explicitly, throughout the dissertation. In particular, nilpotent operators
are exponentially polynomial bounded. Other examples of such operators
will also be shown to be of particular interest. Probably THE authoritative
work in this field is [Colojoara-Foias]. Aupetit and Drissi calls operators H
satisfying lIei tHII = O(ln/k ) , ItI~ 00 real generalized spectral operators, and
Colojoara-Foias' book is entitled Theory of Generalized Spectral Operators.
6.1 Continuous semigroups of operators
The defining property of operators in P(X) has two equivalent statements.
Theorem 6.1.1. For there to exist K > 0 and 02: 0 such that
II exp(itS) II 5 K(l + It16)
for all t E lR. it is necessary and sufficient that there exist L > 0 and e ~ 0
such that
II exp(inS)II 5 L(l + Inn
for all n E Z.
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Proof. The necessity is obvious: if the condition holds for all of JR then it
obviously also holds for all of Z. The converse is slightly more challenging:
Suppose we can find Land E as indicated. The continuity of the function
t -t II exp(it8) II then implies the existence of
supj] exp(iv8)II : v E [-1, I]} = J < 00.
For t rt Z we must prove exponentially polynomial boundedness, since we
already have it on Z. Now t rt: Z we must prove exponentially polynomial
boundedness, since we already have it on Z. Now t rt Z implies t = n + v
with v E (-1,1) and n E Z satisfying Inl < Itl. Thus
II exp(it8) II S II exp(iv8)1111 exp(in8)II S JL(1 + Inll ) S JL(1 + Inn,
since B(X) is a Banach algebra. This completes the proof. o
I mentioned another pertinent characterization of P(X). As I have not
seen it in great use, I only mention it. For a proof of the equivalence, as well
as more on P(X) that I will not mention, I direct the reader to [Barnes].
Theorem 6.1.2. There exist K > 0 and 0 2:: 0 such that
II exp(itS) I! s K(1 + Itl eS )
for all t E lR if and only if 0-(8) ~ R and there exist M > 0 and 11 > 0 such
that for A E C - JR,
This latter equivalence is proved in a way instrumental in proving that
P(X) is algebraically closed with respect to squaring. Since we do not prove
the equivalence, we just state as a consequence that 8 E P(X) implies
B2 E P. Some further properties about P(X) shall be proved for the purpose
of establishing rules of calculation with P(X).
Theorem 6.1.3. P(X) is algebraically closed in the following senses:
(1) If S,T E P(X) and ST = TS, then S +T E P(X).
(f) If S, T E P(X) and ST = T8, then ST E P(X).
(3) If 8 E P(X) and peA) is a polynomial in F[[lR]], then p(8) E P(X).
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Proof. Clearly (3) follows from (1) and (2). We prove (1) and (2). Barnes is
confident that (1) is proved easily. I do not share his confidence. Of course,
8 and T in 3'(X) implies the existence of constants K, L > 0 and 0,€ ~ 0
such that
for all t E IR and
II exp(iuT) II ~ L(l + lun
for all u E IR, but this is not where I see any trouble. Nor is there any doubt
in the implication that if 8T = T 8 then
exp(iv(8 +T)) = exp(iv8) exp(ivT).
The problem is that though
/I exp(iv(8 +T))II = II exp(iv8) exp(ivT) II ~ "exp(iv8)1I'1I exp(ivT)II
< K(1 + IvI5)L (1+ Ivn = KL(1 + Ivl5 + lvlf + Iv\Hf)
for all v E IR, yet we need a single 1] such that
II exp(iv(8 +T))II s M(l + Ivl'1)
for all v E JR.
Suppose 8,T E 1(X) and 8T = T8. Then
8T = ~(28T) = ~(8T +T8) = ~«8+T)2 - 82 - T 2 ) .
Since B2, T 2 and (8 +T)2 are in 3'(X), it follows that 8T E 3'(X). 0
Another class of operators could be introduced at this point. This class
is defined as follows: 9(X) is the class of operators satisfying 3K > 0 and
30 > 0 such that
11(>. - 8)-111 s K(l + d(,\)-5)
whenever ,\ ¢ 0'(8), where d('\) is the distance from ,\ to 0'(8). Since
(,\ - 8)-1 has a zero at 00, we need only consider an open neighbourhood U
of0'(8) in the defining inequality, Barnes states but does not prove 8 E 9(X)
and 0'(8) ~ JR implies 8 E 3'(X). We shall take his word for it. It seems
counterintuitive. Oh well. We get the following examples of operators in
3'(X).
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II exp(itS) II -
Example 6.1.4. Hermitian and Hermitian equivalent operators are in P(X)
since II exp(itS) II ::;; K with K > 1 for all t E R, where S is Hermitian or
Hermitian equivalent.
Example 6.1.5. Nilpotent and projection operators are in P(X). Suppose
Sk = o. Then
00 (its)n k-l (its)nII exp(itS) II = ~-- - ~--LJ n! - LJ n!
n=O n=O
< ~11(i~)nll S~ ~IISlin.
It is not difficult to see from here that S E P(X). Now suppose S2 = S.
Then
00 (its)n· 00 (it)nsL ----;T = I +L ----;T
n=O n=1
f (it)~S + I - S = IISei t + I - SII
n=O n.
< IISei t ll + III- SII
< eitllSII + 111 - SII = K.
Thus S E P(X).
Example 6.1.6. Suppose S E a{oc and a(S) ~ lR, where S is a Hilbert space
operator. Recall that S E G{oc means that for some open neighbourhood U
of a(S),
11('\ - S)-111 ::;; [dist('\,a(Tnr 1
for all ,\ E U - a(S). Of course
II{'\ - 8)-111 ~ [dist('\, a{S))J-l ::;; 1+ [dist('\, a(8nr1,
so S E P(X), whence we have 8 E P(X).
Example 6.1.7. Probably the most important example for our purposes is
operators satisfying IIrll ::;; K(1 +In15) for all n E Z. An obvious extension
of an earlier theorem shows that a(T) ~ r. If a(T) '# r, there is an operator
S such that T = eiS, since in this case 0 and 00 are not separated by a(T).
The inequality for T then shows that
II exp(in8) II s K(l + InID)
for all nEZ, so S E P(X).
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These examples show that the oeprators considered for the Ritt condi-
tion and the Gelfand-Hille theorem lie in P(X). The operator classes P(X)
and 9(X) show their more important characterizations (?) in the following
results.
Theorem 6.1.8. If 8 E 9(X) and >'0 is isolated in 0-(8), then >'0 is a pole
of the resolvent (>. - 8)-1.
Theorem 6.1.9. Let A be a Banach algebra and let x, yEA be arbitrary.
Then
lim (ei" e*t = eX+v.
n--+oo
Proof. Since limn--+oo(ei"e*) = 1, it follows that, for n sufficiently large,
ei"e* admits a logarithm which we denote by log(e~e*). So this logarithm
has the property that
I ( .. Jl.) ':r Jl.eogenen =enen
and hence that
.. Jl. Jl.
enlog(en en) = (ei" en t
for n sufficiently large. From this it is clear that the result will follow, if we
can establish that nlog(e~e*) -+ x + y as n -+ 00. For 0 < 1>'1 sufficiently
small (say in some deleted ball centered at zero) we consider the analytic
function>' -+ *log(e>.xe~Y). It follows that
lim .!.log(e~Xe~Y) = lim e-~Ye->.x[xe>.xe~Y + e~xe~Yy] =x + y,
~--+o >. ~--+O
which immediately implies that n log(e~ e*) -+ x + y as n -+ 00. 0
Theorem 6.1.10. (Colojoara and Foias) Let 8 E B(X) have the spectrum
o-(S) on the unit circle C1 • Then the following implications are valid.
IIR(>"S)II = 0 (11)'1 ~ 11fJ ) ,
(1)'1 -# 1, I>. -+ 1) for a f3 ~ 1, then IISn ll = O(lnl fJ ), (n E Z, Inl -+ 00).
(i) If for an 0 ~ 0 IIsnll = O(lnIO), (n E Z, Inl -+ 00), then
IIR(>.,8)1I = 0 (11)'1 ~ 11fJ ) ,
(1)'1 -# 1, 1>'1 -+ 1) for f3 > [0]+ l.
(ii) If
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Proof. Let U be an open neighbourhood of AD with a(8) n U = {AD}. Let
,(t) = AD + reit , t E [0,21T] where r > 0 is chosen so that ,(t) E U for all t.
Since S E 9(X), 3K > 0 and 38 > 0 such that for A f/. a(8),
II(A - 8)-111 :::; K(1 + d(A)-6).
Let m = [8] + 1. Then
"1(A - AO)m(A - 8)-IdA" < 121rrmK(1 + r-m)r dt
= 21TK(rm+I + r).
Now let r ~ 0+. Then
This proves AD is a pole of the resolvent. o
Barnes also states that if 8 E P(X) and a(8) contains more than one
point, then 8 has a closed proper hyper-invariant subspace. This statement
does not find this an isolated reference. Indeed, a rich literature attends this
problem, since it stands central in operator theory (according to Beauzamy,
at any rate). Before we continue this investigation, we take a detour via the
Lie-Trotter formula and Vidav-Palmer theorem (by whichI mean
lIeHII = r(eH ) for hermitian elements H).
Kantorovitz was able to classify operators in terms of the constant k in
the condition lIeitTII = O(ltlk ) . If a finite constant k exists, then he calls
the operators finite class operators. There are two parallel results that he
points out. Unfortunately there are no real connections between that article
and this dissertation except for this pair of results. They also follow quite
easily from the work in Barnes, except for the part concerning the class of
the operators, which is not represented by anything in the work of Barnes.
The results are as follows.
Theorem 6.1.11. The following are equivalent:
(1) T is of finite class and a(T) lies on the unit circle.
(2) For some integer k ~ 0, IITJ1I1 = O(lnlk ) for integers n, Inl ~ 00.
Theorem 6.1.12. The following are equivalent:
(1) T is of finite class and a(T) lies on the real line.
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(2) For some integer k ~ 0, lIeitTII = O(ltlk ) jor t real, ItI -7 00.
Since I do not see the necessity of the classification of the operators in the
current discussion, I will not prove that part of the equivalence theorems.
Let U be an open neighbourhood of >'0 with 0-(8) n U = {>.o}. Let
-y(t) = >'0 + reit, t E [0,21r] where r> 0 is chosen so that -y(t) E U for all t.
Since 8 E 9(X), 3K > 0 and 30 > 0 such that for>. f/. 0-(8),
11(>' - 8)-111 ~ K(1 + d(>')-O).
Let m = [0] + 1. Then
II ~ (>' - >'o)m(>. - S)-ld>'l1 < 127rrmK(1 + r-m)rdt
_ 21rK(rm H + r).
Now let r -7 0+. Then
This proves >'0 is a pole of the resolvent.
Definition 6.1.13.
J.' /(>')<1"E(>') = ~(-I)'[I(') (b)E(n-I-I) (b+l - /(1)(alE(n-'-I) (a-)]
+ (_I)n lk j(n)(>.)E(>')d>'
jor a finite intenJal [a, b], j E c(n)[a,b], E a junction with values in a Banach
space ~, continuous as a junction of ); on [a,b], except jor a finite number
oj discontinuities. E(m)(b+), E(m)(a-) are arbitrary vectors in ~ and only
jor convenience sake did we adopt this particular notation. Ak is a class
oj operators A, having their spectrum on 1>'1 = 1, such that there exists
an operator E which as a junction oj >. satisfies the above conditions and
f(A) = J j(ei>t.)dkE(>') jor every rational junction I, having singularities
only at 0 and 00. Because of the location oj the spectrum, A-I is bounded.
Hence j(A) is a well-defined bounded operator.
Definition 6.1.14. ~k is the class of operators A, whose resolvents near
the unit circle satisfy, jor some M, the inequality IIR(T, >')11 ~ II-tllk •
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Definition 6.1.15. ek is the class of operators A, for which there exists an
M such that for -00 < n < 00, IIAn li :s; M(lnl k + 1). eo is the class of
weakly almost-periodic operators. Of course, the class of operators ek has
also been studied by Barnes.
Definition 6.1.16. 'Dk is the class of operators A, for which there exists an
M such that for all f, rational with singularities at 0 and 00 only, IIf(A)1I :s;
Mllflln the last norm is the one in c(n}(\>.\ = 1).
Theorem 6.1.17. 13k ~ Ak fori> k + 1, 1= [1].
-Proo]. Suppose A E 13k' It is well-known that for 0 < 1 < 1 < 0, f rational
with singularities at 0 and 00 only
f(A) = ~ { R(A, >.)f(>.)d>. - -21. ( R(A, >.)f(>.)d>..
2m JI>'I::o 7["1, J1>'1='Y
We shall integrate by parts and put, for 1>'\ < 1,
Obviously, for 1 > k + 1, Sl-(z) is bounded for 1>'1 < 1. Hence Sl-(z) has
bounded boundary values SI(e i 9) on 1>'1 = 1. Therefore
Similarly, for 1>'1 > 1,
st(z) = (_i>.-l J>' d>.) k R(A,>.)
- I ( -i>.-It d>'rX+;'~An(~:~;•.
Again S+ is bounded and its boundary values St(e i9) on 1>'1 = 1 are
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and
-2
1. ( R(A, >.)f(>.)d>.
7r1, )/>_1=6
If we put
and
o
then
Hence A E A,.
Definition 6.1.18. By ax we designate the singularities of R(x, >.).
Theorem 6.1.19. e, ~ A, for I> k + 1, I = [I].
Proof. If A E ekl then St(eiO) and S,-(eiB) are continuous, because they are
given by absolutely convergent trigonometric series. The remainder of the
proof is the same as in Theorem 7.1.13. 0
Theorem 6.1.20. Ak ~ 13k+l.
Proof. If A E Ak' then we obtain R(A, >') = JO'(A) X!..p.dkE(/L). We can
deduce a majorant for IIR(A, >')11 using the defining equation for Ak' which
shows that A E 13k+!' 0
Theorem 6.1.21. Ak ~ ek+l'
Proof. The relation An = J>.ndk E(>') implies by means of the defining
equation of Ak that A E ek+l' 0
Theorem 6.1.22. 13k ~ e..
Proof. For positive n
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Hence
lonl
IIA
nll ~ M (0 -1)k·
If we put 0 = n'!:.-k' then we get easily IIAnll = O(nk). Similarly for negative
~ 0
Theorem 6.1.23. ek ~ 13k+l.
Proof. For IAI > 1 and A E Ak' R(A, A) = E~=o AnA-n-1• This implies
00
IIR(A,A)II ~ MLnkIA-n-ll = O(IAI-1)-k-l.
n=O
Similarly for IAI < 1. Hence A E 13k+l. o
Theorem 6.1.24. To every closed S ~ O'(A) corresponds a subspace VJ1(S)
of the Banach space which is invariant under A: AVJ1(S) ~ VJ1(S).
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